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In my mother tongue
my hatred is sanguineous
. my kwe soft.
My innermost soul
is in halance
with my :anguagc.
The ck,:-;eness of it
caresses my hair.
It has grown
together with me,
has taken root in me.
My language
can be painted over
hut not detached
without tearing
the structure of my cells.
If you paint
a foreign language
on my skin
my innennost soul
cannot breath
The glow of my feelings
will not get 1hrough
the blocked pores.
There will be
a burning fever
rising in me
looking
for a way
to express itself.
Pirkko Leporanta-Morlcy
Minority Education: From Shame to Stru1utle

ABSTRACT
Ahori ginal languages have always been an integral part of Native .:ulture:
however, many of these languages are extinct, while others are in varying stages of
endangerment. There is a growing concern among Native people for the survival of their
languagP:,. Mos� healthy Aboriginal languages are located in geographically isolated areai;.
There is a st-:-ong tendency for Aboriginal languages to decline in urban environments. The
role of community in language reviv.tl and maintenance efforts is critical.
The purpose of my research wa:� to situate aspects of Native language in an urban
school setting where a homogenous language rnmmunity cannot be assumed. The fieldsite
was one where the �.tudcnts expressed an interest in Native languages although none arl;!
officially taught. The research explores the source of this interest and considers how t!'e
interest could be bronght to fruit.ion.
A qualitative methodology wa'> used, drawing on three data sources: relevant
literature: personal teaching experiences; and school-based fieldwork. Seven students
from a Native Awareness class in an inner city school and their teacher were interviewed.
Their voicts substantiated the literature and teaching experiences, in addition to offering a
unique insight into the urban experience as it pertains to Native languages.
Consistent in all Lhree data sources is evidence of the commonly held view thr.t
English has completely replaced Aboriginal languages is erroneous. Even for Native
people who do not use a Native language as their p1imary tongue, Native language itself
still constitutes a significant part of Native identity. The three sources revealed that
speaking a Native language at least to the point where it is a language of identity is
becoming imcreasingly important.
It seems that the most significant factor in the preservation of Native languages is
ongoing use. Challenges to Native language maintenance and opportunities for Native
language use are explored. Many people are actively working to preserve Native
languages: awareness and understanding needs to be a part of these efforts.
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PROLOGllE
The rfrer flowed hoth ways. The c11rre11t 111111·edji·o111 north r,1 south. 1,,11
the wind usual.'y came from the so11th, rippling the hro11:.t·-gn·,·n 1r11t1.,.
in the opposite direction. This apparo1tly i111110.,·sihlc conrn;dicrion,
made apparent and possih!t·, still fascinated Morag, l'l't'll· i�fia the _\'1'11rs
of 1frer-watchi11g.
( Laurcnff, 19-:'.J:3)
Rather than a description of a research site. what follows is more a log of my
journey in the waters of Native language maintenance and survival-the story t)f the
struggles and doubts along the way. and my coming to read the ri\'er and trust in its ll\\w.
At the beginning of this journey. standing on the bank. I could see that the ri\'er
comes from somewhere and it goes somewhere. Therefore. any mea11i11gt"t1I na\'igat iun of
these waters will mean going both upstream and downstream as I tell the story.
When 1 began to record the journey, there were so many possihk start in� points.
Luce-Kapler begins her thesis, Ne\'er Stepping in the Same Ril·cr T11·icl': fr11c/1i11g and
Writing in School (l 994 ), by noting that it is impossible to step in the same river twice. as
the river constantly flows and changes. 1 had to choose a starting point. step in the water
and begin. Said (1979: I 5-16) speaks about formulating a point of departure:
A major lesson I learned and tried to present was that there is no such thing
as a merely given, or simply available, starting point: beginnings have to he
made for each project in such a way as to enah/e what follows from
them...The idea of beginning, indeed the act of beginning, necessarily
involves an act of delimitation by which something is cut out of a great
mass of material, separated from the mass, and made to stand for, as well
as be, at starting point, a beginning; ...
I followed the course of the river, hecoming familiar with its ehh and flow. Soml'
days 1 cirifted down c��.lm water: at other times 1 f0:i�ht the current. Along the w.,y, I
branched from the channel to explore new streams of learning. Wherever I stood in the
waters of Native languages, the river flowed both ways.
Morag walked through the yellowing August ,vass and down to the river.
On the opposite bank, upriver a little from A-Okay's place, the li1-tht
leafed willows and tall solid maples were like ancestors, carryi111-t within
themselves the land's past. The wind skimmed northward along th<'
·water, and the deep currents drew the river south. This was what Moraf.t
looked at every day, the river Jlo.ving both ways, and yet it never lost
its ancient power for her, and it never ceased to he new.
(Laurence, 1974:2Wi)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In a way this thesis began during my first term as a graduate student when I read in
a New Internationalist ( 1992) magazine that, of the approximately 5, I 00 languages
presently spoken, all indicators suggest thal not more than 100 of these languages will
survive into the next century. Indigrnous 1 peoples speak 8D to 90 percent of the existent
languages, representing almost all linguistic diversity (Bernard, 1993). A few Native
language communities are healthy, but many are fragile, with relatively small numbers of
speakers. Obviously then, they were the most precarious.
A research interest in search of a research project
Of course the process had actually started long before I read the article about
endangered languages. Somehow this information sparked an academic interest, but I
dnuht if this could have been sustained in the way it has had it not been fueled by work
experience with Native students in three mral communities in British Columbia. One
possible approach would be to ground an ex1tensive analysis of the literature in my
classroom teaching experiences. However, this essentially retrospective inquiry seemed
limited in that I r.eeded a new context in whnch to ask new questions.
My oojective was to translate my research interest into a research project for my
thesis. One evening in a Native Studies course, a classmate, who knew of my interest in
Native languages, made the following comment: I figure when �hey're asking1 that's
the time to talk about it. She was referring to junior high students who were in a Native
Awareness class she was teaching. This was the seed that led to my choice of a research
site: the reason is that the subject of their query was Natiw languages.
This was my opportunity to connect my interest with a fieldsite, albeit with
compromises. I knew the Native Awareness class was not a perfect match. These students
were in an inner city school; all my experience and most of my literature review related to
Native people in more remote settings, often reserve communities. How wculd I combine
the contrasting nature of the fieldsite with my experiences and the literature? I had been
particularly engaged with the book, Two-Way Aboriginal Schooling: Education and
Cultural Sun•ival, (Harris, 1990). He proposes a model of bicultural schooling for
Australian aborigines in which aboriginal language/culture maintenance is given equ..-tl
1 I realize there arc legal and other differences sometimes associated with these tenns. but for the purpose of
this work. the tenns indigenous, Aboriginal, and Native will be used interchangeably. I will use the tenn
which is most accurate for the particular context which I am addressing.
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priority to the learning of English. I did not see the model as being particularly rek\'ant for
urban students for whom Nati\'e language maintenance was not a \'iahlc option.
Research Qu'-stions
Yet, here was a group of inner city junior high students. in a school that did not
offer a language class, expressing an interest in Native languages. While this meant
redirectinz my focus, it presented me with a new unique opportu·1ity to concentrate on
those elements relevant to inner city Native students. Where was this interest coming
from? Realistically, how could this interest be realized as a rart of their schooling process'.'
During the course of the fieldwork, I learned much ahout the source of this
expressed interest. However, due to time and other constraints. I had to accept that
anything I could do in the way of a project regarding Native language use would he token
for these particular students. I began to change the way I thought ahout my research.
I was drawn to what these urban students shared in common with other Native
students. Undeniably, the language circumstances for urban students who do not speak a
Native language contrast significantly from students who live in an isolated reserve and
speak a Native language as their mother tongue. But 1 here were similarities. I began to
visualize Native language issues on a continuum: one end would constitute a setting where
a Native language was not spoken in many contexts, as in an urban area; the reverse end
would be a setting where a Native language was still being spoken as the language of
communication, likely an isolated reserve. Along the continuum the issues are similar; they
just manifest themselves in varying degrees at various points.
In an article addressing language issues for Native Canadians, Toohey (1985: 275276) notes that academic discussions of Canadian Native education often begin with a
documentation of failure. She argues
that the data used to describe this failure are very general and arc not
gathered on national. provincial, or regional bases. Distinctions arc not
usually drawn, for example, among Native students schooled in urban
settings, in areas close to urban settings or in more remote areas. There is
great diversity in the characteristics of communities where Native people
live across Canada, as there is in other communities not identified as
Native; very few studies of Canadian Native education carefully describe
any particular communities. or even kinds of communities. Most available
descriptions of Native schools and documentation of results of Native
schooling are so general that it is very difficult to identify significant factors
contributing to failure.
Drawing on personal experience in the varying types of Native communities Toohey
mentions, I agree completely. Not only are there huge differences between urhan, semi
urban and remote areas, there are differences within each of those areas.
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Yct, it cannot be denied that, in the context of Native education, failure is a
consistent theme. In a review of ERIC documents related to Native education, Weber
Pillwax ( 1992:53) found that the wide range of topics and the positions of the writers
indicates the predominance of the view that "Native education is a problem;" the problem
being that "the Native people keep failing so we must work harder to find a way to educate
them." The children lose out as educators debate how better to define the "problems" of
schooling Native children.
If native education is meant to prepare native students for their own
society, it has failed because the teachers, predominantly non-native, are
unable to recognize that the students are members of a different culture and
therefore do not "sec" the world in the same way that the teacher does...
If native education is meant to prepare native students for the
society of the school, then it has failed because, within itself, and its
representative teacher, it has no means of accessing the native reality of the
children...
I doubt that anyone would disagree with me that native education
has been and continues to be a failing process. Even if we called it "native
schooling", it would still be a failure. Any denial would need to refute
volumes of related statist.ics which include low employment, penal system
population studies, income level statistics, as well as educational studies of
student attrition, absenteeism, and achievement.
(Weber-Pillwax, 1992:61-62)
Whichever perspective Weber-Pillwax takes, Native education (not Native
students) has failed. Similarly, Jordan (1988:193) shifts the fault from Native people to
the schooling system:
Indigenous people see two great problems connected with schooling: the
loss of identity of their youth, and the massive drop-out rate from
educational institutions caused by the alienation of students from their
ethnic identity. In every case, they see the faults lying in a white system
unadapted to the needs of indigenous people.
The contexts in which the white system of schooling has failed Native students are
manifold and interrelated. I have chosen to focus on the crucial role of language. Many of
the problems students face are language related; these problems cannot be understood
without understanding their historical context.
Native peoples the world over have common stories of language suppression.
Indigenous languages were prohibited in mission and residential schools; children were
beaten for speaking their native language. The belief that some languages are intrinsically
superior to others is widespread, but has no basis in linguistic fact (Crystal, 1987). The
destruction of the culture and identity of indigenous people through the structures of

schooling has left a legacy of memories of rejection. of internalization. of negatiw
stereotyping and of the creation of a negative identity {Jordan. I 988: I 9] ).
The reasons for the language suppression that NatiYe students haw cxpnicnl'cd in
school vary. While some stem from blat..mt racism. others result from misunderstanding.
Given the view that Native people were best assimilated. facilitating dominant lanp,aft'
learning was prioritized, usually with the indigenous language being sacrificed.

Refocusing
The research participants helped me to clarify what I really wanted to do. My glial
was to continue in the field of Native language maintenance, hut to do work that would be
more than token2 . My commitment was not less. but I was operating from an altered
knowledge base which demanded that I be pragmatic. The realization came to ml' that my
thesis was about what I needed to /cam so that I could do work in the field.
Rather than centering my thesis on the students from the fieldsite, I wanted to usl'
them as a starting point, to make a point. Regarding Native language usc, they could be
considered to be on the "least likely" end of the continuum. Y ct, they were still interestl'd
in and oncemed about Native languages. On the basis of what I had learned through thl'
literature and my experiences, I could also say that for those situated in the "most likl'ly"
position there were still obstacles to language maintenance. Rather than a continuum.
p::!rhaps a berter way of representing these seemingly disparate settings would he as a
circle, with Native people from the remote reserve and the inner city as neighbours. At thl'
risk of overgeneralizing, Native people want to maintain their languages; at the same time
there are overwhelming obstacles to language maintenance.
To do what I had in mind, I needed to pull the literature together and to incorporall'
my experiences. The students from the Native Awareness class would actually compfr,e a
third data base, to provide opposition to or agreement with the literature review and
experiential data. The three sources informed me in different ways, but naturally there
were intersections: most Native languages are in varying degrees of endangerment; many
Native people want their languages to be maintained; because of the influence of the
mainstream society, it is futile to consider Native languages in isolation from English; the
school system needs to be included in any discussion of language which focuses on
youth.
The question that I had entered the fieldsite with, "where is this interest coming
from?" became a springboard for two layered questions:

21 had been confusing a minimum two year work contract with a master's rescan.:h project.
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I) b there an interest in, a need for, and a commitment to Native language maintenance
and revival? Having established, through the three information sources. that there is. the
second question became:
2) Given the endangered state of Native languages, in addition to the acknowledged
need/desire for mainstream academic success, what needs to be known to ensure that
efforts towards maintenance will be maximized?
I sec the purpose of this thesis as twofold: to collect, synthesize and clarify what I
have learned so that it can infonn my future work and to present that collection with the
hope that it may create awareness and offer information to others working in the field. I
am not writing with a specific audience in mind; however, given the topic of endangered
languages, if there is to be a modicum of success, support will be needed from many
directions: Native and non-Native, teachers and students, parents and children. youth and
ciders. The thesis follows a thematic structure; particular chapters speak to certain readers.
Overview of the Thesis
Chapter two can be considered the methodology chapter. After reflecting upon the
epistomological considerations that framed my research process, I describe the
methodological approach and technique used in the thesis and introduce the reader to the
voices they will be hearing throughout the thesis.
The third chapter takes a departure from the research participants per se. The title,
"But my Students all Speak English." can be construed in more than one way: not only is
it assumed that all Native students actually do speak English, it is also assumed that they
should. Relying largely on the literature and my teaching experience, I discuss the
misunderstandings behind these assumptions. This is followed by a critique of bilingual
education for Native students. The chapter concludes with a section on alternative
approaches to existent language programming for Native students.
In the fourth chapter I summarise the language loss process and then examine more
closely the phenomenon of language shift, distinguishing between historical and current
reasons for language shift in indigenous languages. This is of particular consequence for
language maintenance. This discussion leads to the point that the choices people make
regarding language use should be informed ones. The literature is featured significantly in
this chapter, along with rhe research participants.
Chapter five is devoted to indigenous language revival. After describing initiatives
worldwide, I rely on the research participants to provide data about opportunities for
Native language use. The desire to keep languages safe is contrasted with the challenges
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involved. The chapter concludes with a secti,:m on what can hl' dt,nc to kl'ep Natiw
languages safe.
In the final chapter I return to the comment that triggl"rl"d this thl'sis: "I tigurL' whrn
they're asking, that's the time to talk about it." This chapter honours the s!udrnts wlw
participated in the fieldwork by focusing on an unforeseen thl'mc that surfaced in the
fieldwork: the importance of having a space in which they could "talk" openly and with
acceptance. I offer an analysis of the role dialogue plays in building communities t'f
difference.
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CHAPTER 2
BEGINNING THE RESEARCH
SITUATING MYSELF
There arc then two entries into communication-the one by which one
depersonalizes one's visions and insights, formulates them in the terms of
the common rational discourse, and speaks as a representative, a
s pokesperson, equivalent and interchangeable with others, of what has to
he said. The other entry into communication is that in which you find it is
(Lingis, I 994: 116)
you, you saying something, that is essential.
Of the two entries into communication delineated by Lingis, I know which one I
want to take. In some respects. I do speak as a representative in this thesis: hO\vever. I do
not wish to regard my voice as simply interchangeable with others. I want to find that it is
me, my saying something, that is essential.
As a graduate student doing research, I have struggled to find the common ground
with my life as a teacher. The points at which "research" and "teaching" intersect appear to
he infrequent. Previously, my time was consumed with the diverse demands of a
classroom teacher: lesson planning. teaching children, recess and lunch duty, field trips,
marking, report cards, staff meetings and so on.
When I entered academia from this practical background I found that what I had to
think ahout changed dramatically. I was inundated by a tide of academic literature.
Initially, I was not often ahle to make connections between theory and what I thought of as
"real life," which for me meant working with children in schools. I agree with Lather's
( l 986a:44 7) comment that "theory is too often used to protect us from the awesome
complexity of the world." In many respects, this thesis constitutes my attempt to integrate
theory and practice, to bring the strands from my readings, teaching experiences and field
work together. This seems to be what I had to do to make meaning of my situation.
As a teacher, I thought that what I did was work with people. As a potential
researcher, I hegan to get the impression that research was something one did to, not
with, others. It was the reliability and validity of the data, not the people, that mattered. I
was not content with this interpretation of research. I needed a research orientation that
was compatible with my research objectives: to work with people and to contribute
towards positive social change. A branch from the research literature helped direct my
course.
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Research from the Margins
"Research fnm1 the margins is not research 011 people from the margins. but
research by, for and with them" (Kirby & Mc Kenna's t l 989:]8). By beginning with the
experience and research needs of those who have been silenced. the process l)f km,,,·kdgc
production is transformed and the ideological power base is challenged.
In a similar vein. Lather ( I 986a:437-457) "explores what it means to do cmpiril·al
research in an unjust world." She writes from the perspective of one whn believes that.
just as there is no neutral education (Freire, I 973 ). there is no neutral research. As
researchers we must avoid what Reinharz ( 1979) has termed the "rape model of research":
career advancement of researchers built on their use of alienating and cxploitatiw in,1uiry
methods. Her opinion is that research should he committed to critiquing the status quo and
building a more just society. For those interested in this type of research. a key issue
revolves around this central challenge: how to maximize the researcher's mediation
between people's self-understandings and transformative social action without /){'cm11i11g
impositional.
For me, Lather's challenge to not become impositional was complicated. I
mentioned earlier that I taught children-well, I taught Native children.-' Because or those
teaching experiences, I was committed to locating my research in Native education as well.
However, being able to translate that commitment into actual research was fraught with
conflict. I contrast my situation here as an academic 11eedi11M a research setting with my
position as a teacher working with Native children. Needless to say, the question of being
an outsider existed there as well, but I did not feel ii in the same way, because I took
time-the kind of time it takes to build relationships and trust. I have found my position as
a graduate student, who does not have that kind of time, to he significantly different.
One m,mner in which the teacher/researcher dichotomy has been manifested is in
having to justify my place. Regarding teaching, in addition to what I mentioned above,
there was the fact that the band had hired me to teach their children. However
controversial, that afforded me a place. This was no longer the case when it came ll'
graduate research. With my introduction to postmodemism came terminology and
concepts that were both new and disruptive: essentializing, "other", misrepresentations.
crisis in representation. The following is an excerpt from the introduction to a paper I
wrote last year for a "Native Education" class.

3That this needs mentioning will be addressed elsewhere in this thesis.
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Part of my struggle with this paper is that it has forced me to situate myself
in the context of Native education and then to question my place. I
identified strongly with Celia Haig-Brown's ( 1992) article, "Choosing
Border Work." She agonized over the suitability of centering her research
in First Nations education, she pondered about the ongoing debate about
the suitability of non-Native writers representing/misrepresenting Native
people, and finally accepted herself as a significant member of a 'border
culture' because she was there by choice ... l'm not at Haig-Brown's
stage-I don't have to worry about 'speaking for others' yet-this paper is
my attempt to speak for myself and it may help me to determine if I will
have any future decisions to make regarding 'representing others.'
excerpt from Native Education paper, April 1994
When I reread this, more than a year later, I cringed, realizing that the referred to time that
I was not yet having to face, had arrived. I was no longer writing a term paper, but
contemplating research in Native education.
While still in the decision-making stage, I attended a talk given by a fellow student
in the same department who had recently finished her thesis, A Construction and

Deconstruction of 'Native' in Native Education, (Kreiner, 1995). As Monica spoke
ahout the process she had gone hrough in coming to terms with what she would write
about for her thesis. she asked herself some of the same questions that I have asked
myself this past year. For whose benefit am I writing this thesis? Who's defining who is
oppressed? Whose knowledge is important? Monica decided that she had to say "do it for
yourself-- the 'me' is important in this process." The only way she could honestly write
ahout Native education (as a non-Native) was to write autobiographically about how
"Native" is constructed in her. Monica answers her question, "Who would my research
benefit?"
The answer to this question was assumed to justify my request for
permission, suggesting people would be more willing to participate if they
saw the potential benefit of the work to themselves or others like them.
I had no illusions of helping people, a thesis on a shelf would not
contribute greatly to the further understanding of eclectic, healing
motivated, aboriginal centred informal adult educational endeavours.
(Kreiner, 1995:16-17)
Like Monica, I had no illusions that my thesis would have a significant life other
than collecting dust on a shelf. Nor did I have any problem acknowledging myself as
important in the process. Still, her questions and decision perturbed me more than I
expected. I understood her choice to write about herself in relation to "Native" as she
could not justify speaking for "others." I was struggling with something similar, but I
wanted to make a different decision. I was unable to let go of the possibility that my
research could actually contribute in some way to Native language maintenance.
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I came to a decision reminiscent of Haig-Brown's. She finally ,11.:cepted her place
:n First Nations education because she was there hy choice: I accepted mine for that
reason. but also because I could do some of the work that needs

tl)

he done in IanguagL'

education for Native students. That dCceptance did not come easily, though. First. I had to
come to terms with the concept of representation.
If I centered my research in Nati\'c education, would I he misrepresenting Native
people? "Common to the post-modem critique of representation in every field is the view
that it involves re-presenting one thing, person, place. or time as (or in) another thing,
person, place, or time; it is assumed that the transference is made without loss of content
or violation of ;ntention" (Rosenau, 1992:93). I know this reads that there will he loss of
content and violation of intention. This thesis is a documentation of my process. although
it does incorporate the voices of Native people. I have made every attempt to represent
these voices accurately. Also, I work from the belief that, "despite its apparent problems,
the use of 'representation' so far does have certain advantages. One of them is that it may
be enriched, if further complicated, by its association with the idea of political
representation" (Gidley, 1992:2). Keeping the idea of political representatio·· in mind, I
hope that this thesis can be part of the "enrichment" to which Gidley refers.
Shorten, whose book, Without Reserve: Stories from Urban Nati1•,•,\· (1991 ). is
a collection of autobiographical stories told by Native people in Edmonton, appears to
have worked through similar conflicts.
I am not Native. I am white. a second-generation Canadian of
English and Scottish descent. I struggled with the quei;tion of appropriation
of voice raised by my involvement with this book. 1 believe I have neither
the right nor the ability to tell the stories of Native people for them. I also
believe that if I had been denied the chance to learn what I learned, denied
the gift of sharing time with these srorytellers, of being taken by them to
places I would never otherwise have been, both in the physical world and
in a very personal sense-that, for me, would have been a great loss.
(Shorten, 1991 :viii-ix)
And, while I can only assume, my guess is the loss would not have been hers alone.

Border Work
In my readings I have encountered the term "border" in various contexts: hordcr
work; border world; border individuals; border intellectuals; border identities; border
crossers. This notion of "border" translates well to my being an outsider in Native
education and will recur as a theme at certain points throughout this thesis.
According to Haig-Brown (1992:96), people who work with First Nations
education, Native anc.1 non-Native, work in a border world. She identifies three categoric'>
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of hordcr workers: First Nations people; non-Native people who visit the border; and non
Native people who choose to remain in the border world. Like Haig-Brown. I am one of
the non-Native people who chose to stay.
In Lincoln's (1993) Research with the Silenced, Native Americans arc
considered among the "silent" as a research category along with others of non-mainstream
gender, class or race. Adopting Giroux's (1991) description, such individuals and groups
arc said to he living at the margins, or existing at the "borders." Lincoln suggests that
while members of minorities arc doing research in their own communities, there are too
few such individuals (as yet) to conduct the number of required inquiries, so that
mainstream researchers will continue to play a role in research for the near future, to
present the narratives of "border" individuals. Until structures change. providing accounts
which speak to the interests of the silenced wiil be accomplished partially by individuals
who may not be members of such groups.
Something in Lincoln's interpretation of "border workers" troubles me. Not that I
would disagree with her that Native Americans have been marginalised. Perhaps I sensed
a dichotomy, while not expressly stated, between researcher and researched, a "we will
make it possible for the 'silent' to he heard." My uncertainty with her analysis may have
something to do with the idea behind McLaren's (1993:224) call for a border identity
which is no longer organized along binary systems of thought. Or, as Minh-ha ( 1991:22930) challenges, "just as one must situate oneself (in terms of ethnicity, class. gender,
diffcrcncc). one also refuses to he confined to that location."
The way I have come to under .. , .1nd "border work" is similar to the way in which
Stairs (1994c: 122) describes research relationships in Aboriginal education. In these
relationships both insiders and outsiders are changed. Stairs speaks of "ongoing cultural
highly participatory research by inside outsiders practicng collaboratively with aboriginal
educators in their communities." I like this te1 ,n "inside outsiders'' and prefer to consider
myself and others (like Haig-Brown) in this way.
Earlier I made a distinction between teaching and research; here I contrast border
workers and border intellectuals. "Border intellectuals" question traditional academic
discourse from multiple perspectives (Giroux, 1992). While my understanding of border
intellectual is not well grounded, my brief career as a graduate studeHt has certainly taught
me to question. not only traditional academic discourse but also much of what I took for
granted as a teacher.
McLaren (1993:223) asks us "to construct border identities that speak to the lived
experiences of oppressed people-people who have a natural suspicion of academics
writing from the high-altitude vistas of Mount Olympus." Here, I admit to my relationship

with academia: at the same time. given where I am coming from {and likely going). 1 han.·
a natural suspicion of these aforementioned academics. After stmggling to read Giroux
and McLaren. I am tempted to agree with Gore's (1993) claim that Giwux and McLaren
espouse critical educational theory. not critical pedagogy. Their \'ision has not heen
actualized. Th.is rift between theory and practice has hcen prnhlematic for me since I hq.!an
my program in graduate studies.
I wonder how accessible the writings of people like McLaren and Girnux arc t( 1
the people they write about. It is by virtue of my student status that I have even hecn
introduced to critical theory. As a teacher of these (supposedly) marginalised people. I
certainly had no such exposure. At the risk of sounding judgmental, I am somewhat
disillusioned with "border intellectuals" who do not cross borders to hernme "hordn
workers." Tierney's directive regarding praxis echoes my conviction: "....ultimatdy
stmctures and oppression change. not because of anything I ll'ritc, hut because of what I
do" (1993a: 132).
Praxis
A reference to praxis, which has influenced the way I choose to approach research.
leads into the methodology section. My dictionary defines praxis simply as "practice as
opposed to theory", but, for Freire (1970), praxis is reflection and action which
transforms reality, and Carr & Kemmis (1988:23) refer to praxis as critically informed
committed action.
For praxis to be possible, not only must theory illuminate the lived
experience of progressive social groups; it must also he illuminated hy
their stmggles. Theory adequate to the task of changing the world must he
open-ended, nondogmatic, informing, and grounded in the circumstances
of everyday life; and, moreover, it must be premised on a deep respect for
the intellectual and political capacities of the dispossessed.
(Lather, l 986a:442)
I agree with Lather that there is a need for this type of reciprocity in emancipatory research:
the give-and-take between researcher and researched and between data and theory. If
theory is to change the world, it will have to be enlightened by those who arc living the
struggles. And, what is the purpose of theory, if not to change the world?
Lather's appeal for theory grounded in respect for the "dispossessed" has direct
relevance for researchers considering border work. Hampton ( 1993) voices the need for
theory and research that is useful from Indian points of view. There is a need for a
research process that "produces not information about something, as is the case with
objective studies, but rather intimate knowledge that something is the case, knowledge of,
or knowledge for some purpose" (Reinharz, 1979:362).
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WHICH METHODOLOGY?
Much of the information i11 this section pertains to research relationships and
relates primarily to the fieldwork component of my thesis. In the introduction I mentioned
thut my thesis w0uld include data drawn from three sources. I will explain how I have
accounted for this in the next section, methodological technique.
Qualitative Research
After taking a required research methodology course in preparation for the thesis. I
thought that I should he able to categorize my thesis according to research design. I knew
the type of inquiry I wanted to conduct w1 ,uld require qualitative, not quantitative research
methods. Beyond that, attempts to pigeonhole my methodological approach have been
unsuccessful. Along the way, I Ju go of thr need to categorize and concentrated on what I
did need, which was to hear the views of students on issues pertaining to Native language.
I framed the methodology in terms of how I could best hear and present those voices, as
well as integrate those voices with my other data sources, lhe literature and my teaching
experiences. The research, then, can be considered qualitative and has been shaped by
varying influences: action research, hermeneutic inquiry, narrative research, ethnography.
critical pedagogy and postmodernism. Rather than account for these collectively, I will let
these influences surface when pertinent; sometimes these references will be juxtaposed
with why the more "traditional" research would not work for me.
The Research Interest
During my final term. I took an action research course with the idea in mind that
perhaps I could do an action research project for my thesis. Elliot ( 1991:69) defines
action-research as "the study of a social situation with a view to improving the quality of
action within it." I wanted my research to be "about" Native language preservation; at the
same time. I wanted to ensure that I was doing more than "researching" Native people to
get a thesis done. Action research, which offers opportunities for collaboration and
change, looked promising. However, due to time constraints, an action research project
proved to be unrealistic. Still, my thesis project was driven by some of the principles of
action research. An example of this came when we read a dissertation chapter by a student
whose work, The Literary Imagination and the Curriculum (1994), was described as
"hcnneneutically inspired action research." The author, Dennis Sumara, visited our class
to speak about his research: his words gave me both inspiration and direction.
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For various reasons. making a commitment to what is referred tn as tht· research
question did not come easily for me. In speaking to our class. Dennis suggested that wr:
think about our interest as opposed to our ,111cstio11. l lo\'cd hearing this: I knew my
interest, but I was n�luctant to translate it into the research question. He told us how he
was influenced by Gadamer: if you decide in advance what to look for, you will either tind
it or not. However, you may not find anything else.
Refining the research topic involves framing a question that will
guide you through the research...Traditional research stresses the necessity
of framing a single question before beginning to gather any data. The
process of researching the margins is more flexible. Occasionally the
questions may emerge from the research or crystallize through the process.
At other times a specific question may actually hinder the data
gathering....However, usually you will find that the more concise the
question, the easier it will be to keep focused throughout the process.
(Kirby & McKenna. 1989:47)
When I first read this, I thought facetiously that this "flexibility" must he why I
had chosen "research from the margins." I wanted to leave myself open: at the same time.
I knew I needed to be able to justify my research process. With hermeneutic research.
inquiry exists in the middle of some matter of interest, rather than proceeding through pre
established questions or methods (Sumara, 1994:76 ). Although I made decisions
regarding methodology, I approached the research propelled predominantly hy interest. In
describing this type of research, Sumara and Luce-Kapler ( 1993:392) acknowicdge that. at
times, they yearned for th::: pre-determined research method as they were "unsure as to
whether we were proceeding in the right direction, concerned that our processes
sometimes seemed a bit ambiguous, anxious that we could not always spell out for others
what it was we were 'really' investigating and what the products of that investigation
would be." The other side of this is that they "also learned that feeling uncomfortahk leads
to learning and insight into the topic(s) of re,earch." I found the ambiguity of my research
project somewhat unsettling, but was determined to "let it come" rather than "hunt it
down."
Rare are those who can handle it [structure] by letting it come instead of
hunting for it or hunting it down, and filling it with their own marks and
markings.
Minh-ha (I 989: 143)

Interpretive Inquiry and Objectivity
The subject of "objectivity" in research/knowledge is another context in which my
process has been influenced by hermeneutics, initially through the reading of Enterinf.: the
Circle (Packer and Addison, 1989). With regard to the "scientific attitude," Packer and
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Addi-.on ( 1989:27) note that "being value-neutral, free from prejudice, objective and
unhia-.ed (to the -.mall extent that it is possible at all) involves adopting a special posture of
cfotance from or denial of one's personal interests a11d concerns." I never had any illusions
thu1 I could, let alone should, be objective in my research. It is my personal interests and
concerns that drive this thesis; why would I deny them? Similarly. I do not wish my
work to he considered non-political or impartial. At the same time, I prefer to think t',1at
what I have produced is "above small-minded doctrinal belief."
Nevertheless the determining impingement on most knowledge produced in
the contemporary West...is that it be nonpolitical, that is, scholarly,
academic, impartial, above partisan or small-minded doctrinal belief. One
can have no quarrel with such an ambition in theory, perhaps, but in
practice the reality is much more problematic. No one has ever devised a
method for detaching the scholar from the circumstances of life, from the
fact of his involvement (conscious or unconscious) with a class. a set of
heliefs, u social position, or from the mere activity of being a member of a
(Said. I 979:9-10)
society.
Through Entering rhe Circle, I was introduced to Heidegger's "essential
circularity of understanding." When we try to study some new phenomenon we arc
always thrown forward into it; the phenomenon is shaped to fit a "fore-structure" that has
been shaped by expectations and preconceptions, and by lifestyle. culture and tradition.
The circularity of understanding is that v.·e understand in terms of what we already know.
That this is true has been has been clarified many times throughout my research process.
In interpretive inquiry, projection has finally become acknowledged
as an inevitable and essential part of our understanding, both everyday and
.scientific. Consequently, the choice of a point of view or perspective often
becomes a careful and deliberate one. And it is often seen to involve
establishing a relationship with those who participate with us, and working
out a mode of engagement with them. Far from being detached and neutral.
we need to adopt a perspective th:ll is engaged and concerned.
(Packer and Addison, 1989:34)
The standpoint I have embraced toward the field I have chosen and toward those who will
he participating in my research is both engaged and concerned.
Research Relationships, Storytelling and Voice
Tierney ( 1993a: 128-131) condemns the overreliance on standardized goals in
research which ignores the process, in turn denying voice to the research participants. In
traditional research, the researcher's task is to accumulate knowledge about a topic. The
relationship with the researched is relatively unimportant except in terms of how the
researched provide the researcher with valid, reliable data. I agree with Tierney that
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researchers need to hecome more fully engaged with those they research. The primary
reason for my choice of methodology is that I would rather ha\'e face-to-face
communication with a limited number of people than survey many people who haw n,il·t·s
I cannot hear and faces I cannot see. Time constraints certainly limited the type of
relationships I ,vas able to establish with the participants. Still. I ensured that the students
and other.s who contributed to my research were more than research subjects; they were
very much "real people" to me.
In the action research class. we discussed how narrative could he a component of
action research. Narrative is the study of how humans make meaning of experience hy
telling and retelling stories about themselves that both refigure the past and create purpo:,e
in thr future (Connelly & Clandinin. 1988:24 ). While I am not doing narrative research
per se, my fieldwork has a narrative component. Van Manen ( 1990: 156) asks: "Aren't the
most captivating stories exactly those that help us to undeiSland better \\'hat is most
common, most taken-for-granted, and what concerns us most ordinarily and directly in
our tactful pedagogical interactions with children?" This certainly has heen the case with
the students I have been involved with through teaching and fieldwork. "Captivating
stories" have great appeal, but as a research strategy. that, in itself, is not sufficient reason
for the telling of stories. Carter ( 1993: 11) cautions storytellers that "we will not serve the
community well if we sanctify story-telling work .?nd build an epistemology on it to the
point that we simply substitute one paradigmatic domination for another without
challenging domination itself." This is in accordance with Tierney ( l 993a:4-5) who
advises that it is not enough to develop a "catalogue of silenced lives'' a:, if the recording of
marginalised lives absolves the researcher of further activity. The collection of stories,
then, is one act of resistance. The researcher must be involvec.1 hoth with the "research
subject" and with challenging the oppressive structures that create the conditions for
silencing.
Lincoln (1993:35), writing about research with the silenced, notes that while
listener/researchers must never "put words into the mouths" of respondents, they can
provide active counterpoint by describing historical and social contexts in which silenced
groups have traditionally found themselves. In the data that was made available to me, I
have been able to identify ways in which Native people have been marginalised and
discriminated against. I do not take lightly the responsibility of presenting the voices of
others and have been diligent in my attempts to not "put words into the mouths" of
respondents.
Like Shorten, (above) I believe in stories. Those found in Without Reserve "arc
powerful and speak the 'truth' about being an urban Native in Canada in a way that is
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more telling than the most precise of surveys or studies. Their power lies, simply, in the
individuab revealed .. .J did not, in any sense, 'write' this book. Rather, I served as the
conduit through which these Native people could make their stories known" (Shorten,
1991 :vii). My work differs from Shorten's in various ways; it is a thesis, not a collection
of autobiographical stories, and I feel in every sense that I wrote this thesis. But, in !enns
of attributing the power of the stories to the individuals revealed we are in accordance.
This thesis would not exist were it not for the voices of others.
METHODOLOGICAL DETAILS
Nature of the Study
My thesis utilises a thematic structure which draws on three data sources: the
literature; personal teaching experiences; school-based fieldwork. This design was chosen
in an attempt to incorporate the various settings that spoke to the questions I was trying to
answer.
Rather than follow what I had come to think of as the "standard" thesis
framework, with a chapter each for the literature review, methodology, findings and
conclusions, I saw the need to frame the infonnation I wanted to convey thematically. The
fundamental reason for this was that it did not seem possible to isolate the literature from
how or what I "knew" experientially and from what I had learned through the fieldwork.
Data Selection
Literature
In retrospect, it seems slightly ironic that the literature has been so crucial to my
research process. During my second tenn as a graduate student I took a Native Education
course. My first term had been spent immersed in abstract theoretical literature; given my
teaching experience in Native Education, I assumed that the course would be grounded in
practice. However, after reading the outline, my expectations appeared incongruent with
the course objectives: to know the literature about Native Education as an object of
knowledge and to become "critical" in the way we assess that literature. I recall thinking,
"this course is not about Native Education, it is about what has been written about
Native Education."
"Knowing the literature" may very well be the nature of graduate level courses, but
there was still a thread of logic in thinking. Having taught Native students for ten years, I
knew a fair bit about Native education, but I did not know the literature. I constantly read
in relation to my job. but that reading had a practical orientation. As a teacher, there did not
seem to be time for "theory."
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I had no idea that "coming to know that literature" would influence me so
profoundly. I liken the process to a smorgasbord where literature provides the sustenann.·.
Initially, the rea-.on many of the readings were so meaningful was because I could ClmneL·t
them directly to my teaching experiences. I was continually amazed by how much I drew
from the literature. What I read interjected new understanding into my teaching. in
retrospect. I both recognized and could not find the students I had taught in the literature.
When it came to the body of literature that became my the�is topic, the research
was largely self-di· ·�ted. I built my literature base by following a trail of references. Or. tn
use the river metaphor, I explored many of the tributaries that branched off from the
fountainhead. Sometimes I felt that my search was being guided. Books and articles
would make themselves known to me as if by magic. Invariably, the timing of these
appearances was opportune.
Various sources fed this research. The theoretical literature addressing Native
language loss, maintenance and revival served as the backbone for my study. The
empirical literature on the same subjects framed this in an educational context. Appropriate
references to methodology directed me as I carried out and wrote up my study. Nccdkss
to say, many of these sources intersected and others fell outside these categories.
Experiential Data

I mentioned in the introduction that my academic interest in language loss and
maintenance was fueled by teaching experiences with Native children. I also explained that
I needed to do fieldwork for my thesis because I had new questions to ask about language.
These questions were triggered by the literature anci explored through the fieldwork. But, I
could not ignore the voices from my teaching experiences. The data from the literature and
the fieldwork play a larger role in this thesis than the experiential data. But this is due more
to the nature of the research than to the significance of those experiences.
Fieldwork Data

Selecting and synthesizing the literature-based and experiential data was a personal
process which needs little explaining. As the research methodology for the fieldwork
demands more clarificati.on, I have accounted for that in this section. Data collection
techniques include participant observation and field notes, journal reflections, and
unstructured interviews. A brief description of the fieldsite will be followed by an
explanation of how I collected and analysed the data.
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Description of Fieldsite
Fcrnwood School is an Elementary-Junior High School in Edmonton's inner city4 .
There arc 316 students currently in attendance. Approximately 30% of the student
population is Native. The school docs not have a Native language class, but a Native
Awareness class has been developed to accommodate students with Native ancestry.
However, the class is open to all students; one of the reasons it had been created was to
counter racism. The Native Awareness class is an "options" course, not a core academic
subject. There arc two sections of the course for Junior High students and classes are held
on a weekly basis. The class in which I carried out my fieldwork met on Friday
afternoons.
Data Collection
Participant Ohsermtion
According to Spradley ( 1980:54 ), the participant observer comes to a social
situation with two purposes: to engage in activities appropriate to the situation and to
observe the activities, people and physical aspects of the situation. I had a third purpose in
mind: to allow time for the students and myself to get to know each other before beginning
interviews. I was drawn to do my research in this particular class because they had
expressed an interest in my chosen topic; at this time I had not realized that the students
were on a semester system. While I could make alternate arrangements for interviewing
students, the time I had as a participant observer wai; limited. I was able to visit the class
only half a dozen times before the end of the terrn.
There was a mixture of students from grades seven, eight and nine. Twenty
students were enrolled in the class; however, during the weeks I observed the class there
was considerable variance in attendance. The majority of the students were of Native
ancestry, but there were several non-Native students, including a boy from El Salvador
who speaks Spanish and a Chinese boy who speaks Cantonese.
The first time I visited the class, Kelly introduced me as a classmate from the
University who would be doing a project about Native languages with them. She gave me
some time to talk to the students so I could explain my objectives for the research project.
On that occasion, Kelly took the opportunity of a guest being present to have the
students explain the sweetgrass ceremony, which is their customary ritual for beginning
the class. For this purpose, instead of sitting in the desks. the students seat themselves on
mats placed in a circle on the floor. The circle is to simulate the teepee, and is crucial to the
sweetgrass ceremony. A space uetween the mats represents the door; we were to walk
-- ------- - -------

------

4Tnc name of the school has been changed.
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through the "door" and around the circle clockwise before we sat down. One of the
students told me that the three strands of swectgrass symbolized mind, hl,dy and spirit.
Kelly continued this discussion, talking about the r.raditional ways of the ciders. It was
special for me to take part in the sweetgrass burning, which is both different and similar Ill
the sage smudging I was familiar with from times in Alert Bay.
I made rough notes after each cla•· and typed up more detailed field notes when I
returned home. As N,. . e Awareness was the last class on Friday afternoon. Kelly and I
usually went for coffee aftef\vards. During these talks, we reflected on what had happened
during the class. In addition, I was able to gather background information rckvant to my
research project.
Interviewing

Although my time as a participant observer in the class was limited, I was able to
establish a measure of rapport with the students before requesting interview volunteers.
The students became familiar with me and grew to expect my presence. Each week more
of them would approach me to talk. I got the sense that it made a difference to the class
that Kelly and I had an established relationship prior to my coming to their class. We were
classmates and friends and it was apparent that Kelly trusted me. I feel this may haw made
it easier for the students to trust me. As the class only met once a week, I handed out the
permission letters during an early visit to allow enough time to have the letters signed and
returned. In a few cases, I followed up expressed willingness to be interviewed with
phone calls to remind students that I needed the forms before they could he interviewed.
With each class, I was able to talk to the students more about my research project; this
gave students an idea wheth�r they wanted to participate in the interviews or not. The
students were asked the following three questions:
I) Do you have parents, grandparents or other family members who speak a Native
language?
2) Do you understand or speak (even a bit of) a Native language?
3) Would you be interested to learn, or learn more of, a Native language?
A half dozen students responded affirmatively to the first two questions and the same
students plus a few more answered "yes" to the third question. As it turned out, most of
these students became the research participants.
I interviewed seven students. They could be categorized several ways;; four girls
and three boys; two grade sevens, four grade eights, and one grade nine; five with Native
heritage and two without. Of the two without, one was a "white" girl, the other a Chinese
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boy. I had indicated a desire to interview students from diverse backgrounds. The views
of anyone willing to share their thoughts and feelings about language would be valued.
Interviewing �tudents during the Native Awareness class was an option, but I
wanted tc, use that time for participant observation. The principal gave me permission to
have students "pulled" from their other option classes for interviews. Kelly had an office
right next to the classroom which she let me use for the interviews. This was ideal. Kelly
has taken care to make her office a place that reflects her connection to Native tradition.
The students obviously felt comfortable in the space that Kelly had created, most of them
electing to sit cross-legged on the bear rug while they checked out the awesome collection
of Native art and artifacts. The office staff was very accommodating in calling the students
out of class as I was ready for them.
Before each interview began I re-explained the ethical aspects of the research
process (see ethics). I told the students that I would prefer to record the interviews to have
verbatim accounts of their words; no one objected to this, so I tape recorded all seven
interviews. Interviews ranged in length from half an hour to an hour. I interviewed Kelly
after all the student interviews had been completed. The interview took place at my house,
after dinner. I recorded her interview which was close to an hour and a half in length.
After each interview, I transcribed the tapes and wrote field notes on my perceptions of
what had transpired.
The interview style was informal and unstructured. Like Haig-Brown ( 1990:235),
I felt that "coincidentally, unstructured interviewing-asking lots of questions and
engaging in dialogue-allowed me to research in a way which was already integral to the
way I made sense of life." The interviews were of a conversational nature. I had a
tentative set of questions, but I wanted the process to remain open-ended. With each
interview, the questions changed somewhat as issues that had arisen during early
interviews shaped subsequent interviews. I began to understand that " in ethnographic
interviewing, hath questions and mmvers must be discovered from informants"
(Spradley, 1979:84).

Ethical Considerations
During my time as a participant observer in the Native Awareness class, I
explained to the students why their opinions regarding Native language issues were
important to my research. As the research participants were children, informed consent
was obtained through parents or guardians signing a consent form which specified the
nature and purpose of the research.

I let the particip;,.nts know that they had the right to withdraw from the research
project at any time and assured them that. in such ,m instance. their contributions would
not be included in the research. Similarly. during irtterviews. participants knew they had
the right to end the interview before all the questions had been asked. Each student was
asked to choose a pseudonym to ensure anonymity in the thesis.
I returned to Fernwood with transcripts of taped conversations which students
were asked to read. This allowed participants an opportunity to verify what was recorded.
make changes in the wording. or elaborate their ideas. Concurrently. I was ahlc to ask
questions which helped me to clarify any information about which I was uncertain.
Data Analysis
After transcribing each interview, I reread the trai�scripts and identified key
concepts in the margins. Data analysis would enable me to Jiscover and make sense of
patterns which were emerging. "Analysis proceeds by examining some phenomenon.
dividing it into its constituent parts, then identifying the relationships among the parts and
their relationship to the whole" (Spradley. 1979:92). Having become familiar with
Spradley's Developmental Research Sequence (1979, 1980) in a qualitative research
course, I used this as a starting point. In particular, I focused on "domain analysis."
Spradley ( 1979: 117) identifies the goal of a domain analysis as twofold: to identify
cultural categories of thought and to gain a preliminary overview of the cultural scene
being studied. I found this technique particularly helpful for categorizing the data collected
from the interviews and fielJnotes.
The next step in classification was to identify categories and to search for
clustering of categories. These categories were then further regrouped under thematic
headings. I began to recognize recurring themes in the data. Spradley ( 1980:141) defines a
cultural theme as any principle recurrent in a number of domains, tacit or explicit, and
serving as a relationship among subsystems of cultural meaning. I found where the
fieldsite data intersected with and diverged from the information I had collected from the
literature and my own experiences. Connecting the themes with what I had learned
through theory was one of the most meaningful parts of the research process for me. A
particular cultural scene will likely be integrated around a set of major themes and minor
themes (Spradley, 1979: 187). This description was applicable to the thematic structure I
planned for my thesis, with the chapter headings constituting the major themes and the
sub-sections the minor themes.
Interpretation played a part in getting the text to speak. "Data analysis must he
something more than the direct description of the data-a creative, constructive affair that
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is not simply an act of isolating and describing something that might be considered self
evident" (Powney and Watts, 1987: 160-160). The data and interpretation evolved
together, informing each other. And, as the writing progressed, the themes crystallised.
Although the themes emerged and developed with relative ease, I struggled to
write the data analysi� section of this thesis. I wonde:ed why documenting it was proving
to be such an obstacle. The answer came indirectly through reading Spradley's chapter on

Di.w:overing Cultural Themes. Spradley (1980:152) identifies cultural contradictions as a
universal theme. Cultural knowledge is never consistent in every detail; rather, most
cultures contain contradictory assertions, beliefs, and ideas. One cultural contradiction
involves the official "image" that people seek to project of themselves, and the "insider's
view" of what really goes on. Rather than apply this theme to the data, I saw its
applicability to my position as a graduate student doing research. On the one hand, I am
confronted with the post-modem method of analysis, deco11structio11, which seeks to
"undo all constructions," bet not to "do them up again" in improved or revised form.
Further, post-modernists tell me that it is impossible to represent the object of study "as it
really is" (Rosenau, 1992: 97). On the other hand, I am expected to establish credibility
for my data by proving it to be reliable and valid.
As far as I am concerned, this dilemma constitutes a "cultural contradiction."
Spradley suggests that researchers search for inherent contradictions that people have
learned to live with and then ask, "How can they live with them?" Knowing that Lather
( I 986h:78) is correct when she says that "ignoring data credibility within openly value
based research programs will not improve the chances for the increased legitimacy of the
knowledge they produce," I have attempted to negotiate the turbulent waters of these
contradictions.
Lather ( 1986b) suggests four methods for establishing trustworthy data:
triangulation; reflexive subjectivity; face validity; catalytic validity. By using multiple
methods. data sources and theories, I allowed for triangulation. My thesis includes many
examples of how my assumptions as a researcher have been affected by the logic of the
data. providing reflexive subjectivity. In an attempt to establishface validity, I allowed
the research participants to revisit their comments. None of the participants requested that
any changes be made. According to Lather, catalytic validity means the research process
has led not only to insight, but also to activism, on the part of the participants. The
interviews gave the students an opportunity to articulate their thoughts and express
feelings about a subject that held personal meaning for them. I cannot predict whether this
research project will spark action on the part of any of the student participants. I can only
hope that. in some way. it has made a difference.

VOICES YOU WILL BE HEARING
In this section I introduce the research participants whose voices will be heard in
the remaining chapters. I lead into the introductions with a brief discussion of two rek\'ant
subjects: the "other" and the "inner city."
The "Other"
There have been references to the "other" in this chapter. Who is this "other".
anyway? Prior to becoming a graduate student, the word other WZ:s not clothed in
quotation marks. Before introducing the research participants, I need to disrobe the
"other." Given my focus area. coming to understand this conc,�pt h.J, been a necessary
part of my process.
My introduction to the "other" was trJough Said's analysis d Orientalism.
wherein for the European Western, the Orient is "one of its deepest and most recurring
images of the Other. In addition, the Orient has helped to define Europe" (Said. 1979: 1-2).
In other words, we need an "other" in order to know ourselves; identity is defined larp.cly
by contrast with another.
Said's argument can be (and has been) transferred to Native people. In the
introduction to his book, The Imaginary Indian, Francis (1992:8) notes that

non-Natives in North America have long defined themselves in relation to
the Other in the form of the Indian... The image of the Other, the Indian.
was integral to this process of self-identification. The Other came to stand
for everything the Euro-Canadian was not.
So, the Euro-Canadian image of the Indian says more about who we are not, then who
they are. This makes sense to me and I think I understand it in its historical context, hut I
have difficulty fitting it into my personal frame of reference. That "the Indian began as a
White man's mistake, and became a White man's fantasy" (Francis, 1992:5) is not a new
idea for me. What is new to me, though, is the discourse.
I take to heart Francis's caution ihat his book is about Indians, not Native people,
and about White, not Native, cultural history. Much of Francis's work does speak to the
past. Still, some of the invented Hollywood Indian images linger; however, frequently the
other is not the romanticized Indian, but the other "other", the stereotypic lazy drunk.
I am left wondering how to situate myself in this argument. The false images may
be a creation, but Native people are not. Whik I am, in some respects, an outsider, my
stance is from a vantage point that makes it difficult for me to "essentialize" or "categorize"
all Natives as either the stereotypic "drunken Indian" or the "noble savage." I have had
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connections, through personal and work relationships, with Native people since I was a
teenager. I do not mean to be obtuse, but when I think of the Native people I know, they
are not framed as "other." Rather, they are Kelly, Mike, Amber, Eddy, Agnes, Tyler, Joy,
Herbert, Geneva, Darcy, Roger, Crystal, David, Connie...
I know that it is an assumption to think that we can assign individuals t.o a group
ba'ied on ascription of values and then use these value systems to predict behaviour
(Urion, 1991 ). But, apparently this is not common knowledge. The way I feel about
teaching Native children has been detennined partially by the reactions of others. Over
time, I became exasperated with the typical negative responses I received when I told
people that I taught at the band-operated school on the reserve. I sometimes wonder why
the longer I worked with Native children, the more unable I was to validate the
characteristics and traits that are so often a�sociated with them: the silent, the right-brained,
the non-analytical, the linguistically deprived. Yes, I had silent students-I also had the
noisiest ones imaginable. I had students whose thinking was analytical, others who were
more artistic. Some of my students excelled in math, some were awe-inspiring creative
writers. I had students who lived for baseball, others who were "couch potatoes." There
were characters who loved to perform for an audience, and there were those who dreaded
drama. I did not see the "silent" student as "silent" because he/she was Indian. Since the
majority of my students were Native, perhaps it was easier for me to see my students as a
group of individuals (which is what they were). Is it when Native students are in the
minority that they are more likely to be categorized as "other?" Unfortunately, this
describes the reality of numerous students who left the band-run school on the reserve to
attend high school in town.
In spite of the point I have been trying to make, it would be ludicrous for me to
insinuate that there is no difference in being Native. There would be no Native schools, no
courses in Native education, no thesis on Native language issues were that "difference"
not significant. In many respects, that difference is the essence of this thesis. But, I want
to present a "different" analysis of difference, one that recognizes that there is no one
identifiable Native culture. What Native people share is a history of oppression, of being
named "Indian," of being marginalised.
The Inner City Context
I have situ.::ied this argument within the boundruies of my experience. It is not
surprising to me that I have problems thinking about the Native people I worked with on
the reserve as the "other." There, I was the "other." When I transfer this discussion to the
school where I did my fieldwork, though, the dynamics shift. In retrospect, I realize that
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when I began my research. I regarded the Femwood students as different. as "other."
And they were, to my experience. not because they were Nati\'e, hut hecause they werl'
from the inner city. In conversations during my fieldwork. I came to recogni1l' that there
was an assumed meaning for "inner city," of \Vhich I had limited knowledge. For
example, the asistant principal told me: "In the inner city. it's not just Native culture. it's a
culture of the poor. There's something else interacting here-a tradition of th,: poor.
whether they're Native or not."
By way of illustration, when I asked Kelly to talk a hit about the cotrnnunity in and
around Fernwood School, her response was:
Well, Fernwood is an inner city school but even with some of my other
inner city schools, like there's just like, some kids have a real ...when you
talk about kids...my comparison between the school when: I used to work
and Fernwood is that the kids at some of the other schools thought that
they knew about the street and what was out there and Fcrnwood kids
know, they don't just think they know...but it's inner city. being tough
and rough and not wanting people coming in and telling them what to do.
When I mentioned to my supervisor how the students at Fernwood were.
in many respects, the "least likely" to be interested in Native languages, she said, yes.
adding that they were also the "least studied." I could go to the literature to find out where
other Native children fit in, but could not do that with these urban students. This
corresponds with Shorten:
These people are all "urban Natives," ir. the sense that their lives an:
not reflected in most of the current discourse on Native people. These arc
individuals without a chief, often without a band or treaty number. people
not represented in land claims negotiations or treaty claims; people ignored,
for the most part, in discussions about Canada's treatment of its Native
population. They show us what should be self-evident: that to talk ahout
"Native people," as though that were in any way an adequate descriptior.,
is laughable. These people compel us to see them, to listen to them, and to
respect them in all their diversity.
(Shorten, 1991 :viii)
I agree that to talk about "Native people" as though that were in any way an
adequate description, is laughable. Having the chance to listen to these "Native students
without reserve" emphasised that.

I'd Like You to Meet....
The introductions center around the students' reasons for taking the Native
Awareness class as well as their reasons for participating in my research project on Native
languages. The theme of identity is emphasised in the students' responses and can also he
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found in the words of their teacher, Kelly. This theme flows throughout the course of the
thesis.
Kelly
Kelly is the teacher of the Native Awareness class where I conducted my research.
She works as a consultant and Native Liaison for Edmonton Public Schools in conjunction
with the Sacred Circle project5. Kelly's position at Femwood is half-time; she teaches the
Native Awarenes� class, a<; well as Arts and Crafts. The remainder of her position is
divided between other schools in the district. In addition to teachi.ig, Kelly is pursuing a
degree in Native Studies at the University of Alberta. We met in a Native. Studies Course,
Dt!vclopment ff Native Community Resource Material.
Kelly and I have had many conversations, but the interview granted me the
privilege to record her story in her ow!l words. At the beginning of the interview, Kelly
told me a hit about her b;:;ckground:
I'm from Beaver Lake, it's a really small reserve, about two and a half
hours northeast of here. I had two sons, one that lives with me, the other
lives with his Dad. My father, he's been dead now since '74, he spoke
fluent Cree. My mother, who's also deceased, she was Metis and didn't
speak Cree at all, but she did understand the language.
Kelly talked about what she hi!d been like when she was the age of the students in the
Native Awareness class.
I think I kind of had always wanted to speak Cree and you know I was
always such a rotten kid when I was growing up and I guess I just had a
lot of hatred for non-Native people and so I played sports so that I could
beat up on them-legally (laughter) If I hit them with a ball when I was
playing, well I wouldn't get strapped for it or anything, it was all part of
the game and I made sure they got hit. But, it was my way of fighting
back, I don't know, it's a sick thing I guess, maybe it all came from the
story of my Dad6 you know and because I hated Catholic priests and nuns
so much, I think that's all where that stemmed from. I don't know, I'm
only guessing why I was like this.
It is difficult for me to recognize the Kelly I have come to know in this memory. I cannot
help but wonder if she is remembered by those on the sports team she played against. If
so, their memories would likely provide a striking contrast to mine.

5Thc Sacred Circle project was developed by the Edmonton Public School District between 1982 and I 985
to address the needs of urban Native students and to build bridges of understanding between Native people
and mainstream society (Douglas, 1987).
6Tois story will he related in chapter four.

As an adult. \vork was a powerful change agent for Kelly. She talked about the
catalytic effect of the Native elders with whom she came into contact with while working
at the Friendship Centre and through the Four Skies consulting organization.
I guess I was looking for sort of my roots before I learned about the
wonderful traditional values the old people had that I didn't grow up with.
you know burning · weetgrass and going to different ceremonies, I didn't
grow up with any of that stuff, that when I learned about it then I knew that
this search-I'd gone to all kinds of different churches. going from one
church to the next church, just on and on. looking for something for me
and when I found that I knew that the search was over.
And when I got hired on with Edmonton Puhlic Schools, this hecame so
much stronger because whatever I had I wanted the kids to have. too. I
wanted them to at least get the message. at least find something at an earlier
age, then finding yourself for the first time at age thirty...
Meet some of the students Kelly has been sharing the message with.
Candy
Candy7, a grade seven student, has attended Fernwood School since she was in
kindergarten. She moved to Edmonton when she was three; hefore that Candy lived in
Evansburg on the family farm where her grandmother still lives.
Candy took the Native Awareness class to learn more about her culture. When I
asked what they had talked about that was important to her, she said their past: "what they
did, their dances and stuff, what they wore."
Although no one in her family speaks a Native language fluently, Candy was (lJle
of the first students in the class to indicate an interest in my research project. She told me
that she is fascinated by the subject because she is Native; learning the language would be
"kind of cool." If they could learn about Native issues in the Native language, rather than
in English "it would be kind of like more Native than it is now, a tradition type thing."
Candy was pretty sure her family language was Cree, and she knew how to saj· grandma
and grandpa, but could not speak a sentence. Her little nephew calls her mom and dad
grandma and grandpa in a Native language (Cree), but that is the extent to which the
language is spoken at home.
Santeca
Santeca, also in grade seven, has lived all her life in Edmonton, although this is
her first year at Fem wood School. Her mother and grandmother moved to Edmonton from
British Columbia where her father and other relatives still live.

7Student names have been changed.
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Santeca took the Native Awareness Class because she thought I would tell her
more ahout Native culture. Something that has heen especially meaningful for her was
learning ahout the sweetgrass ceremony. Santeca told me that she "never knew about
sweetgrass before, cause our family doesn't talk ahout Native things."
Although she lives in Cree country, Santeca's family language is Shuswap. As far
as she knew, her grandparents were the last to speak the language fluently. Santeca
thought learning the language would help her to learn her culture; she would like to learn
more ahout "the way the people used to live."

Fabio
Fabio is in grade eight, and has heen a student at Fernwood for the past five years.
Before that, he lived in Calgary. His parents are from Prince Albert, Saskatchewan.
Fabio enrolled in the Native Awareness class because he wanted to learn more
ahout his culture. During my first visit to the class, Fabio was the student who responded
to Kelly's request for someone to explain the sweetgrass ceremony to me. He told me that
the three strands of the sweetgrass represent mind, body and spirit. During the interview
Fahio elaborated: "the sweetgrass ceremony is important because it was part of the culture.
It's been a tradition for hundreds of years. It cleanses us, like when you take a bath."
Fabio was curious to know more about what kind of culture people have "cause that's
kind of fascinating about people, what their roots are."
Fabio was one of the students who responded in the affirmative to my question of
whether any family members spoke a Native language. In conversation, Fabio clarified his
response: "well, probably my grandma mostly because she's more Native than any of us."
His grandmother was born and still lives in Saskatchewan. She speaks Woodlands Cree.
Shelley
Shdlcy is in grade nine, and has been a student at Fernwood since she was in
giade three. Prior to living in Edmonton, Shelley's home was in Morinville.
I asked Sheliey if she could tell me why she took the Native Awareness class.
"Well. I took it last year and I found it pretty interesting since like I don't look Native but I
do have Native in me so I just thought I'd take it again because I like Native Awareness."
How had the Native Awareness class made Shelley more aware?
It's taught me more about sweetgrass and respect for elders, what they
know and stuff. Before the class, I knew some things, I knew we
smudged to cleanse our souls, but I le.1rned about the circle. Kelly taught
me respect for elders, before I didn't really respect my elders as much as I
do now.

Discussing her Native heritage. Shelley told me that "actually. the Native is l'll my
mother's side cause my grandmother's Native. that's where I get my Native part from.
cause my Dad's not Native. he's Irish. I'm Irish. Italian. Native. French." Shelley was
not sure where her grandmother was from as she had mo\'ed to Edmonton shortly after
Shelley's birth. but she knew that she was Cree. Of the family members. Shelley's
grandmother knev..· the most Cree. Sometimes she would speak Cree to her son. hut
he doesn't really know that much, he's a halfbreed like us. All of us are
halfbreeds in our family, except for my Grandma. she's like the most
Native.
Johnny
Johnny has lived in Edmonton all his life. A grade eight student. he has attended
Femwood for four years. Johnny signed up for the Native Awareness class hecal!Sl' he
wanted to know more about his culture. He would like to learn "all the sorts of languages
Native people spoke. and where these tribes started off from. like a family tree."
Johnny told me about his Native heritage:
Where I come from. my band it's Kehewin, and Chief Kchcwin was Chief
Big Bear's son and his mother was Chief Big Bear's wife... First. my mom
grew up in Kehewin and my dad was from Cold Lake First Nation. It's not
that far from there.
Johnny still has relatives in Kehewin-grandparcnts, aunts and uncles-whom he visits
fairly often. Some of his visits are fairly lengthy; last summer he spent two months on the
reserve. Compared to being here in the city, Johnny described the time he spends in
Kehewin as "more relaxing, you can almost do anything you want outside."
Unlike most of the other students in the Native Awareness class, for whom
sweetgrass burning had been a new experience, this was a regular occurrence for Johnny.
Well, I basically do that almost every day we smudge ourselves, ya, at
home so it's just regular to me... most of the time like someone kavcs
early in the morning, at different times, so I just do it to myself.

Tonya
Tonya, a grade eight student, was born in Edmonton. She has been a student at
Fernwood since kindergarten, having lived in the neighborhood all her life.
Tonya, one of the non-Native students, enrolled in the Native Awareness
class because she is "really interested in other peoples' cultures and things. f
decided it would be fun also to learn about other things that I don't know about."
One of the reasons Tonya signed up for an interview was "just the fact that I'm not
Native but I'm still in the Native awareness class. Well, it's something special just
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to be white and in a Native class, and the way that they still look at you, all even."
What had Tonya learned about Native culture through the Native Awareness class?
Well, I've learned about the way that ·1ey take l ·1re of themselves and how
they feel about other things and people. One thing is they care for
everything and everyone which means everything equal and most people
these days aren't very equal. so it helps a lot, even when I go to Native
Awareness class I'm a Im more calm and everything.
I asked Tonya if there were any languages besides English in her life: "No, not exactly,
my mother and father arc Dutch, but the only time they speak it is when they're talking to
relatives long distance on the phone." Her mother was born in Holland, and her father in
Indonesia; they are hoth still fluent in Dutch. Tonya herself knows "a couple of things in
Dutch, not much."
Ken
A grade eight student, Ken has lived in Edmonton most of his !ife and has attended
Fcrnwood School since grade one. His parents came to Canada from China shortly before
Ken was horn.
Ken signed up for the Native Awareness class because he wanted "to understand
Native culture. There's mostly Native people in my cla:-.�. so I wanted to learn more about
them." His impression was "that they're not really working. Most of the Native students
in my class, they're below level."
Of the students I interviewed, only Ken is bilingual. His family language is
Cantonese.
Well, we just speak Cantonese at home cause our parents don't know how
to speak English, they just speak Cantonese. Well, they've learned just a
little English.
Ken has learned most of his English through school. When he started grade one, Ken
spoke "a hit of English." How was school for Ken when he didn't speak much English?
"Well, I just didn't talk, didn't even speak that much. I only spoke to people who knew
how to speak Cantonese." At the time there were about fifteen students in the school who
spoke Cantonese.

CHAPTER 3
BUT MY STUDENTS ALL SPEAK ENGLISH
Lots of important people be at the council of Indian tribes meeting in
Calgary. It be kind of mixed up with the Alberta election or something and
there be about as many white people there as Indians. Only ctifferenc.? he
that the meeting be held outdoors, in the big park near the zoo. If it been a
white man meeting it be held at the Auditorium or the Corral. guess after a
while Indians believe what they told about themselves8 •
(Kinsella. 1977:126-7)
TWO LANGUAGE DOMAINS 11

Introduction
From the introductions at the close of chapter two, it is apparent that none of the
research participants speak a Native language (though they have expressed a desire to do
so). Thus it may seem odd that I am writing a thesis about Native languages with research
participants who "all speak English." The title of this chapter is taken from an a11iclc which
speaks to a common assumption on the part of teachers that all Native students speak
English-they do not. The first section discusses the problems that arc often associated
with this assumption.
However, in addition to addressing a misunderstanding, the comment can also he
taken literally, as with the research participants, who all do speak English. With these
students, it is correct to assume that they speak English. They do so at the expense of a
traditional language which was spoken by family members in previous generations 1°. For
these particular students, urban !ife has likely accelerated the language loss process.
But, it is not only urban Native students who have been alienated from their
traditional language and culture. There is a history of Native children who go to school,
not just to acquire skills and knowledge, but to learn how to be not Native. To he
successful they have to put aside their Native identity. A significant aspect of this is that it
is expected that they speak English only. This expectation in itself is not negative. What is
problematic is that the general trend is that, for Native people, the learning of English ( or
8After reading a short story by Kinsella, one of my Native students noted that "he writes the way that
some white peorle think Indians talk. ' I include this as an example of the typii;al stereotyping dist:u\\ed 111
this chapter.
91 use domain to refer to the different languages spoken, in this i;ase English and a Native language.
IOAt this point, I am referring to the research participants of Native heritage. Ken is hi lingual in En!,!11,h
and his family language, Cantonese.
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other dominant language) often results in the loss of their own language. The school
system hc:s heen instrumental in the process.
How do Native people feel about the expectation that their children either do or
should speak English11? The general consensus is that Native people want their children to
be educated for life in two (or more) cultural worlds: the dominant culture and the
traditional culture12. In terms of language, this means being able to speak the language of
the dominant society as well as maintaining their traditional language. As far as I can
determine, the school system consistently fails to educate students for success in either
cultural world. This chapter addresses the language component of that failure.
Awareness and understanding on the part of educators is essential so that more
Native students are given the opportunity to be educated for "both worlds." Being able to
learn and speak a Native language should be part of that. For Native students there are
two language domains, but in school one has been given precedence, and the other one
denied.
"Indian Engfo;h"
During the course of my studies I read an article which addressed language needs
and characteristics of Saskatchewan Indian and Metis students (Heit and Blair, 1993). One
of the sections, "But My Students All Speak English": The Nature of Dialects, caused
me to have "teacher flashbacks." As a teacher of Native students, it brought back so many
memories, and yes, the subtitle fit: all my students did speak Fnglish.
FLASHBACK
August, I 980. I've arrived in Anahim Lake, a predominantly Native community in the
Cariboo-Chilcotin region of British Columbia, for my first teaching job. A group of
curious children from the nearby reserve have come to welcome the new teacher at my
teacherage, which is situated on the schoolgrounds. The new principal and his wife are in
the other half of the teacherage. In conversation, the children refer to the new principal as
'he', 'his'. Then, I hear someone referring to me as 'him.' I'm confused-I think, hey,
wh:!!':.; going on here? They've been calling me Miss Wiltse, they know I'm female, don't
they? ... I know these are backwoods kids, but surely they can tell the difference between
men/women. What have I got myself in for here?
As in many Indigenous languages, Cree classifies things according to
whether they are animate or inanimate, and not according to a gender that is
masculine, feminine, or neuter as in English. Thus Cree students learning
English will frequently use "he" v.hen they mean "she".
(Heit & Blair, 1993: 119)
11This chapter pertains to school; however, th.·s comment applies to Native people outside the school
system as well.
1":!While acknowledging the dangers, I will be making generalizations in this thesis; they will be based on
the literature and my teaching and personal experiences.

This seemingly inconsequential bit of information has a deeper symbolic
significance for me. Not only does it mark the beginning of what has become, tn date. a
career working with Native students, but it represents the vast chasm of
miscommunication that frequently exists between Native students and their non-Native
teachers. I cannot remember how long it took before I learned about tllat feature of most
Native languages, but it was a while and by chance r.;1ther than design that l found out. I
feel pained regret thinking about the damage my ignorance may have caused.
Unfortunately, these misinformed insidious judgments extend beyond the walls of the
classroom, as Kelly's words demonstrate.
When I went to school. I remember telling my Dad you know that he called
he or she, there's kind of one word for the way we differentiate gender and
things are just animate or inanimate, you're one or the other and so it
wasn't he or she and when he was speaking English he used to call the
girls he, and I would always tell him, you know Daddy, girls arc she and
guys are he and so for a while when he talked about him he would call
him he and an hour later he would fall back to calling him she and I just
thought that you know well what's the matter with this old guy? And if I
would have known I would have never corrected him, but that's only
because of my understanding now.
Many Indian and Metis students speak a dialect of English that is the result of the
influence of the Indigenous language on English. The term dialect refers to varieties of the
same language; they are not different languages, but are variations of a single language,
exhibiting varying degrees of differences in the areas of pronunciation, grammar,
vocabulary and discourse patterns. Research shows dialects of English to he legitimate,
systematic and rule-governed. Dialects do not constitute sub-standard or deficient forms of
language, yet negative attitudes are often associated with certain non-standard dialects.
Differences between standard English and Indigenous English can he identified, as for all
dialects, in pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, and discourse (Heit & Blair, 1993 ). That
certain dialects are accorded more prestige while others are denigrated can be evidenced in
Kelly's description:
...and I guess that's where I kind of fail because a lot of times our parents
don't always understand what the school is trying to tell them and I think
that they'd probably understand better if I could speak Cree with them and
just with that and just speaking to our older people, and they feel so much
more comfortable because our Native people who speak Cree like Ruth 13,
she has a really heavy accent of being a Cree speaker and I think that they
are kind of embarrassed about their accent you know when people have a
I 3This name has been changed.
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different kind of accent like English (from England) or Scottish or
Australian, people say that you know it's so cute or it sounds nice but

when you have a Cree speaker who has a really heavy accent people laugh
ahout that. They have made fun of it for years and they still do. So, our
Native people aren't always that anxious to speak English and so what
ends up happening is that they would feel more comfortable if they could
speak Cree.

The reason given here for Cree speakers not wanting to speak English is
legitimate. I can recall hearing jokes told in "Indian English:" the intent was certainly
derogatory. Correspondingly, I have memories of people raving over an Australian accent,
for cx�mple. On the one hand, Native people are expected to speak English; on the other
hand they are made to feel shame for the way they speak it.
It is necessary to acknowledge the importance of teacher attitudes to students'
language. The lack of knowledge about the nature of dialects has led and will continue to
lead to misunderstandings and miseducation of Indian and Metis students when language
differences are interpreted as language deficiencies, or when they lead to the formation of
stereotypes or misjudgments of someone's ability on the basis of his/her spoken language
(Heit and Blair, 1993: 121). The authors are careful to note that "this is not intended t::>
blame teachers, rather to inquire whether enough information is being provided by the
teacher training programmes and institutions regarding varieties of English and appropriate
methodologies for second language/dialect teaching" (Heit and Blair, 1993:123). Based on
personal experience. this inquiry would lead to a negative answer. Kelly offers a different
perspective.
... and I just think that our teachers need to get a grip and understand that
there's a total difference with Cree and English and you know they all
complain about. .. or well maybe not complain, but they all wonder why,
you know, Native students do so poorly and yet when we have a Native
Awareness workshop or inservice, there's usually more Native liaison
workers there than there are teachers, so I just said, there's absolutely no
way, I said I wasn't going to humour anybody anymore by putting on an
inservice when there was always more liaison workers there than there was
people from the district.
Toohey (1986) argues that mere documentation of the ways in which students'
dialect differs from standard English in a structural sense is not enough. It is not clear how
an investigation of "Indian English" concerned with specifying structural features could
help teachers in classrooms. There is a need to go beyond specifying discrete formal
differences between standard and non-standard dialects if we are to help students acquire
the language skills they require for successful participation in classrooms. Toohey's point
is that the kind of information structural linguists supply has not been pedagogically

useful: it is not linguists who can tell teachers how to listen to and talk with their students.
It is rarely the surface structural differences which confuse or terminate com·crsations
between Native students and non-Native teachers. If I had hcen infonned about some of
the structural differences when I was teaching in Anahim Lake, confusion and
misunderstanding may have been reduced. However, Toohey certainly has a valid
argument. Reflecting on my own teaching memories, I can say that nothing is more
important than being able to communicate in a meaningful way with students.
In her study of Warm Springs Indian children. Philips ( 1993: 127) notes that
Indian students experience communicative interference on a number of levels: dialect
differences; differences in rules for appropriate discourse: and differences in cultural
knowledge. In my experience working on reserves, I have been witness to examples of
each of these resulting in miscommunication especially between Indian student and white
teacher. Miscommunication occurs even when teachers arc well-intentioned: if the teacher
cannot assimilate what the student is trying to say, hy virtue of the teacher's authority, the
students arc seen as the ones who do not understand 14.
Second Language Learning
Likewise, lack of k11owledge about second language learning can have ncgatiw
repercussions for Native students. In her study of the Cree community in Fort Albany.
Toohey ( 1985) describes the language education programme in the school and evaluates
the extent to which students are developing proficiency in English. Although the students
in this northern, isolated community begin school speaking either mainly or only Swampy
Cree, the medium of instruction is English. Not surprisingly, si�tdy results pointed to poor
English proficiency. However, I was surprised with Toohey s finding that "teachers
clearly did not believe that the language of school instruction was a problem for their
students" (p. 278). When I examined my response more thoroughly, I realized it was
influenced by my "new-found" learning about language. As a classroom teacher, I knew
that many of my Native students experienced difficulty with English language learning. It
was obvious that the established language arts programme wa-. not meeting the needs of
my students. I grew to detest the basal reading series, thinking instead that "whole
language" was the answer. After all, "whole language" is supposed to he "holistic." It is
only now that I see the irony in assuming that a language programme for Native students
that did not consider the Native language could be holistic.

14Peggy Wilson's ( 1992) study of Native students in a Manitohan high school offers a powerful example
of the kind of poor communication that frequently occurs between Native students and non-Native teachers
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...it is important to stress that the native system does not depend on
speaking a native language. Cree English retains a basically Cree semantic
system and is used in Cree interactional contexts. Language code is, th, 1. a
trivial determinant of communicative effectiveness. In fact, the native
person whose first or only language is English may be subject to greater
communicative difficulty simply because both parties to interethnic
communication assume incorrectly that they speak the same language.
(Darnell, 1985:63)
...and it always seems that we have to be grammatically correct and I
sometimes correct the kids in school. They never use he and she incorrectly
but just other little words you know I may correct them but you know
when I think back on what I did to my Dad I keep thinking that somehow
or another you know these kids are Cree speakers.
Kelly (my emphasis)
Like myself, the teachers of the students Kelly is referring to would be able to make the
statement, "But my students all speak English." However. they are likely unaware the
degree to which a Native language can influence English.
Heit and Blair ( 1993: 125) call for teachers to become advocates for their Indian
and Met is students in order to dispel the myths of linguistic and cultural deprivation that
still exist. Before this can be actualized, teachers (generally) must become better infonned.
This need is exemplified in Kelly's comment:
Well, I think some of our teachers have a problem with it and I guess
because we happen to be in Canada, born here, that everybody, all these
teachers seem to think that we should be able to speak perfect English.
However, they don't realize that a lot of our kids, that English is their
second language. There isn't an English as a second language programme
for Cree speaktrs and there should be...they would never think of English
as a second language for Cree speakers. Somehow or another there's just
absolutely no concept to that. It's unacceptable, almost. Like, what do you
mean, you were born in Canada and that's just I don't know, an ignorance
of our school system, thinking that, why should we liave an English as a
second language programme for Cree kids and even I have a hard time
(my emphasis)
with it and J never spoke Cree.
Why is it that Kelly has trouble with English !n sch Jol, when it was her first
language, and when she never spoke Cree? I a<;ked Kelly if she thought that similar
circumstances applied to her students.
1

Ya. because of the way that their parents speak at home, because even if
thl'ir parents don't speak Cree at home their parents did and so that
influence is coming from a second generation and so I think that maybe
when we're doing language arts that we should not only have ESL for
immigrants but also for Native Canadians.

In trying to piece this information together. what strikes me as particularly significant is
that for many Native students. regardless of whether English or a Native language is their
first language. these two language domains influence each other. Y ct. all tt,o often this is
neither understood nor addressed.
Fredeen (1991:115-6) notes that the prevailing view among many C11,.,-11an
educators that English has completely replaced indigenous languages can he detrimental.
While students may appear to be fluent in English. they may not have the type of
proficiency in English that is necessary for academic success. James Cummins. renowned
for his work in minority language education. offers an explanat10n for this occu1TencL'. His
"Threshold Hypothesis" states that:
... there may be threshold levels of linguistic proficiency which hilingual
children must attain in order to avoid cognitive deficits, and allow the
potentially beneficial aspects of becoming bilingual to influence cognitive
growth. The Threshold Hypothesis assumes that those aspects of
bilingualism that might positively influence cognitive growth are unlikely to
come into effect until children have attained a certain minimum or threshold
(Cummins, 198 ! :38)
level of proficiency in the second language.
Put simply. this hypothesis can be restated to say that in tem1s of reaching full
cognitive potential, a child who is only marginally proficient in two languages is worse off
than a child who knows one language very well. Cummins' Threshold Hypothesis has to
do with the danger of semilingualism and has implications for Native schooling. It may
appear to teachers that students have a sufficient grasp of the English language, when in
reality they may need more exposure to intensive language teaching of a meaningful
nature; this misunderstandir.g often results in poor quality English as a Second Language
;rogrammes for Indian and Metis stude,1ts (Toohey, 1986) 15. There is a need for more
ESL teaching in Native education, but also for improved ESL teaching (Burnaby.

1984: 11).
The need for close co-operation between English language programmes and Native
language and culture programmes is stressed in Burnaby's ( I 984) article on the
Symposium on Language Development for Native Peoples 16• Participants, who came
from all areas of Canada, were adamant that the teaching of official languages not be
considered out of the context of Native language use and teaching. The decision was made
to consider all types of Native education to be appropriate sites for "bilingual education."

15While Kelly's experience is that Native students do not receive ESL, many Native student� arc enrolled
in ESL programmes.
16TESL Canada, Symposium on language developmelll for Native peoples: Final Report. TESL Canada,
1982.
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This decision, while consequential, is clearly not enough. There needs to be a
change in the type of bilingual education Native children are receiving. Toohey ( 1985:290)
discu1.;!->es what is wrong with bilingual education for Native students.
If education in northern Canadian Native communities were bilingual
education, where serious attention was paid to developing first-language
skills, and if teachers in northern Native schools were predominantly
speakers of Native languages, and if those pen,0ns were trained
extensively in teaching second languages, second-language learning
results, as well as schooling results generally, might be quite different from
current results.
These inadequacies are not unique to education in northern Native communities;
Toohey's critique can be applied to the three schools in Native communities where I
worked. My understanding of the complexity of second language learning and the
interconnectedness between languages was limited. There wa" very lit•le of the close co
operation between English language programmes and Native language/culture programmes
which Burnaby (above) advocates. There was collaboration in terms of the cultural
content, hut no consultation in language programme olanning in the sense that the Native
and English language programmes could benefit from such.
BILINGUAL EDUCATION FOR NATIVE STUDENTS
Definitions
In this section, I will outline the types of language programmes Native students
receive and discuss their strengths and limitations. First, it is necessary, for the purposes
of this thesis, to define what is meant by bilingualism and bilingual educatio". Here I refer
to the work of linguist Tove Skutnabb-Kangas who specializes in the issues of minority
education, bilingualism language and power.
As there arc potentially hundreds of definitions of bilingualism, it is imperative to
define "bilingual" every time it is used (Skutnabb-Kangas, 1990a: 10). Bilingualism as an
educational goal for majorities and minorities are often different. According to the author,
majorities are mostly interested in the part of the bilingualism goal which has to do with
the learning of the majority language by minority children; they tolerate the minority
language in the curriculum only if it leads to better proficiency in the majority language.
The minorities want their children to become truly bilingual: to learn the dominant
language, but not to lose their own language in the process.
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Skutnabb Kangas
organizes
definitions of hilingualism
according
.....
....
....
... to the follnwing
...
17
criteria: origin. identification, competence. and function . The author has designed a
definition to fit the situation of immigrant and indigenous minority children. The gnat of
education should be to make the children bilingual according to this definition:
A speaker is bilingual who is able to function in two (or more) languages.
either in monolingual or multilingual communities. in accordance with the
sociocultural demands made on an individual's communicative and
cognitive competence by these communities and by the individual herself.
at the same level as native speakers, and who is able to identify positively
with both (or all) language groups (and cultures) or part of them.
(Skutnahb-Kangas, 1990a: 11)
Skutnabb-Kangas ( I 988) analyses the different types of bilingual education
programmes under four main headings: segregation; mother tongue maintenance (or
language shelter); submersion and immersion programmes 18. The author also assesses the
degree of success (high or low). the medium of education (LI or L2) and the linguistic and
societal goals of the programme.
Other linguists in bilingual education employ different tem1inology to descrihc
similar programming. For example, Hollihan ( I �,93) identifies four types of hi lingual
language programmes for aboriginal students: transitional (premised Pn an eventual shift lo
the majority language); monoliterate (in which any language maintenance is short-term):
partial (some language will be maintained, and cultural development is utilized and
fostered): and full (language maintenance is expected, and there is full cultural
development).
"The societal aims of bilingual education span the continuum from transition (shift
from minority to majority language use in school and society) to maintenance (continuing
use of minority language within the majority language school and society" (Stairs,
1988:308). In the case of indigenous minorities, the transition versus maintenance issue
becomes the much more profound question of assimilation and extinction versus survival
and evolution of a human culture.

Additive and Subtractive Language Learning
In effect, language programmes are either used to facilitate mainstream langu:.igc
development, or to ensure that independent thought can occur in either language. One
factor influencing whether the language learning situation is additive (you add a new
language to your existing linguistic repertoire, without losing your mother tongue) or
I ?see Skutnabb-Kangas (I 990: 10-11; 1988:20-22) for further information on definition\ of hilingual1\111.
1 Ssee Appendix I for descriptions of these bilingual educational programmes.
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suhtractive (another language replaces the mother tongue) is the degree to which second
language teaching supports or harms first language development (Skutnabb-Kangas,
1988:30). While only suhmcrsion or transitional programmes (aka "humane linguicide")
threaten the mother tongue in a subtractive manner, they are still by far the most common
way of educating indigenous minorities in most countries.
The reason these "so-called" bilingual Native language programmes are so
common can be explained, at least partially, by another of Cummins' hypotheses, the
"Linguistic Interdependence Hypot'-csis", by which Cummins argues that the literacy
related aspects of a bilingual's proficiency in the first and second languages are seen as
common or interdependent across languages. Experience with either language is capable of
promoting the proficiency that underlies the development of academic skills in both
languages (Cummins, 1981 :33).
Harris ( 1990:94-98), relating this to the aboriginal context, explains that if we
want ahoriginal children to develop competence in English (or other dominant language)
one of the most efficient ways to assist this is to first harness aboriginal languages to
promote the learning of Western academic skills. The hypothesis suggests that skills
learned in the aboriginal language and transferred to Englilsh will ultimately allow more
efficient learning in English than would be the case if only English were used.
There is a theoretical explanation for the findings showing a strong connection
between ancestral language instruction and increased English proficiency. Cummins
(1981b:22-25) proposes the Common Underlying Proficiency (CUP) Model of Bilingual
Proficiency in contrast to the Separate Underlying Proficiency (SUP) Model upon which
methods such as ESL are based. The SUP model assumes that there is a separate
proficiency in each language and therefore content and skills learned in one do not transfer
to a second language. The CUP model argues for a single model of proficiency underlying
both languages so that experience with either language increases the common language
proficiency, assuming that the person has adequate motivation and exposure to both
languages in or out of school.
If ancestral language instruction can be equated with improved achievement in
English and other academic areas 19, why am I so critical? In the context of minorities with
threatened languages, Harris's analysis caused me to consider these results from a
different perspective. The Linguistir: Interdependence Hypothesis demonstrates that not
teaching the aboriginal language can have an adverse effect on academic achievement.
Conversely, if the language teaming has been transitional or subtractive, this has an
adverse effect on the aboriginal language. With this type of programming, children are
19For a survey of studies. sec Cummin!- (1981b).

frequently denied the opportunity to learn the first language as an effective instirument for
thinking: the result is dominance in the majority language at the expense of the nwther
tongue. It should be clear that in its unmodified fonn the motivation for the
interdependence hypothesis is to use bilingual education more for academic gam than for
minority culture maintenance (Harris. 1990:96-97).
The connection between ancestral language learning and school achievement in the
dominant language is documented in the case of the Quechua in Pcm Hornhergcr ( I ()89)
comments that the most effective :rrgument for convincing community members to haw
the bilingual education programmes in their school is to demonstrate that their children
learn to read Spanish better through bilingual education than through traditional Spanish
only education. To this end, programme research has focused on reading in Spanish as a
measure of the success of the bilingual programme. It follows that. if community member-.
accept the use of Quechua in their schools primarily because it achieves a more effective
teaching of Spanish, then the type of bilingual education applied is likely to he increasingly
transitional. In a societal context in which Spanish is the language of prestige. the
introduction of Quechua throughout the primary years may paradoxically contribute lo
shift to Spanish by keeping more Quechua speaking in school longcr70.
Clearly, I am not de-emphasizing the importance of majority language proficiency
or improved academic achievement. However, if this is the intention, it shouh!; he made
evident to those implicated. It is largely a matter of priorities whether or not th,� aboriginal
language is used to ease the transition to English, or to be an equal partner in :.i bilingual
programme aimed at language maintenance. My experience is that many ahoriginal people
do want language maintenance as opposed to transfer; if this is to he realized. something
other than a transitional language approach has to be adopted. All too frc4uemly Native
people either have no voice in language programming or those making decisions arc doing
so without benefit of substantive infonnation. Judgments are often grounded m myth-. and
misunderstandings: one pertinent to this discussion is that second language learning is
detrimental to academic progress. Next, I will explain why, for minority lanruagc
learners, there is some basis to this myth.

Ambiguities, Inconsistencies and Implications
The interdependence hypothesis, detailed above, points to the potential benefit-. of
bilingualism. However, for the interdependence hypothesis to work, the thrc�;hold
hypothesis has to be working as well. If the children are not proficient in the first
language, they do not have the skills to transfer to the second !anguage.
2°For further studies see Aiko (1991), B:-iggs (1985 ). Day (I 98 l ), Harris ( I 990), and Stairs ( I 988).
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In an attempt to res•:>lve the inconsistency that bilingualism is associated with both
positive and negative cognitive and academic effects, Cummins (1981b) regards the level
of bilingualism that children attain to be a determining factor. Many of the studies with
"negative" results involved language minority children whose LI was being replaced by a
more dominant and prestigious L2. The result was that these children developed relatively
l, ,w levels of academic proficiency in both languagc:s. The majority of the studies with
"positive" results involved students whose LI proficiency was not imperiled, for exampk
French immersion for English Canadians.
The poor academic perfonnance of minority language students has often been
attributed:•) a "linguistic mismatch" between home and school. However, Cummins
( 1981 a:25-26; 1981 b:20-40), in an explanation of the nature of bilingual proficiency, cites
several studies which show that the use of a minority language in the home is not a
handicap to children's academic progress.
Cummins refers to a longitudinal study carried out by Chesarek (1981) among
elementary students on a Crow reservation in Montana that is particularly relevant to this
thesis. Students who had one or more Crow-speaking parents but were raised as English
!-peakers scored significantly lower on a non-verbal ability test at school entry than either
native Crow-speaking children or English-speaking children of two English-speaking
parents. Furthermore, in a longitudinal follow-up for grade three students who had been in
a bilingual instructional programme in a reserve school, it was found that this group had
lower performance on several aspects of English achievement than the native Crow
speaking group. ChesareL notes: "In other words, children who had only three years
exposure to English in a bilingual programme context were surpassing children for whom
English was the only language" (cited in Cummins, 1981b:30).
The SUP model w1.mld have predicted that students who only hear the majority
la!1guage at home wonld perform better than those who used only a minority language in
the home. Rather, the research supports the CUP model; experience with either language
can promote the proficiency that is needed for developing academic skills in both
languages. In itself, the language used in the home is not the determining factor for
academic development. For minority parents who are not comfortable in English, the
decision to use that language in the home may be detrimental, rather than beneficial, as the
quality and quantity of interactions may be effected.
I '.: :ive presented possible explanations for the "unsatisfactory" academic
performance of language minority students. Herc: I speak briefly to the problematic way
that pcrfonnance is often interpreted. When Native and other language minority students
perfom1 poorly in the English language medium at school, the assumption is often made
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that the solution is increased exposure to Eng!ish. Thf. counter argument (that simply
increasing ESL time is not thr answer) has received much support (sec Cummins. 19� I h.
1984; Wells, 1986; Wel!s and Chang-Wells. 1992). These authors suggest that merely
increasing the amount of spoken language in the classroom would not make a significant
i"1provement unless the quality of classroom talk is also addressed since the type of
,action going on in many ESL classes is perceived as not very meaningful. Rather.
they argue that focusing on spoken language for remedial or comp,•11.rntory purpt,ses may
be counterproductive. Tr.achers need to reexamine their ideas about the appropriateness of
the language demands they make on slllden!s and attempt to create communities of
collaborative inquirers in which "language is less a subject to he taught than it is a set of
rf'sources to be drawn upon in carrying out the various activities necessary to conduct an
inquiry and communicate the results to others" (Wells and Chang-Wells. 19' 2:90).
This line of thinking is similar w the position taken by McCarty et al. ( 1991) in
their critique of the educational literature which continues to characterize Native children as
nonanalytical, nonverbal learners. The scripted "diall'f.!-Ues" typical of English-as-a
second-language programmes provide just the kind of beh.1vioural evidence that n:inforrcs
existent stereotypes. These generalizations are then used to justify nonarndemic and
nonchallenging curricula foi" Native students, instead of providing them with opportunities
for open-ended discussion and inquiry.
Native Language Programs
In the preceding inquiry into bilingual education, I criticized the transitional
approach. This discussion pertains tD students who come to schooi speaking a minority
language other than the language of instruction. Essentially, a programme whose agenda is
to ease shift from one language to another can hardly be considered bilingual education;
certain!) :t is not going to make children bilingual according to Skutnabh-Kangas's
definition.
It must be noted that Native students come from a variety of language
backgrounds, ranging from being monolingual in t:1e Native language to being
monolingual in the dominant language. The percentage of Native student; who do not
speak their traditional language, either at all or as the language of communication ir. the
home, is steadily increasing. The real,ty for many students, if they have a Native language
programme, is that the Native language is used as a subject of instruction, not as the
medium of instruction2l _
� 1 Lar .ag,: a, a subject of instruction refers to a language which is taught as the content of a course in a
scho, - , ur.-icu'ium (Burnaby, 1980:292). Language as a med:urn of instruction refers to the language whu.:h
is used .i., the basis of communication between the teacher and students rBurnahy, 1980:248-':J J.
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What do language programmes look like for these students? Having worked in
three schools where children were receiving Native language instruction, I blend my own
reflections with the literature and other data. The scope of the this thesis does not allow for
a thorough examination of Native language programmes. Burnaby ( 1980) provides this in

Languages and Their Roles in Educating Native Children.
I thought it was "right" that the children I worked with were learning Kwak'wala
or Nuu Chah Nu Ith, for example, instead of French. As I learn more about language in my
graduate programme, I begin to get a better sense of what these language programmes
were doing, but also what they were not doing. Burnaby ( 1980: 183-184) notes:
There is no doubt that everyone's sense of Native identity has been
heightened by the initiation of language programmes and the other projects
that have inspired ... It seems as if language has become a rallying point
around which these mainly English speaking Native communities have
gathered to affirm their solidarity in Nativeness. The bulk of the Native
language impact in the school programmes is m the learning of symbolic
vestiges of the language, the numbers, the names of animals and some
traditional objects, some greetings and social formulae and so bn. Little or
no skill in manip;..1lating the morphological and syntactic patterns of the
language is gained.
This description sounds very much like the language programmes I am familiar with.
Burnaby's point is that the language is being treated as a treasured artifact that can be
identified with; however, the language environment is not demanding enough to motivate
learners to actually learn to use the language as a medium of communication.
This came through in Kelly's description of how much Cree she wa.s able to speak
after taking Cree classes:
Well, I was able to introduce myself but not without reading it from a card,
so it wasn't so much that I was able to speak but that if people were to
speak to me slow that I'd be able to answer them but I wouldn't answer
them in Cree, I'd answer them in English, like if they asked me if I spoke
Cree, I'd say no or I would say a little bit, but in English or if they a::;ked
me how I was doing I'd answer them in English, so I could carry on a
conversation with somebody but the whole time they'd be speaking Cree,
and I'd be speaking English.
Kelly's comment confirms what I had been thinking for months: these language
programmes are not "teaching" people how to speak the language; rather, they are teaching

abow the language in another language.
... when I was taking Cree, the instructor was teaching Cree in English
whkh was really hard, it should have been almost like a Cree immersion
programme. I don't know how they teach it in French but I think probably
that's how it should have been taught.

--l7

I agree with Kelly that a Cree immersion programme would ha\'c had difkn:nt results.
Burnaby notes that her observations of Native language programmes (above) do not
include Native immersion programmes. Although most language programmes for Native
students can be classed as either transitional or subject of instruction. there arc some
Native language immersion programmes (see Fuerer. 1993: Spolsky: 1989).
Accepting that students in a language programme other than immersion were
unlikely to learn to "speak" the language was difficult for me. Last summer. in an attempt
to reconcile some of the conflicts I was stmggling with, I wrote a paper which I entitled
"Doubt." The following flashback and journal response are from that paper:
FLASHBACK
Ha-Ho-Payuk School, Port Albemi, 1991. It is late June. the last day of school.
The hall is packed with students, parents. younger siblings. grandparents. The Graduation
Ceremony for the Grade 6's, who will be going on to Junior High, is ahout to begin.
They have been my students for the past two years. They are wearing cedar headbands
that they have made in Native studies class. The girls are wearing button blankets. the
boys vests; both have been decorated by hand with the family crest. The students are
excited and nervous; they have been practicing their speeches for week;; in Native
language class. Jackie22 steps to the center. Her father stands at one side, her mother at the
other. Shyly, she makes her speech. It isn't long. Knowing only a few words of the Nuu
Chah-Nulth language, I don't understand much of her :,peech. But, looking at Jackie's
parents, there were other things to understand that day. When Jackie finished, her mother,
tears in eyes, stepped forward. She spoke. her voice shaking, of residential school. of
being punished for speaking her Native language. She spoke of her shame at no longer
being able to speak her given language, and, crying readily, of her pride at having her
daughter learn the Nuu Chah Nulth language in school.
JOURNAL RESPONSE
I am aware that the language programme at Ha-Ho-Payuk School, as is, is 1101
teaching children to be fluer.• speakers of the Nuu Chah Nulth language. I know this to he
true, though part of me does not want to acknowledge it. English is the language spoken
in most homes and it is the language of instruction in the school. They arc learning ahout
their traditional language, but it is not becoming their language of communication. Is this
enough? Is it worth it? Would it be better to sp,�nd that time improving their English skills?
I've read so many studies this year that I'm breathing "da�a.'· Some defend Native
language maintenance; others promote the dominant language as the "key to success." I
can appreciate both arguments. But, for me Jackie and her parents an• rf'f1l. They're the
individual manifestation or those statistics. I have similar storie� of other students that
move me as much. I believe that Native language programme� maLl' a difference for
(excerpt from paper, July, 1994)
Native youth because I have witnessed it.
As Burnaby says:
It takes more time to see the real social effects of a minority language
programme than the academic effects. Goals such as the stemming of the
22This student'i:: name has been changed.
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tide of Native language loss are huge and will only be evaluatable in a
generation's time if that soon. This aspect of education is inclined to be
sacrificed hy educational administrators who have stronger pressures on
them to show immediate results. But if education is to play a role in real
(1980: 188-9)
social change, a great deal of patience is required.
I strongly agree with Burnaby on this point. I believe that education can play a role
in positive social change, but it seldom does so, especially regarding "Native education."
The information I have presented on Native language programming may seem
discouraging; it says more about what is problematic and less about what is working well.
Hopefully, some parameters have been established (partially by a process of elimination).
There must he other ways of measuring the value of Native languages; my belief is
that Native languages should be given priority in their own right. In the last section of this
chapter I will explore possible initiatives that allow for this to he realized.
INDIGENOUS WAYS TO GO TO SCHOOL23
World View
In her thesis, Cora Weber-Pillwax (1992:56) makes the comment: "Until I went
into a classroom, I could avoid any major personal shifts in my own view of the world."
If I changed view of world to view of school, I could make the same statement. I thought I
was prepared for the my first teaching job. I decided to be a teacher when I was seven
years old and I never changed my mind. Unlike some of fellow colleagues, I did not feel
that I had had a particularly "sheltered" background. My high school years were spent in a
very small rural community; there was a nearby reserve and I had Native classmates and
friends. I was personally familiar with some of the social problems so often associated
with reserves. I had experienced culture shock (along with amebic dysentery and typhoid
fever) as a volunteer in an Indian village in the Guatemalan highlands. While I had been
effected by many external factors in my life, my view ofschool remained largely
untouched.
"What makes it easy for the non-native teachers to JUSt teach', in a supposedly
neutral position. is that the schooling process is built upon their own societal colors,
ideologies and belief systems" (Weber-Pillwax, 1992:56). It was never easy for me. I
agree with Cora. absolutely. that the schooling process is built upon "our" societal colors,
ideologies and belief systems. That is precisely what made it so difficult.

23111is title is based on the article, "Indigenous Ways to go to School: Exploring Many Visions" (Stairs.
(I 994a:63-66 ).

Cora continues:
As a native teacher, actively involved in teaching native students. I found
myself facing the overwhelming task of integrating two systems of
education into some form which would have meaning for native children.
Needless to say, I went into this activity and accepted this responsihility
with no specific preparatory training from either society. In fact. I went
into this position without the level of personal understanding that was
required for the task. Over the years, through my own process of self
development, my understanding and awareness of the immensity and the
(p.57)
near impossibility of this form of integration became clear.
As a non-native teacher, actively involved in teaching native students. I found
myself facing a similar task. I will never know the reality of what a Native teacher faces.
but the common theme is that we were both trying to provide an education that would have
meaning for native students (with no specific preparatory training from either society).
I went from the school in Anahim Lake to work at two band-operated schools on
Vancouver Island. Compared to my previous experience, my sense of these schools was
that they were integrating two systems of education; it is only recently that I am beginning
to understand what Cora meant by "the immensity and the near impossibility of this form
of integration."
There has never been any systematic attempt to provide school programmes
to Native communities that support the "alues and philosophy of Natives.
The very structure of the "educational system" itself is a totally foreign one;
existing "Native Heritage" efforts are for the most part supplementary
programmes added to the standard framework.
(Tafoya, 1983:38)
This is a fair assessment. When I think of the Native language/culture programmes I am
familiar with, Tafoya's ( ! 983:38) observation that "even the heritage programmes
designed with the intent to provide our Native communities with revival and maintenance
programmes aren't different in essence from the ESL/FSL models, in the sense that the
educational approach is similcr" rings true. The classrooms, sentence drills, flash cards,
grammar lessons, workbooks and so on are all components of the Western school system.
I did not realize that the way I think about teaching was so Western. For example,
I considered the schools I worked in as being more aprropriate for Native stmknts
because they included Native language and culture as part of the curriculum. While my
students were receiving language instruction in Kwak'wala or Nuu Chah Nulth, they were
doing so in "English space." Similarly, in an article documenting the changing patterns of
language socialization in Inuit homes in Northern Quebec, the authors note that even
though there has been an Inuit-controlled Kativik School Board since 1976, many of the:
educational practices remain mainstream (Crago, Annahatak, and Lizzie, I 993 ). Reporting
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on education for Inuit youth, Annahatak ( 1994: 17) make� the point that more often than
not Inuit value.'> arc left out of school. She has coined the term "floating lessons" t,1
dcscrihc the type of surf ace learning (physical aspects of culture such as food, clothing.
tools, and customs) that frequently occurs. They are not connected to Inuit cultural
purposes and they rarely touch upon students' choices, decisions, and identity. Simply
reflecting the local culture/language in the curriculum is not enough if the learning-teaching
processes and \'alues remain unchanged.
The inadequacy of the education system for Native students (here I focus on
language maintenance) is one of the reasons why I have been so influenced by Stephen
Harri s's ( 1990) hook, Two Way Ahorigina! Schooling: Education and Cultural Sunfral.
He proposes a model of hicultural schooling for Australian aborigines in which aboriginal
language and culture are taught as legitimate ends in themselves. not merely as a means to
more effective learning of English. The reasoning is that a theory of biculturalism which
works for people of two dominant world cultures in contact which have similar world
views and economy, may not fit for two cultures in contact where the population size,
world view, political system and economic structure are highly divergent (Ha.tTis,
1990:xiii). Harris's position is that while some cultures are more compatible than others.
aboriginal and western cultures as basically incompatible. My introduction to Harris's
hook coincided with my learnin6 about language programming for Native students, in
particular, the transitional approach. Therefore, what he had iO say about aboriginal
language maintenance made sense: the language teaching methodology needs to be chosen
on grounds other than only those of what seems to be the most effective approach to
language teaching or to academic growth (Harris, 1994).
It was not until later that I thought more closely about what Harris meant by
"incompatible cultures." In other words, which methodology is most conducive for
language maintenance is only one element in the overall question of whether schools for
Native students will be inevitably asssimilationist. In her thesis, Weber-Pillwax (1992:65)
presents "a picture of native education as a process whose movements are very much
determined and crippled by a cultural impasse."
In an article about educational programs for youth at the Akwesasne Mohawk
Reserve, Lafrance (1994:20), refers to something akin to a "cultural impasse."
Indigenous people have long understood that education is a lifelong
continuum of experience gleaned from interaction with each other and all of
nature, seen and unseen, including all of the cosmos ... Our experience is
that past and current Western schooling separates "education" from living;
the experience alienates us from our surroundings and, therefore, from our
culture.
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Western schooling has served as the primary socialization and acculturation tool fnr thl'
past �everal decades: nevertheless, many indigenous peoples are struggling to keep thl'ir
cultures intact. Lafrance notes that schooling continues to play a ma,ior rok in this
survival, but that "we are now acutely aware and accept that education-either through
schooling or life experience-is a cultural negotiation het\veen Nati\'e and non-Natiw"
(p.24 ). The final section of this chapter is an introductory exploration of what is meant hy
cultural negotiation24.
Cultural Negotiation of Indigenous Education
Schools are critical sites for and agents of negotiation among cultures in contact.
not merely transmitters of the means for success in a dominant culture. The optimistic
proposal of cultural negotiation is the potential for evolving cultural identities as a rich
range of alternatives to assimilation and cultural loss (Stairs, l 99ha: 155).
This is hopeful because
... the intrusion of formal education into indigenous culture is permanent,
and is accepted by Inuit as crucial to their survival in the contemporary
world. However, formal education is not only alien to Inuit culture. hut is
in direct conflict with indigenous modes of transmitting knowledge across
(Stairs, 1988:314-315)
generations.
While Stairs is referring to Inuit culture, this comment could he transferred to other
indigenous people. The motivation to "survive in two worlds" is well documented in the
"Native community" literature. A Cree community in Quebec refers to this as its struggll'
to maintain its own language and culture while encouraging the process of scholarization
(Feurer, 1993).
However, there is disagreement as to the role of the school in preparing youth for
life in "both worlds." For example, documenting an example of indigenous educational
development, Stairs ( 1988) notes that viewpoints differ as to the dynamics necessary for
survival in both the Inuk and qallunaat (white) world. One group favours a cultural-hasc
approach to educational development based on overwhelming evidence on the fragility of
Inuit language and culture. The opposing group supports an economic base for survival
wherein the school's role is preparation for competition in the dominant culture.
Correspondingly, in a Navajo community, some members described the school's
primary job as "teaching the white man's way;" others stated that the school was "the only
place where children today can learn about their language and culture" (McCarty ct al.

24This theme will also be oiscussed more fully in chapter five.
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1991J. A similar pattern can be noted for in the Quechua in Peru (Hornberger, 1989).
Ahorigines in Australia (Harris, I 990), the Sarni in Finland (Aikio, I 991).
I can appreciate both perspectlves. but �he either /or dichotomy troubles me; I
believe it can be both. For example, during the interview Fabio told me 11,'! would be
interested in taking Cree were it offered in school because wants to "learn to speak Cree
more fluently." In the next breath, he was telling me that he intends to improve his writing
skills because "writing prepares us for work" and "helps us get a job." The "job" Fabio
would like to have is that of pharmacist. Fabio should be able to learn more Cree and
receive an education which prepares him for the career of his choice.
However. using the "walking in two worlds" metaphor to describe educational
goals for indigenous groups can be problematic in itself; it reduces the number of worlds
people can walk in. Referring to a Yup'ik community in Alaska, Henze and Vanett (1993)
criticize the two worlds metaphor for not giving validity to the other world many Yup'ik
students arc currently walking in a world that is not just a transitional stage, but one that
has a culture, language, and life of its own. This "third cultural world" is acknowledged
neither in the school's bilingual program nor by the local people. Stairs ( l 994a:69) also
refers to the "third culture" of schools. Her position is that, if we are not to limit
possibilities, the negotiation of indigenous education must be open to many new and
recombined forms of traditional and formal learning. Similarly, Harris (1991: 148-9)
indicates that "a hicultural model of schooling probably needs to recognise that all
hicultural people actually live in three shifting worlds: elements of a traditional world
first culture of identity; a middle or third culture-the :;;trongly evolving culture of mixture
and compromise; the national, mass culture."
To what extent is it possible to synthesize traditional and formal teaching? Stairs
( 1991:289-290) notes that while Inuit parents are concerned that children become alienated
from their culture as they progress through school, they also fear that children taught
native ways in school will not acquire mainstream ways and so will not be able to cope in
either world. Given the history of their schooling, thi� is not an unreasonable concern. A
formal education that is incongruous with traditional forms of education has resulted in
failure for many Native students. Can this contradiction be negotiated? As with the river
flowing both ways, this apparently impossible contradiction, is ever present. With the
river, the apparently impossible contradiction is "made apparent and possible." That
frames my question: Is there a way to make the cultural contradiction "apparent and
possible"?
"The meeting of formal and traditional learning and teaching is very significantly
played out in the evolution of new and complementar; language forms in indigenous

schools. The Western cultural package of standard literacy is heing t'pcncd up and
challenged" (Stairs, I 994a:63 ).
Historically. and in terms of particular programme de\'clopmcnts. we
began with the 'what' of schooling-the choice of language instruction.
content and materials. Increasingly over the last decade we have moved to
the 'how' of learning and teaching-attending to cultural models of
interaction with the human and non-human world. Now I suggest we arc
ready for levels of the 'why' of education-cultural value� �and goals.
future pictures, evolving identities and thus of cultural sun·ival.
(Stairs, I 994a:p.7J)
Due to community uniqueness, there are variations in indigenous educational designs. For
the purposes of this the�is, I have chosen to highlight the one which has shaped the way I
view aboriginal schooling25 •

Two-way Schoolin�
Two-way schooling is based on the theoretical principle "that hicultural schools in
small indigenous societies be orga11iscd along two fairly strictly separated rnltuml
domains: a Western domain and an Aboriginal one26 " (Harris, 1994: 143).
Harris argues that because of the small size and fundamental cultural differences of
remote Aboriginal groups, if Aboriginal languages and culture arc to survive, culture
domain separation is the most positive fom1 of biculturalism for thern27 . People cannot
live in t'.vo completely inter-penetrating cultures and still maintain them both, particularly
when the i'alance of power between them is great (Fishman, 1987, in personal
communication to Harris, 1990: 17). If the school values "cultural differences" and if the
weaker culture has a chance to survive, then it has to respect and even strengthen cultural
boundaries, concurrent with providing bicultural exposure and expertise.
Whereas the school must, to some ext.ent, harmonise the two cultures, this
does not mean that it should synthesise them. The function of cultures is to
be different. All cultures compromise, minority cultures more than most,
but minority cultures lack safe havens for indigenousness and schools must
provide at least one of these... and may, therefore, opt to leave integration
to the stronger sociocultural forces that swirl round about it.
(J. Fishman, personal communication, quoted in Harris, I 990, p.122)

2Ssee Stairs (1994a), Lipka (1991) and McLaughlin ( 1989) for other examples of indigcnou� educational
developments.
26A domain is !ike a kingdom, where a particular system rules (Harris, 1994:143).
27This model of domain theory adapted for bicultural schooling comes from one hranch of sociolingui,tic
theory about how bilinguals decide which language to use (Fishman, 1971 ).
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Harri s's 'theory of bicultural schooling has received much criticism28. In a recent
article, "Soft and "Hard" Domain Theory for Bicultural Education in Indigenous
Groups, Harri'> responds to these criticisms. The most important criticisms of the theory
seems to be "that culture domain separation in fairly strict form may only be practicable in
geographically isolated places and where contact with the outside world has not yet
fostered extensive social change and a wide variety of adaptations" (Harris, 1994: 143).
This was the predominant reason why I thought the model had no relevance to the setting
where I would be conducting my fieldwork. Harris has re-formed his theory so that it has
applicability to indigenous people in urban settings and in various stages of integration: a
"soft" version of the theory not only allows for accommodation of diverse indigenous
groups, hut also allows for a broader notion of culture29 . The key point is that "the main
. hard or soft versions of domain separation in
purpose behind tht:' str:''
•r space for a less powerful language and culture
bicultural scho0ls is to L
:cl by a dominant, pervasive, a1d invasive culture"
wh:ch is in danger of bci
(Harris, 1994:ISI�
The reasons for w;in.; Ahoriginal lc1nguages in schools, the ways of using
them and the approaches tu Aboriginal language literacy were often
Western.
No school system is culturally neutral. And no vernacular language
programme is strong enough to overule the dominant cultural impact of
Western-schooling-ways of doing things, the reasons for doing them, and
the whole Western "hidden curriculum" message carried by the source of
authority, classroom management, timetabling, and organizational structure
of the school.
(Harris, 1994: 141)
Aboriginal uvmain skills, knowledge and understandings should as far as possible
complement those of the Western domain so the two are not in competition. McConvell
( 1991: i 4-15), though, is troubled by the way in which Harris represents aboriginal and
Western culture as "totally antithetic."
The production of lists of polar opposites can easily lead to stereotyping of
Aboriginal people (and of white Australians for that matter). This
stereotyping is just as misleading when it takes the form of idealisation and
romanticisation of Aboriginal people as the spi:ritual antithesis to Western
materialism, as when it leads to the disparagement of Aboriginal people as
incapable of intellectual achievement.
In response to McConvell, Harris ( 1991 :20-21) admits there is a danger in stereotyping,
but his position is that the danger of not taking full account of cultural difference is greater.

ror

28
critiques of Harris's domain theory. sec McConvell (l 99 I b:1 and Ovi11gton (I 994 ).
29sec Harris l 1994: 147-8) for a more detailed explanation of "soft" and "hard" domain theory.

"There is overlap between Aboriginal and Westerns of li\'ing and there arc wry marked
differences.. .If the difference is real. then we should acknowledge it and fight against
stereotyping and the low academic expectations that come with it."
Perhaps, part of the difference in opinion between these two researchers may be
due to the fact that McConvell is a linguist and Harris is an educator. This is exemplified in
Harri s's (1991 :22) comment:
I am interested in what to do on Monday morning in a school that wants to
follow a bicultural curriculum. What docs McCon\'ell offer the Aboriginal
or white teacher on Monday I;1oming? ... I believe McConvcll is ewty hit
as interested in Aboriginal empowerment as I am, hut his ickolngy does not
allow him to be as pragmatic about it or draw from such diverse non
linguistic sources in thinking about it.
Put another way, a teacher (on Monday morning) cannot <{{ford to pursue no11-prag111a1ir
sources. _:.\.s an educator. my outlook is similar to Harris's; I am interested in learning what
I can from linguists so that I can use that knowledge to improve language learning for
students3°.
Ovington (1994:44) addresses the most powerful criticism of Harris's position:
"domain separation as a strategy for cultural survival is unrealistic and indigenous prnples
do not necessarily want it." I agree with Ovington that "in a practical sense, it is
impossible to separate totally Aboriginal and Western cultures even if Aboriginal peoples
wanted it: and it is not clear that they do." I do not think Harris would denate this, either.
Rather, Harris (1994: 152) is well aware that "there is, of course, overlap and harrowing
between the domains." The value of the model lies not so much in its "accuracy" hut in its
capacity to provide a problem solving theory about what are the Ahoriginal ways of doing,
being, and going to school.
In regards to Ovington's second point. Harris appreciates that many indigenous
people have other priorities than language and culture maintenance; he is not suggesting
that all indigenous parents will (or should) support two-way schooling. Harris is
suggesting, though, that the type of schooling necessary to promote long-term
language/culture maintenance for Aboriginal people will require intensity of com111itmcnt.
In this regard, my research suggests that an increa<;ed awareness of the implications of
language loss may lead to an increased commitment towards language
maintenance/revival. This theme will be developed in the next chapter.

301 refer to McConvell's work extensively in chapter four; it was invaluahlc in helping me to undcr\tand
language shift.
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CHAPTER 4
LANGUAGE DEATH:GENOCIDE OR SUICIDE?
Left to itself, the river would probably go on like this, flowing deep, for
another million or so years. That would not be allowed to happen. In
by;.:one days, Morag had once believed that nothing could be worse than
killin;.: a person. Now she perceived river-slaying as something worse.
Now wonder the kids felt themselves to be children of the apocalypse.
(Laurence, 1974:4)

This chapter provides the background information necessary to an understanding
of the processes of language loss, shift and maintenance. Much of it is drawn from the
literature, although I depend on the research participants to substantiate the theoretical data.
The statistics, process, and implications of language los; are presented, along with a
discussion of awareness. An analysis of language shift, focusing on how theories of
language shift can contribute to language maintenance follows. This lays the foundation
for the final section, informed choice.
ENDANGERED INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES
Statistics
Of the 5,000 or so languages currently spoken worldwide, 80 to 90 percent of
these are spoken by indigenous peoples, representing almost all linguistic diversity
(Bernard, 1993 ). A few Native language communities are healthy, but many are fragile,
with relatively small numbers of speakers. Many indigenous languages are already extinct.
For example, South American indigenous languages were reduced from 2000 to 600. The
number of North American Indian languages has been halved. Of the 500 Aboriginal
languages existii1g in Australia, only 250 remain (Crystal, 1988).
Krauss ( 1992) distinguishes between what he defines as moribund, endangered
and safe lan�uages. Moribund languages are those that are beyond endangerment as they
are no longer being learned by children. Statistics on Native languages reveal that 80% of
Native North American languages; 17% of Meso-American indigenous languages; 27% of
South American languages; and 90% of Australian aboriginal languages are considered
moribund. Endangered languages are "those languages which, though now still being
learned hy children, will-if the present conditions continue-cease to be learned by
children during the coming century" (p.6). Krauss regards safe languages as those with
official state support and large numbers of speakers. However, few indigenous languages
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fit into this category. Conditions for minority language survival arc far from optimal:
accordingly, Krauss sees a 90% language death rate to he a plausible calculation.
Other linguists utilise different tem1inology to describe the health of a language.
Schmidt (1990), studying Australia's aboriginal language heritage. categorizes the stages
of language loss accordingly: healthy. weakening. d�ing. dead. A healthy language is one
which is transmitted to children and actively spoken by ;�II generations in a ,vidc range of
social contexts. A weakening language is one whi�h i:; not fully transmitted to younger
generations; its social function is limited. A dying language has extremely limited sorial
use; for example, only a handful of older speakers may retain the language. Dead or
extinct languages are those with no speakers remaining.
Similarly. Fredeen (199 I), in a sociolinguistic survey of indigenous languages in
Saskatchewan, adapts terms used to describe the condition of ill or injured patients in
hospitals to report on the status of languages: dead; extremely critical condition; critical
condition; serious condition; fair but deteriorating condition; good health, hut slmwing a
few symptoms of ill-health.
In a report on indigenous languages in Canada, Foster ( 1982) catcgori:.....:s chances
of survival for ...:.mada's 53 Native languages as follows: excellent chances of survival;
moderately endangered; endangered; quite endangered; extremely endangered; and,
verging on extinction. Each assignation is based on number of speakers.
The Language Loss Process
A language is lost in one of two ways; the first occurs when all the speakers of the
language die so that there is nobody left to speak and transmit the language. The second
type of language loss occurs when speakers of the language choose not to actively speak
or transmit their la;1guage to younger generations. A language shift process then occurs
whereby th(. loca: language is gradually replaced by the dominant encroaching code which
becomes � t-,e f, "language of the younger generation (Schmidt, 1990).
Schmidt ( 1990) identifies five stages in the language loss process: most
community members are fluent speakers of the language; some people still speak their first
language, but other community members are speaking a second language; the language is
weakening as it is no longer bei�1g passed on to the younger generation; ther.:! arc no fluent
speakers of the language remaining; there are no speakers of the language left.
A major problem for the maintenance of aboriginal languages is the :•hcnomcnon
of delayed recognition of language loss where speakers do not recognize thr threat facing
their linguistic heritage until it is almost too late (Schmid'. 1990:31-33 ). Schmidt notes
that, typically, recognition of the impending language rhrc:.1t is triggered hy the realisation
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that the community\ link will be lost upon the death uJ the remaining older fluent
speakers. Shr likens the process to a silent disease whid: pror;res��s unheeded until the
prohlem h;1s reached an advanced stage. By the time the full-blown symptoms are
aprarent, it is extremely difficult to halt the dt1wnward spiral of language loss.
This prohlcm is exemplified in a recent study (McAlpine & Herodier, 1994) carried
out in nine Cree communities in Northern 011ebec to determine how the Cree viewed the
state of their language. The ITl')St comJT:on r r ')biem cited was discovering the loss of tile
language too late to be able to presen1e it.
When languages spread, not as an additional langua�e. but as a new mother
tongue, this hewmes a case of language shift (Paulston, 1986). When such ;.�ngnage shift
takes place within groups that do not possess another territorial base. the result is langu:1gt:
death. In the case of many indigenous groups, they lack critical (language) population
mass, where a language is sufficiently large for migration or changed language loyalties by
many individuals to not threi.?'c:n its vitality. If the language of an Aboriginal group dies
there is nowhere that subsequent generations can go to renew it (Harris, 1990:69).
If no one in North Amcnca ever spoke anothrr word of English. French.
Spanish, Chinese Russian. or Polish, all these languages would continue
elsewhere unabated. If our Native languages cease to exist (and some
estimate that the nearly 2000 Native languages thou�ht to have been spoken
here before Columbus, have dwindled to ; little over 250), they are gone
forever. Another way of understanding the world ha,, been lost forever.
(Tafoya, 1983:38)
The rapidity of the language shift process •;aric� widely, ranging from; •rupt
J;,nguage shift within one generation to a more gradual one lm,ting four or more
�·cnerations (Schmidt, 1990: 118). This corresponds with Stairs (1988:324) who �tates that
language loss in one generation has been well documented among numbers of indigenous
languages. According to Aikio �1991 :93-103), language shift has two main phases: in the
first phase. the contexts of language use disappear; ir, tne second phase, the language itself
disappears. One of the surest signs of language death is the narrowing of the domain of
usage of the minority language. For example, when a home language reaches the point
where only members of the older generation use it between themselves. the domain of
usage is so narrow that language death is possibly only one generation away (Harris,
1990:79).
When a language undergoes language shift, there usually appears a group of semi
speakers who have only partial language knowledge and who ar� noticeably less fluent
than tia t:!tional speakers, due largely to limited exposi.:re to the language (Dorian, 1989).
The inc i d�.?nce of "passive" speakers (who can "hear but not speat:") is problematic for the

ongoing transmisi:ion of the language because upon thc- death or the l,lder gcnc-ratil,n l,r
active language speakers. there is nobody who can transmit the languagc- tn thc- ynungl't
generations (Schmidt, 1990: 1 i 8-121 ).
Implications of Language Loss
For me. the implications of indigenous language loss. embodied in thc- following
quotation. are primarily twofold: cultural and political.
By contrast, language loss in the modern period...is parl of a much larger
process of loss of ct1!tural and intellectual diversity in which politically
dominant languages and cultures simply ovrnvhdm indii;cn· 1 11, local
languages and cultures, placing them in a condition which can «'nly be
described as cmb:1ttled.
(Hale. l LN2: I)
Cultural
There is cn,�<1dci'<1:tlle CCii'tC.::m over tl1e threat to the \,,,,!d's biological diversity; is
not the extir):'tlon of a lcmg1.'.,1g� as much a loss as the extinction of a plant or animal
species? Bernal'1 r: ;02) suggests that the consequeni reduction of cultural diversity
languag,; lm.:; entaJ, rnay ti,r�aten hum;m survival. Our adaptive success as a species is
dur to ''n!lturc." i·npiying the communication of ideas through Iangtw[c. The loss qf
linguistic djver�,i'Ly diminishes our ability to adapt because it decreases the pool of
knowlec!ge fr o:n which to draw. Candy's thoughts touch on these issues, and she has
wrappeJ them with the appreciation of the P-motion1I value people attach h> their
languages.
Language is part of our communication and losing languages is kind of like
losing part of the world. There would just he like basic languages and it's
like we'd be missing a lot of !;,..,Jf...leitrning about different cultures
because language is a part of culture and if there's n0 languages left you
could really t.ilk about how they talked and stuff and it's part of their
ancesrcrs and stuff. It's really important to learn about the past the right
way. If you don't know the language, then we can't really talk about it and
stuff. I think we're missing 0ut on a lot...It may be painful for those
cultures to lose their language because their language is important to them.
Candy
Linguistic diversity is important to human intcllectuul life, both in 1hL ccntext of
scientific linguistic inquiry and in the cultural rea::i", (Hale. 1992:35-� l ). A language is the
collective unconscious t,;·eation of generations and with each language death is lost a
distinctive system for encoding experience and a literature of songs and stories. The loss
of languages and their assrw;ated cultural traditions has meant irretrievable loss of
intellectual wealth.
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For example, Hale describes a tradition whose decline and virtual disappearance he
witnessed in the course of field work with Aborigines in Australia. While working on the
syntax and lexicon of Lardii, Hale leai ned of the existence of an auxiliary language.
Damin, which was learned in the context of the practice of initiation. Most men in the
community could no longer use Damin31 • An auxiliary language used for ritual purposes.
Damin is a lexicon, not an entire language32 . Its lexicon is small enough to learn in one
day, yet it is rich enough to express all ideas. Hale was awed by the unique abstractness
which he found in Damin.
The last fluent use n r ' min passed away several years ago. The.
destruction of this intellcctu..
. ,ure was carried out, for the most part, by
people who were not aware of its existence, coming as they did from
culture in which wealth is physical and visible. Damin was not visible fo1
them, and as far as they were concerned, the Lardil people had no wealth,
apart from their land...thc old Damiil tradition is effectively lost. And the
destruction of this tradition must b� ranked as a disaster, comparable to the
destruction of any human treasure.
(p.40)
I mention this because it illustrates what is valued (and not valued) !:i mocier.1
society. In our materialistic world, wealth means "material" wealth; I C<lil imagine how
ludicrous an argument to save Damin v,.:ould appear to those in positions of power.
Yet, I know what Hale means when he equates a language such as Damin with
wealth. While worki!?l in A 1 ert Bay, I was privileged to be able to witness the potlatch
ceremony of the west coast Native peopie.
Today, the Kwakuitl potlatch is still going strong. Master carver3 make
spectacular masks for dances, young people learn songs in Kwak'wala,
and feasting and gift-giving retain an important place in the lives of these
(Jonaitis, 1991:54)
people...
Th:.- :-; true. The students in the school where I worked le .11ed the songs and dances in
Kw.ik'wala class. Even though my understanding was limited, I was aware of the
connection between the potlatch ceremony and the Native language. The:· :..re insepar..:'1le;
the songs are steeped in traditic,n and culture. Kelly emphasise.' how culture and language
arc interconnected.
Ya, well you sort of can't have one without the other and it doesn't matter,
even non-traditional people say that, they hook in somehow, they're id tied
in together, there's a missing piec;: with•.:>ut the language. When I say that
31 ll1e mi�sion administrating Mornington Island (North Queensland) during the early decades of tliis
century had forhiddcn the practice of initiation.
32 The rule in using Damin correctly is this: each lexical item of Lardil must be replaced by a Damin item;
the intlcet10!1al mnrphliitigy and syntax of Lardil remains intact.
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our elders spoke in Cree. you lose half of it trying to understand without
the languag:c.
Nor, is it a simpl�· a matter of linguistic translation. Tonya. one of the non-Natiw
students in the Native Awareness class, expres�:ed her thoughts on this aspect of Natiw
languages.
In Native languages you look at most of the words and you translate them
and they don't translate perfectly, but most of the words mean , nmcthing a
bit more special than English. Native languages I'd say you could almost
call them an art. When you listen to the Natives singing I think it sounds
beautiful. it sounds more like they're creating. It's also not knowing what
they're saying, in the music they make, you can sort of feel it in what you
feel along with the way that it sounds as they speak.
Listening to Tonya speak, I knew what she meant: her words echo how I felt listen in!!, to
the speeches and songs of the potlatch ceremony in the Alert Bay Big House.
Poiitical
The excerpt (Hale J that ::ppcared at the beginning of this section is from a
collection of papers on "endangered languages and the safeguarding of diversity" '·'< 11i-,11
appeared in language (1992). In response, Ladefoged (1992) notes that "umguagc
seldum publishes opinion pieces, such as that of Hale ct al. on endangered languages.'
Ladefoged's stance is that their argument
appeals to our emotions, not to our reason. The case for studying
endangered languages is very strong on linguistic grounds. IL is often
enormously strong on humanitarian grounds as well. But it would be self
serving of linguists to pretend that this is aiways the case. We must be
wary of arguments based on political considcrations...We sho. :d always
be sensitive to the concerns of the people whose language we arc studying.
But we should not assume that we know what is best for them.
. 1 .810)
I have read every paper in "Endangered Languages" thoroughly and my assessment is that
Hale et al. show themselves to be very sensitive to the concerns of those whose languages
they are studying chiefly because they have not presumed to know what is hest for them.
Dorian's (1993) reply to Ladefoged echoes my conviction that linguistic work is not done
in a political vacuum.
The implication is that apolitical positions can be found and adopted.
Scientists of many stripes like to consider their undertakings apolitical and
their professional activities objective and impartial. In actuality, linguistic
salvage work which consists solely of 'recording for posterity' certain
structural features of a threatened small language is inevitably a political
act,just a'i any other act touching that language would h('.
(p.575)
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Before pursuing 1i1is subject, I had not n:�alized the complexity of language politics. This
applies to linguist'>, as well as to others who work with languages. in particular with
minority languages. With Native languages, the significance cannot be underestimated:>> _
My concern is to point out that education and its use of European language
structure has significant political clement that most people nev�r con�ider.
The Native childr, n who can only communicate with th .!ir parent1, in
English or French will never fully understand their heritage.
(Tafoya, 1983 :38)
1

Awareness of Language Loss
The information presented so far in this chapter has summarized the literature; at
this point I tum to the research participants so that their views can be heard. During the
fieldwork, a theme that emerged in relation to endangered Native language,;; was that of
awareness.
A case in point is Kelly. I knew she ;· ,._, taik{:d with her class about endangered
and safe Native languages in Canada:
Well, it was also one thing we'd !earned about ir Native Studies 210. It was
part of my Native Studies and part of what I wanted the students to learn, to
k11m1· I guess, not so much to learn, but at l�ast to have the idea that there's
hundreds of languages and people extinct and because there's so few Native
people that it's really important that we learn our language and have it carry
on because it's a possibility even though there are a lot of Cree speakers that
Cree could become extinct one day.
I wanted to know if Kelly knew "r.hat Cree could become extinct one day" before
learning thi:; in the Native Studies class. The infonnation she learned in the Native Studies
class was her first exposure to learning about that degree of Native language loss.
Ya, hut I mean I'd heard about it before, ...but in that study I heard that
there were just three that had a possibility of surviving34. I never knew that
languages were, ... you know I just thought, ... and that was just my
ignorance about our Native people, thinking that you know that this was
just going to last and that there were few people like me who didn't know
how to speak Cree but there's a lot of people.
Kelly's explanation had a powerful effect on me. I took this as an example of what
S, ·hmidt ( 1990) refcm.'d to as the delayed phenomenon of language loss (mentioned
,ibe·.,·). but. there was something ebc which I do not find easy to articulate. I was
surpri:,_ ;! th.11 Kelly ;/wu;ht she was one of the few who did not speak Cree. I was aware
--•---··--
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·13"!.;tllplagi· politics" will he ;,;ddr�sscJ in greater detail in the remainder of the thesis.
1·1n·1h three I f C'an:ida·� indigc; ,Hi:: la,,guagcs arc r.:on�idered to have excellent chances of survival (more
than .\000 speakers) in the forcscc;i:··k futur.?: ('re;:, lnuktitut, Ojibwa (Foster, 1982).

l.hat it was hard for me to imagine how this could happen: with that came a deeper
realization that. 2.s an English speaker. I would likely fll'\'(; understand that positinn.
I found that awareness of language loss had an imp.ici on Kelly's students. as well.
The language situation in Fabio's family, for example. depicts the language loss prnn:ss
rather aptly. In the interview Fabio told me that while his maternal grandmother is not
fluent, she knows "quite a bit" of Cree. His grandmother had passed on "a little hit" of the
language to his mother and Fabio knows "a tiny bit."
Whi::P asked how be felt when Kelly talked in class ahout the number of Natiw
languages that have been lost or arc endangered, Fabio's response was: "Disappointed and
kind of sad to see hundreds of years go down the drain." He saw that "our heritage" is
what gets lost when a language becomes extinct. Fabio became concerned about 'anguagc
loss "when I first learned that some of the Native languages could go extinct." It was his
impression that other people do not really care: "It seems that they're just can�les�; about
it." Fabio thought finding out about language loss would probahly make a difference to
nther Native people. If he talked to people about it, Fabio would ask: "Did you know that
in a couple years some languages could go extinct?"
Shelley told me that she did not know a lot about language loss before the cla:�s
discussions, but she "knew it was happening." She had heard John Cardinal speaking
about language loss on the news and her friends had been talking about it being on the
news. Had learning more about it i.1 class made a difference?
well, ya, because before it didn't really matter, but now it docs hecausc I
know that Native languages arc dying out and pretty soon if you say a
word in Cree nobody's griing to know what yo•. ·,c talking ahout...sincc
then now I'm more determmed to learn that 'caw.. \:· they know it then they
can pass it on to their kids, it can gc, from genernti,:in to generation.
With 55,000 speakers, Cree is considered to have excellent chances of su:·vival
(Foster, 1982). However, Fredee:1 (1991: l 94-5) notes that even for languages that arc
relatively healthy at present, it is important to take action to support r�tcntion. In order for
a language to be maintained, there needs to be a critical mass of speakers. Once there
develops a sizable number of young parents who arc not fluent enough in their ancestral
language to use it as their home language, the battle to hring back the language becomes
very difficult, time-consuming and expensive.
It is clear that awareness can make a difference. In my case it hegan with reading
the article in New Internationalist. I can still recall my shock and outrage when I read
about the magnitude of language loss. That was the start of this thesis. The research
participants have indicated a concem and they certainly have more at stake than I do. Kelly
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thought "that there were few people like me who didn't know how to speak Cree." If you
think you arc one of the few, then doing something is not as critical. If many others think
the same way, then it becomes easy to see why the delayed recognition of language loss
constitutes a major problem for Aboriginal language maintenance (Schmidt, 1990:32).
However, if people sec "extinction" of Native languages as the reason for their
concern, this could be problematic. Extinction or other fears can be mobilizing in the short
term, hut not in the long term. For their concern to be sustained and acted upon, people
need to go beyond the "alarmist" stage. I regard awareness as an initial step. Not everyone
.viii want to ta'<e the next step, but awareness of language loss provides people with
information on which to base their decisions. My stance is that if people fully understand
the implications of language loss, its likdihood will be reduced.
LANGUAGE SHIFT AND MAINTENANCE
Language shift of any kind is an indicator of dislocation... Such dislocation
is to be expected among intruders. be they immigrants o;· occupants. After
all, they have left their old homes, their familiar places, and, often, their
cultural self-sufficiency... What, then, must v. 1, conclude if we find this
same picture among indigenous populations, populations who have not
left their old homes, nor their familiar places, r.or the t,�rritorial bases of
their cultural integrity and continuitv? \Vhat we must conclude...is
n!rcniely great dislocation: thr Jislocation of conquest, of genocide, of
massive population resettk: 1 1:·nt such that locals are swainped out,
engulfed, deracinated and decimated by intruder�. be they conquerors or
settlers.
(Fishman, 1985:66)
Maintenance of Bilingualism
Information about language loss has the potential to increase awareness, but it docs
not explain why Native languages are experiencing varying degrees of endangerment. For
any given endangered language, thinking about attempts to halt or reverse the process
requires more careful consideration of the phenomenon of language shift.
Linguists can predict neither when nor what type of changes will occur in language
contact situations generally; however, sociocultural factors are more important than
lingui:,tic factors in determining whether a language survives or not (Schmidt, 1985).
Kuli('k ( 1992:8-9) recounts the various causes linguists, sociologists, and sociolinguists
attribute to language shift35 , but, like Schmidt, he concedes that while Hiidcrstanding these
factors can help to explain language shift, they have minimal predictive power. Attempts to
find universal patterns of causality are being replaced by the realization that shift in
------ - ----------

-�5These i:1dudc migration, industriali,·ation. urhanization. proletarianization, and government policies
cm:, em int which languages �an and c..:::not he used in schools and other institutions.

language is caused, ultimately. by shifts in personal and group values and goals. Viewed
this way. the question that then must he a1,:;wered is: why and how dn penpk n,me tl,
interpret their lives in such a way that they abandon one of their languages'?
I find McConvell's (1991a) work on language shill tof Australian Aboriginal
languages) particularly helpful because he concentrates on recent accounts nf why and
how a language lives and dies. This is not to say that he dismisses t.he history that is
necessary for an understanding of the presents situation36 . Rather. he chooses to focus on
the present and how theories of language shift can contribute to language maintenam:e.
working from the premise that theories of language shift have strong implications for thl'
practice of lai1guage maintenance. Most studies of language shift consider what is
happening to one of the I.mguages in a contact situation. What is ncedeu is "a framework
which looks not at individual ;, 0�g'l..wges but at entire bilingual (or multilingual) situations.
:;e;.!ing the fu;ictions of each language as fitting together to make a w'1l1k" (McCon\'dl.
199la:144). McConvell deems it necessary to look more closely at the aL'lual process or
language shift, how it progresses from stage to stage. and whether this progress is
inevitabk. or wheth�r it can stop at a given stage37 . This is of particular conscquenCL' for
language maintenance. It is important to recognise when and how an entire bilingual
sit1.1ation becomes, as it were. tilted, then overbalances into a rapid shift into
monolingualism (Dorian, 1981:51).
Drawir1g on three approaches to the study of language shift 38• McConvcll
( 1994a:151-2) offers what he secs as a more integrated and realistic theory. the functional
choice theory of language shift. According to McConvell, bilingualism (or multilingualism
or bidialectalism) has three main functions: the communication function; the social
function; and the cultural function. Choice of a language may reflect either the hasic
communication function. or one or both of the other two (social and cultural fr,· ctions).
Ultimately, though, it is in the area of social function where the drama of !angu-igc shift
and language maintenance is played out.
In this perspective language shift can be seen as resulting from the loss of
the functions of bilingualism, that is, the loss of functional choices between
languages, and iu the case of the social function, their likely replacement hy
choices of style �·:thin one language. Likewise, language maintenance can
be seen as the retention of these choices, or their replacement hy other
36For a discussion of the history of massacre, forced movement and institutionalisation 1 ,f Aboriginal
people as well as the prohibition and denigration of their languages sec Hudson and McConvell ( I 984 /.
37Hcre the intcractional-variationist theory can be helpful. It is necessary to remove the historical fatall',111
from theory, though, which says that once the shift has started it continues in one direction until i: rcarhc�
the end-point, monolingualism.
38s ee McConvell ( 1991 a: 144-149) for a discussion of the domain, the intcractional-variationis1 and the
adaptation theories of language shift.
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choices betwt:en the languages which still serve the major functions in
different ways. We should perhaps speak of the maintenance of
bilingualism, rather than maintenance of a language...Survival of the old
language depends on the number and importance of functional choices the
(p.151)
bilingual situation can maintain.
When viewed from the perspective of the functional choice theory, the goal
becomes how to achieve bilingualism, 1101 language shift. However, the usual sequence of
events of a minority language facing the onslaught of a majority language is that the
minority young adults tend to become bilingual and their children monolingual in the
majority language (Boseker, 1994: 151 ).
Nevertheless, many people take bilingualism (or multilingualism) for granted :S9.
For example, during his interview, Ken, the Cantonese speaker, told me that being
bilingual is not something he thinks abou1: losing his family language is something Ken
cannot even imagine. He functions well in English in school, but Cantonese is the
language spoken at home. Ken has friends who ,ue losing the language because "their
families do not speak Cantonese with them that much." Individuals and families may lose
the language. but Cantonese will not be endangered. There are more mother-tongue
speakers of Chinese (1,000 million) than any other language in the world40.
People whose ancestral languages are endangered do not have the option of taking
bilingualism for granted. McConvell's suggestion to think in terms of "maintenanc
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bilingualism, rather than maintenance of a language" makes sense to me Jt can be
assumed that, for Native people, knowledge of English (or other dominant language) is
desired. Docs knowledge of English necessarily signify loss of the Native language? Why
is the maintenance of bilingualism happening so infrequently for indigenous languages?

Transmission
Studies on language shift have concentrated on the speech of adults and on
exar,1 ining the fiilai stages of language shift, when the languages are in their "final death
throes." This makes the study of transmission, which Kulick (1992) views as crucial,
problematic.
This issue of transmission is at the very heart of language shift,
since languages cannot be said to be shifting until it can be established that
children are no longer learning them. By the time the first generation of
nonvernacular-speaking children has been raised, the boundary between
language shift and incipient language death has in most cases quite
intractably been reversed.
(Kulick, 1992: 12)
-�9This can he contra:;ted with peopk in Western society taking monolingualism for granted, when in fact
multilingualism is the natural way of life for hundreds of millions all over the world (Crystal, I 987:360).
40cantonesL' is a main Chinese dialect.
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McConvell (1991b:20) categorizes th� conditions enahling successful transmissil1n
of a language as either material or ideological. Matt�, ial cnnditions in\'olw intcradiPn pf
time exposure to a language \Vith karnability of the language gi\'en tht· data a\'ailabk tP the
child4 1. Ideological factors must be examined when the younger generation rlwose not 111
learn or use the language. A prestige factor often relates to the rnk of ideolt)gical
conditions in language transmission. The positive soc:al meanings of the new language
result in the suppression of the old language. In the course of this process. any
transmission of the old language is suppressed.
Kulick (1992) also recognizes prestige as a significant factor. In the literature.
parents are portrayed as having consciously decided not to teach their children the
vernacular. The reasons for this are usually percC:i\'c<l to he related to their opinions about
the relative prestige of the l:inguage in relation to a language of wider currency.
Both linguists discuss the aspect of choice in transmission: however. McCon\'cll
focuses on the choices youth make, while Kulick stresses choices made by the older
generation42 . This corresponds with Schmidt's point (ahove) that "the second type of
language loss occurs when speakers of the language choose not to actiwly :-.peak or
transmit their language to younger generations." These cannot he regarded as the same
process, yet the element of choice is the consistent thread.
Like McConvell, I want to focus on recent accounts of why and how a lanp1age
lives and dies. However, neither can I negate the past in my desire to understand the
present. In the forward to Resistance and Renewal: Survil•ing the Indian Rc.wln11it1I
School (Haig-Brown. 1988), Randy Fred recounts past horrors and reflects on their
lasting effects:
The elimination of language has always been a primary stage in a process
of cultural genocide. This wa.s the primary function of the residential
school. My father, who attended Alhemi Indian Residential School for four
years in the twenties, was phy,.ically tortured hy his teachers for speaking
Tseshaht: they pushed sewiH6 needles through his tongue, a routine
punishment for language offenders.
Randy's entire family was affeclc\; , 1y the needle tortures his father endured. I !is
father's attitude became "why teach my children Indian if they arc going to he punished for
speaking it?" The result in Randy's words: "I never learned to speak my own language. I
am now, therefore, truly a 'dumb Indian"' (p.12).
41 Separation uf childr..:� from parents and the mixture r•! ..:hildren from different language group� an
examples of material conditions responsihle for language shift.
42Kulick is presenting language shift as portrayed in the literature. His work ( I 992) doe\ focu\ on youth.
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This sounded similar to th:; :,;tory Kelly to 1 '! . · ., ,out why she did not grow up
speaking Cree, even though her father had been a fluent speaker.
Well, hecause of residential schooling, that's probably the main reason for
all of us not speaking Cree because when my Dad went to residential
school, actually I think that was probably the only time that I ever seen or
heard my Dad cry when he told us about how they not only abused them
but how they beat up kids in residential school, he showed us his big
knuckles (described how they used big rulers to hit them) and then there
were big signs all over the place that there was to be no Indian spoken and
he said we always wondered what kind of language that was because we
spoke Cree, we didn't know what Indian was. But, ya they were beaten
for speaking their language and so he couldn't see times changing and
he was about thirteen when he ran away from there. Just even as a really
young man he vowed if he ever had kids that he'd never teach them how to
speak Cree and you know back then he couldn't see times changing.
That was bad for us because you know it would have been nice instead of
having to learn Cree at an older age and then maybe we could have taught it
to our kids.
Haig-Brown ( 1988: I I OJ suggests that perhaps the school's biggest effect on
lang11age use could he called secondary: although punishing children for speaking their
langu ...ge did not eradicate it, as adults, many .:on:,ciously did not teach their children a
Native language so that they might avoid the punishment, i11curred through its use at
school. This aptly describes the choices made by Randy r=n-,�'s and KeHy's fath1 :�.
Linguistic Genocide/Language Suicide
I mentioned earlier that the language loss process has been framed, by various
linguists, using the medical model. Two researchers who interpret "language death''
somewhat differently, as "language suicide" (Denison, 1977), and "lin;uistic genocide"
(Day, 1985), presuppose that the "spe:1kers" are included in any discussion of language
death.
Denison ( 1977: 13) remarks, "i? is of course not languages •,vhirh live and
die, hut those who speak them."
... there comes a time when multilingual parents no longer consider it
necessary or worthwhile for the future of their children to communicate
with them in a low-prestige language variety, and when children are no
longer motivated to acquire active competence in a language which is
lacking in positive connotations such as youth, modernity, technical skills,
material success. education. The languages at the lower end of the prestige
scale retreat from ever increasing areas of their earlier functional domains,
displaced by higher prestige languages, until there is nothing left for them
appropriately to be used about. In this sense they may be said to "commit
suicide."
(p.21-22)

Denison's interpretation does take into e0nsideration both aspects of choice in
transmission: the parents choosing not to passing the language on and the children
choosing not to learn it. However, the reasons given do not accurately portray the
circumstances of language loss for indigenous people because he docs not consider the
active suppression of aboriginal languages hy dominant sodeties.
Day (1985:164) uses different tenninology. "linguistic genocide" or "language
murder," to describe similar phenomenon. While language shift does not always result in
extinction, "there are situations where language shift does result in language death and
where the shift, although aided and abetted by some of the language's speakers, was not
voluntary.··
It is in this context that Day uses the tem1 linguistic genocide: the systematic
replacement of an indigenous language with the language of an outside. dominant grnup.
resulting in a permanent language shift and the death of the indigenous language.
The outsiders play the major role in the death of the Native languages. But
it could not be accomplished without the cooperation from the indigenn11-;
elite. We must question if linguistic ger.ocide is voluntary. perhaps a typL
of linguistic suicide (see Denison 1977). The answer must 1:-,e no. since
suicide generally involves committing an act knowing the outcome. In
linguistic genocide, the Native speakers of the language do n, 11 hclicve th: 1 1
their language will die: they only �ee benefits which mighi ,1 ·crue from
(Day, I 985: I 80)
learning the outsider's language.
1

When Kelly's father chose not to pass the language on to his children, did he
consider his actions as potentially contributing to language death? Given their experiences,
the attitudes and resultant choices made by Fred and Kelly's father, are absolutely
understandable. However, others in comparable circumstances reacted differently. using
language as a cloak of protection for their seemingly fragile identities. Haig-Brown
(1988:93-4) describes a student in residential school who held defiantly to her language
within herself because there were few others who spoke it. Recognizing the importance of
maintaining contact with her roots through language, she kept the words alive in her
thinking vocabulary . I include this because I want to emphasize the concept of clwi('(' as a
key issue in the consideration of future language decline.
While Denison raises important points in his argument for language suicide as an
expianation for language death, linguistic genocide (Day) offers a more accurate portrayal
of the Native situation. I agree with Day that linguistic genocide is not voluntary: outsiders
have played the major role in the death of the Native languages. However, the final
decision remains the choice of the actual speakers of the language.
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In the next section I want to tum my attention to the fact that, although some
parents continue to choose not to pass the language on, the specific reasons for that choice
have changed. Children arc no longer whipped at school for speaking a Native langt..uge,
but the negative associations of a Native identity have been internalized and persist.
INFORMED CHOICE
Irreconcilable Dichotomy
In her study of Native languages in Canada, Robinson ( 1985) maintains that
language retention may be viewed as a function of past and present experiences: language
status is the result of a dynamic process in which individual charn ,cristics such as age and
education and environmental factors such as region and past and present residence all play
a part.
The linguistic assimilation of the future Native population will depend on
the language w � of the present generation. A shift to the use of a non
i.1dian language in the home will result in the ncx• generatior.'s having a
non-Indian mother tongue. The issue of Indian-;:,;tguage maintenance as
defined here will not then arise for them because of parental language shift.
While Native-language loss need not imply a decline in ethnic-group
identity 43 , one of the distinctive cultural differences from the dominant
(Robinson, 1985:519)
society will have been lost.
Of course, the shift Robinson refers to is already well underway. It occms to me
that some individuals in the coming generations will 1101 have a choice because uf the
choices made by other:.. Johnny. one of the research participants provides an example. I
asked Johnny how much Cree is spoken by his parents.
Well, they (his parents) speak lots to my grandpa and grandma, that's it,
they don't speak it to me. My parents are kind of fluent and my
grandparents are fluent. I know just a little that I learned mostly at my
grandma's.
Similarly, one of the women who attended the Blackfoot methodology course, a teacher
now committed to teaching school children Blackfoot, made this comment:
I have an 11 year old daughter at home who doesn't speak the language.
yd my husband and I are both fluent Blackfoot speakers. And I have to ask
myself why I didn't pass the language on.
I am 1101 presuming to know why the language was not passed on in these
particular cases, nor to pass judgment. I know "that it is not always clear to what extent a
43This issue of ethnic-group identity will be discussed in charter five.
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parental decision not to pass on their vernacular is a 'direct cause' of shift. and tn what
extent this decision is a consequence and recognition of shift already under way" tKulick.
1992: l 2-13). Clearly. I realize that parental decisions and wishes are anwng the many
factors influencing the language acquisition of children. Furthermore. I am nnt suggesting
that "choice" always impHes completely free and independent choice; r:1thcr. parental
decisions usually reflect complex circumstances. Still. Johnny\ situation is rcprescntati\'e
<)f someone who, to a large degree, has had language cho1ces made for him.
I return to Robinson's point that the linguistic assimilation of the future Natiw
population will depend on the language use of the present generation. In other words. !his
generation marks the last chance. Robinson's study looks ;it the determinants of NatiVl'
language maintenance among the Canadian Indian population; results suggest tha, attempts
to improve the economic conditions of Native Indians. as. for example. hy increasing
education levels, may have a cost in terms of cultural maintenance.
Weber-Pillwax (1992:48-49) situates this discussion in an educatiN1al rra�nework:
Its development is often impeded by the popular virw that the strength and
vitality of Native languages is maintained ..1 1 the c..::-;t of economic
development and stabilization of Native communities within a m•Jlticultuml
Canada. Non-Native educators, and even some Native educators who are
working in Native communities :md who have acquired this misinfon<1ed
view, can and do carry the messagr to parents that Native culture and
languages in the school will rob the child of opportunities for sur:,-e•:s.
Success in this case means higher levels of achievement. (especially i;: !he
English language), as well as higher paying johs and more crnployn1cnt
opportunities in the future. In other word"· parents arc presented a
supposedly irreconcilable dichotomy between Native culture a!1d language
(the essence of their world) and improved educaticn and economic
development; at the same tin,,:. they have nc information to 1,-.c :n
consideration of this issue.
The seriousness of the message (that Native ci1lturc and languages in the ,chool
will rob the child of opportunities for success) and its implication� , \ P ;t nvc,-;tatcd in the
least. For cample, Tom Porter, a Mohawk elder spePking at tile AutochtJw11m1s
Scholc.rs: I oward an Indigenous Research Model Conferenc1_• a� tl11� Ur. i.vcr:,1ly of
Alberta advocated the need for immersion programs for Native people. �t the '.;amc time
noting that most resistance to immersion Mohawk programs cm!JI?'' fr�:l', (!.-.. M·,hawk
community itself. The argument behind this is that Native children arc going to he
handicapped if they learn Mohawk as they will be dis·1dvantaged in school and, in turn.
shortchanged when it comes to getting a job44.

44For further infonnation on this topic sec also McCarty ct al. (I 99 I), Stairs ( I 994 ), Aikio I l 91Jl J
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Lipka ( 1994 ), in an articie describing a collaborative research project in a Yup'ik
village in Alaska, provides an example of parents bi!ing presented ,vith a "supposc-dly
irrcconcilahlc dichotomy45 ." Lipka notes that "the loss of Yup'ik grea' 1:· troubles the
Yup'ik participants in this project, and simultaneously doubts exist about maintaining
Yup'ik because of possibk interference with their children's success m the western world.
i:x1sions about language of ins'.ruction, loo often the prov;nce of the school district, have
hcen ca.,t in either-or terms making difficult choices rr:ore difficult. The colonial legacy and
its message of English and western culture partially created �}.i:; either-or conception"
(p.90!. However, the bilingual experts were careful to note that indigenous language
fluency can be a pos;tirc factor in English language fluency-not wbtractive bilingualism
hut additive bilingu;dism. Lipka notes that this information (presented to the school
administration :md to community participants) has al!ered the district's I. · �Jish-oniy
policy; the di�,trict nuw views Yup'ik as instrumental to the school goal Jt' raising scores.
Wh::n those ccncerned have the com.:ct information it becomes clear that the choice
between t:nglish and an indigenous language does not have to be an either-or-one. It is
also clear, though, that the learning of th( indigenous language has to be justified on
Western terms, in this case, school scores. ln other words. it is acceptable 1mly if it does
nt t interfere with mainstream schooling.
There does not ha:·e to he an "irreconcilable dichotomy" .'L wee 'ative culture
and language and improved education and economic development :, , , · cica! that parents
..is well as educators become informr�d on these issut>s. Until the fundamental erroneous
assumptions are addressed the gaps in !ife experience will continue.
Need Redefined
J am irying Lo situate this examination of endange. _ rj Native languages in the
present. I realize thai the learning oi i.,�:.:-::ages will be increa:,ingly associa:ed with
economic benefits. What I want to b,oach Leri;: and pursue in chapter five is that it is
necessary to look at definitions of m 'ding a language which ,He •.iot based on eco11omic
advantages. As persuasive as the economic arfument is, the!";; are 1 11er reasons for
preservation of Native languages. and those reasons should be heard. For example, in
Kelly's voice:
Well, I can only speak for myself, but more and more people are learr_;rtg
about their traditional ways and going to different ceremonies and our
eldi::1 � i.lfe always gl1ing to speak Cree or some c,ther �h,ive language and it
it has nothing to do with anything they can a! least speak their own
language if say their grandmother com1:s lo thi: sciir-ol they can at least tel:
--------

�5The topic of the research project was the language of instruction. English and/or Yup'ik.

their grnndmother in Cree w!1:it the heck 1s go111g 0n if s � doesn't
unders!and Engli�;h.
1

'1

my opinion, being able to speak to one's grandmother is sufficient grounds fur

needing to speak a language. Although Kelly makes the statement that '\)ur ciders are
always going to speak. Cree or somr other Native language," the ciders arc (,nly gl,ini; (()
be doing so as long as they are.-:: •e. Those languages have to he pa ..scd on to the younger
gener.. L .Jns be�ore the elders die.
Considering "'r rw•rginalisation of Native people and the logic of the "English is
the ,..ey lo sucre�::;,"
. · .s easy to sec why many have chos-.·n to gi\'e up low preslit!L'
hH'' 1.iagcs in °-n att'-••·t ,.
1

1

chieve a measure of success. However. giving up a traditinnal

L.trigu.• 6c ifl favour of E .. tt,:,11 docs not guarantee suc:ess. Furthermore. the ability tq
1

function \WU i• .nglish. and in that sense to he economically suc..:essfl,I. certainly docs
11ot depend on ..,. ·; mono:ingual. At the risk of ov�rgP.neralizing. the Native people I
know who would be considered the most "successful" (by Western standards) arc
individuals for whom maint.iinir./, cultural tr...Jitions is a nriori�y in their li\-.:.s. As was
evide11ced in chapter thn;e, a solid base in an indigenous lar,gu::_gc can fo:·ilitatc Engiish
lar,guage learning: -,imilarly, a strong sense of cultural identity c:i incrc:!sl' the lih·lihom'
of main_;tream "success."
For examplt.:, Day ( 1985i. in his study of Ch.:, "::mo, an indigc11cJ�;s language
spoken in Guam, notes that sinc.:e the late 1960'�, bilmgual Chamorro pare rt�. ha\'...- hecn
teachin3 their children English at home. The reasons given arc that they ncli._,,..: . n;,.lish tll
be the key to academic and economic success. Yet, there is no evidence that !I·, y have
advanced economically and academically. In fact, the reverse is more accuratc 46 .
In chapter three. I noted tl-iat it takes a long tin-!:-, sec the real social ·:flt:cts ,if a
minority languqe program since g0als such a.-; the stcn,.,•mg of the tide of Native
lanf,J,i_:;,•.; loss arc huge (Bdnc.:by, 1980). Converse 1 :, it -:an take a long time to sec the
social effects of language loss itself. This is unfortunate because, as the amqunt of
11:.. iguage transmitted from generation to generation is reduced. the threat lo the language's
survival becomes more intense wi!h each generation.
Dorian ( 1993:576), referring to the point of view that giving up ancestral language
is the price extracted for economic success, notes that " ... som� of the youngest rncmhcrs
of their own kin circles have begun to berate them for choosing not to transmit the
ancestral language and so allowing it to die." According to Doria:i, this yearning after a

46TI:c unem loyment rate for Chamorrns is re orted at close to forty ercent Sec Day. < l 'J85: l 78J.
p
p
p
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cthnolinguistic heril..tfC which ha<; eluded them is so widespread as to be something of a
c!Khr . nung imm1g.-;mt-descended groups.
Third-gr•rn:ra;:<,n pursuit of an ancestral language is a phenomenon with a
ckarly -oc::d b· ,\is. The f Pneration who do not tr:rnsmit an ethnic language
arc usually actively in search of a social bettermt :-it that I hey believe they
can achieve only hy abandoning, among othPi identifying behaviors, a
stigmatiz;ng l:.ingm· I.e. The first generation secure as to s0cial position is
often also the first gcnera!ion to yearn aftr.r the lost language:, which by
their time is no longer regarded as particularly sti _. :natizing.
(p.576-7)
This l,ccurrence docs not apply exclusively to immigrant groups. "In other pupul"tions,
rising consciow,ness of cultural loss resulting from a colonial past or other his!orically
disfavorir.g circumsta! :ces prod1 :-:es similar resul:s among mod�rn-day descendants"
,·p . .577). !f those who arc sociai)�, secu!'e are tho�� regretting the !oss of their ancestral
ianguages, this ..:crtain 1 y C\mstitutes an argulii('nt for looking at need differently. Perhaps
they ,:rl'. in a position whcr:; they can af f -ird to ·,:;:,1� this wa;, when preceding generations
couJ.: :iot. People can havr financial security _1 �:ii'.. ··tJ t'.<ir tradi•ional language.
Language shoul<l not be ·.·iewcd solely fr01:: .• ;,,!.1,,111111 p:"rspective.
1

Linguicism
'fhe :;otion that indigt:nous peopk .:ave •,J give up ;heir ancestral langu:.igP'i in
ordt. t "get ancad" in the n,oicm v..nrld is prevalent. At this pc'nt. J emphasize that I am
not ,1:tacLing a negative value to' getting ahead." On the contrary , I believe that
"mai1;stre.im sucress" sho;,ld be an option available to inc1 igeno .s people. However,
rather :i1an regarding rndig,.'aous languages and impf')ved education and economic
development as necessarily mutually exclusive, my understanding of the '-iluation is that
maintaining indigenous languagPs has the potential to expand, rather than limit,
opportunities for indigenous peoples. Rather th' ' · ng an "ap11.irently impossible
C(
!radiction", :)lr river can r!ow both ways.
Nonct .'",S, an ideology of the s:.irvival of the fittest ethnoses, languages and
cultures fits well in our competitive world (Skutnabb-Kangas, 1990b). The rationale is
that the cultures and lang1 1ages which are gc:ng to survive will do so btcause they are
more modern and more aJapted to modern life. The majority language and culture always
turn out io he the strongest survivors. In other words, indigenous and immjgrant
minorities have been the victims of linguicism. Linguicism can be defined as "the
1deol0gies and structures which are used to legitimate, effectuate and reproduce an unequal

division of p.:,wer and resources (h,1th material and non-material) hetwecn groups which
are defined on the basis of language4> (Skutnahh-Kangas. 1988: 1 �).
However. the theoretical construct. linguicism. and empirical studic-. ()f lHw·
linguistic inequality is -.tructurally determincJ and ideologically legitimated can be a base
for contesting inequality and obtaining more jus·= ·f for domina1cJ languages tFhillipson.
1988). It is my hop that this thesis can play a small par: i;1 this !->l111ggk because
at stake ; he survival of peoples. ar. issut' d .. , i' -,Ives such diverse rights
as Lr
I and religious !'reedoi:;, i..!,p .. ·� right,;, and poiitil.,:
autor ,111 1 .• The past century of "progr�:s� ,r,1d "civilization·· pn1\'1dcs
good ,· Jenee that more indigencns cultures have disappeared than during
any
-·viou.: 100 years... It is impossihle to know hc,w many sdf
ident1fied peupies have disappeared-many were unknown to outsiders-
but language provides the be!->! available data. Although it is not a perfect
reflection of a people's identity, hnguage is an important window on the
(Ciay. 1993:64-66)
world's cultural diversity.
Learning the dorr.inant language need not imply language shift. However,
given the situation of imminent language ioss/shift. something akin to informl'd
choice is now needed to mobilize the energy needed to reverse that process.
Resistance and Jetermination will be 11ecess..uy for indigenous peopb, wishing to
retain linguistic and cultural distinctiveness. This theme \\•ii 1

1
1,"

fm1hcrcd in chapter

five where I offl.!r examples of people whc, are fightin.� to !Tiaintain their distinct
ancestral language�.

47For a detailed Jnalys1, of linguicism, sec Phillipson ( !988J.
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CHAPTER 5
THE TIM.ES THEY ARE A-CHANGIN48
The Times They Are a-Cha11gi11'

Come gather round people wherever you roam
And admit that the waters around you have grown
And accept it that soon you'll be drenched to the bone
If your time to you is worth savin'
Then you better start swimmin' or you'll sink like a stone
Bob Dylan
For the times are a-changin'
!NDIGENOllS LANGUAGE REVIVAL

T 1',:',C is considerable conceptual confusion c ,:r what constitutes language revival:
.iccording \1) Paulston ct al.(1993:275), the term is frequently used synonymously with
language revitalisation, and recently, reversin_g language shift (Fishman, 1990). The
authors argue that these arc three separate phenomena, subsumed under the concept of
langu,,gc rcgcnisis: languag:: revival is the act of reviving a language after discontinuunce
and making it the language of communication within a speech community; revitalisation
rcfL'rs to situations where a subordinate )dnf": -;;c experiences ne\v strength by increased
.!'--( through the expansion of domains: lan{_!lrnge reversal means the turning around of
pre�ent trends in a languag•..:, s1" '.;1 as the Jeni acknowledgment of a language (Paulston,
1993:2�-l J ). As this thesis docs not allow for a thorough examination 'Jf "language
regcnesis", I will usf' :he terms revival and revitiaii.-,at1on t:_ refer to any language
p1 escrva1 ions efforts49 .
!\faking a Comeback
The previous chapter illustrated the severity of indigenous language loss; yet,
around the world indigenous peoples whose cultures arc under threat are taking steps to
(:';•:.:h children in their traditional language. These experiences challenge the bleak pattern
of indigenous minority and cultural survival and may offer m;1dels to those who are
working to preserve and maintain Nati\� languages and culture (Henze and Yanett, 1993).
One of the most success[ul examples is the revitalised Maori language in New
Zealand (Aotcaroa). The Maoris have taken the initiative to ndopt an effective language
411Tht· titll' 11f this chapter is in rcspllnse to Kelly's explanation as to why her father did not teacl� his
chilJren Cree hct:ausc he "couldn't sec times changing." This chapter aims to show that, for Native
;,1nu 0.- s t:·11t" h,,vr> cliar!?cd.
4lJOt11crs \\·orkmg in the area use the tcnn hrngua&c r..:nu,al.
1.:
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maintenance program in response to the escalating crisis of Maori language and rultural
erosion (New /11tematio11alist, 1993: Benton. I 986: Flcras, 1989, I 993: Spolsky,
1989). Attempts at Maori language revival started in the 1970s when the iv1aori language
was moving towards extinction. The education system in �t'neral and schooling in
partir;ular are major sites for Paheka (non-indigenous) assitrnlationist practices and
policies. An increasingly assertive Maori minority realized that the revival of their rnlturc
was link1.:<i to the revival of their language and began to estahlish their own schools. Thl·
move1�1ent began with the Kolumga Reo (Language Nests). an attempt to imme1sc d1ildrcn
in the Maori language from an early . :;c. Much of the success l;f the Kohanga /fro can he
attributed to the incorporation of Maori cultural values and communal organization within
traditional learning context50.
This endl avor concurs with Fishman's (1985) ohscrvation that lant'•;age cor...·c1w,
are especially noticeahle when fonncrly exploited groups hegin to experience \.·;.itural
development in their own areas of population concentration. Effective language revival
appears often to be closely associated with t11e resurgence of cultural awareness. and the
quest for increased political and socioeconomic ri �lit'.;.
In sharp contrast to the intemc assimilatory pressure and stigma
attached to Aboriginal languages f,n most (,f this c·�ntury, the past dccad::
has experienced a significant resurgence of language awareness and pri, It
for many Aboriginal groups ...This recent resurgence in Ahoriginal
language pride is •::ondncive to increased language loyalty and use: the
survival of Aboriginal l :: .·, '1ages ultimately depends on how speakers
perceive them--thcir ei: · lion of the socwl and pol it it al vaiuc of the
languages. In effect, language pride and bnvu'l!'•: :se pnwick the lifeblood
(Schmidt, J 9'.)0:2 l J
to a languaj;•�.
In chapter four, I explained hov.· a prestige factor can operate to -,upprcss the old
language. McConv�ll ( 1991 b) notes thm it is not c 1Iy the new languap' that can take over
this way; under certain sociocultural conditions the old language and the ahility to code
switch acquire positive connotations and can make a comeback, slowing or reversing a
trend towards language shift. Furthermore, the original language may he used as a visihk
and objective rallying-point for group awareness, and may hold or come to achieve almost
spiritual status (Edwards, 1993).
In the previous chapter, the s:ory 01 Randy Fred's father in resid�nt ial school
provided an example of langU1ge suppression. I return to Fred to illustrate i1ow the
language is making a c.:omeback.
50Amonr other effective la11guage renewal effort�,. ·c tho�c qf the Seneca, the Mohawk and the NavaJo
�er Schm;,..; : \i:J ! ) fc,r details.
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Today Native people arc actively restoring and preserving their languages,
although many have been lest forever. And N·:1tive people are taking more
control of the education of their children. They have no choice. The
colonial system h:is faileci la educate Native children adequately. Statistics
(Fred. I 988: 11-12)
for Native achievcme11t prove this.
Thank goodness "the residential schools are c!osed; ...there are no schools in the
province which hear any rescmhlance to those which had such tremendous impact on the
live:, of so many Native people in this province" (Haig-Brown, 1988:129). Yet, I know of
two scl1ools which hear r,1orc than a striking res1.:mblance to the residentiai schools
referred to in 11,•.ig-Brown's hook. I taught in them. I taught in the school where Randy
Fred's father had sewing needles pushed through his tongue for speaking Tseshaht. Ha
Ho Payuk, a hand-operated school, exists as ::n altrrn:.itive to the regular school system so
the ,i:idents can learn the Tseshaht ianguage and culture as part of their schooling.
Ironically, due to funding shortages, the abandoned residential school is being used.
s;milar circumstances were in existence in Alert B:.iy. Before work;ng there, I had
poignant as:;ociatinns of the Alert Bay residential school from reading the novel,/ H(:(lrd
the (hr/ C:dl my Name. 1Jnc of the characters, the aid carver. ta 1 ks of the Ui1ease in
· :'1gcPmc Village when the young. people come back from the residei1tial school in .\lcrt
for Lhristmas.
it is alwa:,·s .�o when the young come �1ack from the school. My people arc
pwuJ of them, and re,ent t1-1em. They come from a far l.:ountry. They
speak English all the time. and for" :t the words of Kwak\,_·ala.
(Craven, 1967:52)
Today, students learn i{wak'wala in the same school where their relatives began to lose
the language. It is difficult to express ihe prc�1Jinr feeling wOiking in these former
residential schools gave me: perhaps it is oecause the ghosts of those times still live and
hm11v
While working there, I traveled with my students f10m Alert Bay to Kingc0111e
Village on a !->cine boat. For me, the field trip felt like a pilgrimage. Kingcome had been
alive in my mind for years. For my students, r• :any of whom had relatives from there, it
was a cultural "coming home." As the seine boat floated down the inlet to approach the
village I spotted a hald eagle atop a tall cedar tree. Thoughts of Craven's sequel, Again
Calls the Ou-I, were on my mind: "For years Kingcome was all but deserted. The tribe had
crossed the bridge into the white man's world of modern wonders and marvelous £?:adgets"
l Craven, 1980: 117).The day came when Craven learned that "slowly, the Indians were
bcginw1g to drill back to Kingcome."

They have begun to realize that howe\'cr well the\ dn in the white
man's\\ '."'rid. nothing can replace their c··.vn dc�'P rnnts tl1at reach hack Stl
many lluudreds of years. The cultt ,· has chan;ed greatly. blil it h.ilds the
det:pest meaning of their li\'es... The white man's culture can nc\'cr take its
place. nor can they ever hccome compl::-tcly part of his rnlturc. Scn·nty
Indians have returned 'D the village of Quee, 'the inside place.'
(nhone ca11 excerpt. Eric Powell in Craven, I ()80:77-7X)
\Vhen I was there, that numher had grown. The cx.odus h:!d hccome a return as thL' ri\'er
flowed the other way. Our students from Alert Bay _;oined the Kingcomc :--tudents tn host a
potlatch for the community in the ,·illage Big Honse. There

re people in Kingrome

1• ..

who, like Kelly's father, had heen sent to residential school and wiinessed changes thal
brought a decline in cultural practices and the use of Kwak'wab. Likely tht'y' could not see
times changing either. Nevertheless, they have:.
In regard to language revival, the role t,!' lhc community is critical. Kirkness
(1989:26) says that, as a basic principle, langu�1.gc retcnlion musl l,L' done. in the first
instance, in the community. There is i,•J replacement for the wiii of rhe wmmunity to have
its language survive: the community must be: williris: to orr,ani1c itself and create a
collective will. Similarly, Schmidt ( I 990:55) agrees that it i� r()intkss to attempt la11gt1a)!.L'
revival strategies without the vital ingredient of strong u�: 1 continuous c11mmunity suppnrt
and participation 51 • The;e is contro• · ::·sy su1-r0unding the ;ssue of the commun:1y wr.;us
the school as the medium for N · 1'

·• •

However, Aboriginal communi' :e�

ti

.ir:�uage maintenance and renewal programs.
.

control their own schools oflc:1 see schooling a" a

means of halting language loss and rewJlizing culture (McAlpinc & Hcrmlier. 1994 ).
While the "communiiy factor" surf.ices in discuss·ions of Native language rcviv�tl
v,,j retention, "com11�unity" cannot necessarily he ass;1med. Native people an� ol'tcn :,cen
as comprising a "unified group'', but this is not so. Due to the divcr."iity of history and
development, different formulati()l1� of identity in different circumstam:es, such as rural
and urban, must be allowed (Jordan, 1988). The varied settings that comprise this thesis
attest to that. As I reflect upon the culture and language-rich experiences of my former
students, l remind myself that lhese children lived ... reserve settings. Undeniably, mos\
healthy Aboriginal Iangu<1 ges are located awc1y from u: ban centres. There is a strong
tendenc�· for Aboriginal languages to decline in urban cnv1ronments where communication
links and pressi.J.u: • I :-om white society are most intense anJ Jircct ( Schmidt, 1990: 15 ).
In a survp y of indigenous language� in Saskatchewan, which incltukd sampling
from reserves, Metis communities and an urhan community (Saskatoon), the auflwr notes
51Toe community factor in lan�;,iaJe reviv.il i� cmpha\i,ed wi1h: the Navajo, (McLaughlin, J <J'J1); 1h::
Quechua (Hornberger, 1989); Australian Ahorigine� (Harris. 19901; and, in C!nada w11h the !null <Sra·r,.
1985. 1991); the Mi'kmaq (Battiste, 1987); an:! the Cree /F<:urcr, 1991; Mc/\lpinc & lkrod1cr. 1994,
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that, predictahly, indigenous language use did not appear to be strong in the urban area as
cities pose a numher or problems for language retention5::! (Fredeen, 1991 ). However.
while indigenous languages in the urhan centre of Saskatoon can be considered to be in
extremely critical condition, there was a high level of agreement with the position that
indigenous languages were important and should be retained and also with the view that
they should be included in school programming.
This corresponds with the opinions of research participants. In spite of the fact that
these children arc among the "least likely" to be using a Native language, it cannot be
assumed that these languages do not hold value and ;-nportance for them. How can I frame
· making a language comeback" for these inner cii/ stude11ts? Before I could explore
possihilities for these "worst case scenario" students, I wanted to know the source of their
desire to keep Native languages safe. I hoped that acquiring an idea as to where the
motivation was �oming from would help me to think about how to direct that desire. Their
voices offer a critical perspective; if trends co not change, their story may also become the
story of future generations.
The Desire to "Keep the Language Going"
Th: reasons for Native language 1reservation that surfaced in the fieldwork were
interconnected: they also intersected with the liternture. The reasons from recognizing the
need for tmguage diversity, while valuing the uniqueness of Native languages to noting
the rok languai;c plays in cultural transmission and communication. r he thread of identity
wound its way throt'ghouL
The importance of language diversity itself surfaced; these students saw that the
world would he diminished with fewer languages. Not all languages do the same thing.
Simply translating ft, ,m nne language to another does not equate an equ 1 exchange.
Well, I think it's sad that languages are dying out because languages are
something irnportarn and just to speakf English would be very plain. There's
something about inc.iividuality 2nd dif e;-cnt langt1tlge'. that's just nice. Other
languages, they're something special-you lan't exactly translate anything
prrfectly into English. Native language<; have lots of words that mean ven
special things. If it keeps going this way there's just going to be one or t\.
Tonya
languages all around �he world anc! that wouldn't be very good.
Hale (; 992) discu:-.ses the importance of linguistic diversity: from the perspective of
linguistic science. if English. for example, were the only language available for the study
�2Rc,1�ons given as to why citic·, pose a number of problems for language retention include: those who
11:mporarily 11H1vc from an indigenous !anguage-spcaking community tot' city .,ay switch to English
during and after their stay; bc.:ause of the variety of indigenou� languages and cultures represented in the
l'itics. !:ngiish tends to :,e used as the "lingua franca"; the cities are English milieus.

�I
of general grammatic..tl competence. linguists would miss �1 great deal {Sl'e also chapter
four). This may indeed be true. but linguists' reasons for wanting to preser\'e language
diversity are going to be vcr.- dif, · , : , lrom youth whose b . ,1ages are endangered. This
c

',L

;-.l

f'\';denced by Shelley's e:-., 1 lanation for sheltering oi .·, languages when English is

::!.· :.:!:, :-poken for communication: "Well. a good reason
:�;;.: "J

,,J

he that wouldn't he wrv

anybody c ..mse iike evcryor:-: has their own ways that would he just like making

every hody be the same and chat's not very much fun." The not "wry fair" refcrem:e
re1urns in Sheliey's words as a theme throughout this thesis.
To Shelley, what gets lost when a language di"; is "heritage and like tradition.
stuff like that, that would just change everj thing cause if you can't talk your own language
1

th�n what's the point?" Her views on endangered Native languages:
Well, that's not very fair because the Natives were the first ones. they were
the first ones here, so like why should tht'Y (their languages) have to go
first? I don't want the Native language to die out cause that's what they talk
and that's like theirs and we don't got a lot cause the Natives v.wc alway-•;
getting things taken away from them but that's something wc do got.
Shelley's comment strikes me as particularly significant. and the last part crucial as
it speaks to current reality. I contrast this with Santeca who told me that learning the
language would help her to learn her culture. To her culture was "the way the people uscJ
to live." When I probed to contrast city h 1 :. with the "wa: -:1ings used to he." Sa11tec:1 said
she would "like to learn how to hunt anl ;__,,,.,<J teep;.?cs'

.m understand ibis dream. but

that does not make it realistic. Shelley i� l · tee�: v justi f:ed in ;-,aying th;1! 'Nhat has
happened is not fair, but she is hanging on ·: 1 something that still has po,sihility. Although
she does nN speak much Cree herself, she is speaking on behalf of Native people who
have lost so much, but still have the language.
Related to this, for these students, none of whom speak the lu::gu:, , �·.•s :i
determination to preserve culture throubr being able to pa<;s the language c,n. To he :1hk to
pass the language on, it has to "not die." Johnny considerrd "mos!ly our culture and our
background" to be what gets lost when a lan�uagc die.�·. :! hi:· won>.- "We're going to
have to be like the children, the studrnts w'.;o arc going to have to be taught our own
language to keep the language going." Fabio said he wanted ,o lean, more Cn�c "because I
want to pass on the languu!!e. to my children ·�duse it will be part of their c .lturc." Santcca
wanted to learn her traditional language "so when I have kids I can pass it on to them arnl
then the language can keep going."
None of these Natiw� students come from families where a lang11agc other than
English is spoken as the first language at home. Still, several o!' them talked ahout wanting
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to learn their traditional language so rhat they would he bP 1 ter ahlc to communicate with
relative: r / .i, -lrnny learned more Cree he would he al-\: to talk to his grandmother more
· :'· · ! .. ; ,._.. ,:'.''>C hi:- grandmoi :1er "speaks English kin j of. ,.,ut she speaks Cree better."
When i ,: . ;\-.:d Santeca what she could do in 5huswap that she could not in English, her
rc-.ponse was, "Well I could talk to my grandma and if my uncle.'- h:.tck in B.C. spoke
Shuswap instead of English, then I could communicate with them. too."
In closing this section, I turn to Kelly. He, reasons for \Vauting to learn Cree
reflect what I was trying to say earlier ahout how the status of Native languages has
changed and how this hodes well for the revival of the language. During the interview
Kelly told me why she wanted to learn Cree:
I think I wanted to speak Cree just so that when l \\'as around non-Native
people they wouldn't know what I was talking .about and that I'd he ahle to
talk about them right in front of their face and l wouldn't ha\·e to sneak
around and say anything in back. I could say it right to them and they'd be
standing right there and they still wouldn't realize.
She continued:
And when my Dad got sick with cancer, I guess the- o.;,_ ;l;ing I wanted to
do w:.is at least sav h�llo to him or whatever in C:�2. ·, c,U know when I
used to spend time·with him.
Cnnsidcring the Kelly I have come to kri•. ,., .. I told her I as'>,

,! 1•

·l : 1• : motivarisi·, ..

�•·

..,\.•I

wanting to learn the language had expanded.
Ya (laughter) it's because I wnrk with so many Nati"e p�op1c :nc big thing
is th,1t with our culture the teaching of some of the traditiOl'al ways, they
Jlisc their meaning when we translate them into English and r specially with
our pr�: yers, there's almost no way to translate them. Sc much of the
meaning would he lost of what our elders are trying to ,<..iy. �·o that\ really
the h;g motivation in wanting to learn the language, it's h1�cc1
..,{ our
ciders and it seems like so many of the old people speak Cree and the
young people even from all the different schools that -tre happening now
arc learning it. More and more people are teaching then children how to
speak Cree.
In these reasons I see a transfor-nation: while her desire for learning Cree was
always related to Native irientity, her motivations have gone from rebellion to a personal
association and have expanded to the larger Native communit). Here I do not mean to
equate rebellion \Vith negativity as I believe her resistance was a necessary survival
strategy for Kelly. But. she nas held o:· to tii�!t identity through:�ut her process and can
now sec that times have changed. Not only do the old people sp•:!ak Cree, young peop!�
arc learning the language as people are once again teaching their children how to speak

Cree. Perhaps the Fernwood students will he ahle to realize their drea,::s of kin� abk

11,

talk to their relatives in a Native language and someday he ahk 1\, rass that langua�!L' on tl,
their children. Howew·.-, this will not happen without concc11ed effort.

The Times They Keep Changing
In Northern Quehec, there is a wide river that flows for manv miles until its
waters reach Ungava Bay. One woman who 11as lived mo;t or her life on
1.he shores of this river likened the recent cultural changes in the lives of
Inuit to the water of the river, perpetually moving and !lowing across a bed
of time. Life must evolve-it always docs-and Inuit, she felt. were
adapting the course of their river to meet the flow of time.
(Cr;,;;o. Annahatak, Ningiuruvik. 199�::!05)
In this chapter I ha\'l' documented evidence to show that times have changed
regarding attitudes toward and use of Native languages. In this section. I make ihc point
that it is important to keep in mind that times will continue to change. A:, can he seen 1.vith
the Kingcome example (above), it may take a while for peo!1lr whose r:ultme and languagl'
have undergone immense ch;1nge to re,Jize that nothing c,.n replace their own deep cultural
and linguistic heritage5 -'.
I offer the following account to iilustrate my point as it is ;miicativc of the c�·L·lical
nature of change. Ovando ( 1994) investigated the attitudes of students. parents, and
teachers toward school and cornmunity issues in Nulato. a ren10te Athapaskan Vi!lage in
Alaska54. Ovando's initial smdy took place in 1983; hL rcturn..:J in 1992 to reexamine
earlier findings.
Ovando ( 1994) notes that lhe changes :hat have occurred in the 1 ,lacc of ��ati Vl'
language instruction in the curriculum are illustrative of the curricular ehh and flow ovcr
the past decade. For example. there was a shift from emphasi· on heing "Native langua!-!l'
bilingual" in the 19:;0's to being "computer bilingual" in the l 990's. Tb;s was related to a
decrease in job opportunities in the community. As the per.dulum swings again. there is
currently renewed concern over the future of the Athapaskan language.
What does the future hold for Nulato and its school? The
community docs value maintenance of its cultural heritage, and the main
:::hallenge for the 1990s will most likely b:::: to continue to pre;iarc students
for participation in the larger socioeconomic structure while also playing an
interventionist role in maintaining the culture and vitality 0f the community.
This will involve, among other thing:,, a c,,;-cful recycling of the valuable
experience, knowledge, and wisdom of the village elder!->. t'or instance, as
the more educated parents of today's children realize their own lingui!->tic
53othcrs will have diff.:rent reali�ati('ns.
54ovando chose Nulato for his sludy because it was k.,own among Alaska hush schoc,I, '" have a ,trou!'
educaiional pro!!ramme.
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ai1d cultural disconnectedness from their parents, there is still hope that ties
can he reC;stahlished.
(Ovando. 1994:58)
Despite the retreat from bilingual instruction in the l 980's, culture and :anguage
restoration arc becoming high priori!iec; in the l 990's. The principal is currently exploring
the possibility of using Athapasbn 1'idcrs to build language nests with monoli11-�ual
English speaking Athapaskan children. Patterned after language ne.�ting in New Zealand
amonb the Maoris, the idea will be to surround Nulato's children with a group of
Athapaskan speaking elders on a regular basis during the school year to encourage the
development of the Athapaskan language.
Th-! fact that this is being suggested for English speaking students with Native
heritage is encouraging for students such as those at Femwood. But, how do youth in
Nulato regard the Athapaskan language ') A student at the Nulato High School talk� of
language k1ss:
],one of the students at my high �chool, Andrew K. Demoski in
Nulato, can speak our Native lar:guuge, Ath'.,paskan. Instead of le..uning tc,
speak it we are being !aught Engiish. None of us care to sit and try to learn
our Native language from the , 1 ders in our community; we c1re all busy
watching television and Estening to mu,ic by Mr. Big and Nirvana. None
of th? studcms wear Mukluks: we are di wearing expensi• :- basketball
("Students Speak," 1992. p.17), in Ovando, 19g4:46
shoes.
It goe. ··hout saying that I am in no way suggesting that Native students should wear
muklt: .-athcr than costly basketball shr,es. This work is not driven from any desire to
frcc1c Aho.-iginal culture in the past: change and adaptation are inevitab;\.C. Hence, some of
the same stuJcnt-; who now prefer to Iistei. to Nirvana will at another time want to talk to
their ciders in Athapaskan. Whatever can be done now to keep that option oper. for the
future is of consequence.
CHALLENGES TO INDIGENOUS LANGUAGE PRESERVATION
What about keeping the options open for the Femwood students'! They have
expressed their c:oncems abL,ut Native lang•Jage loss and their desire to be i;,•rt of the
movement to "keep Nati·;e hmguages goin�." What are me limitations and challenges
invo: ved in the efforts to preserve or revive endangered languages? In this section I will
explore some of these. Needll"ss to say. there are many other challenges; I have chosen to
focus on the ones that are particularly rcleYant to this research project.

Language Closure
Through the fieldwork and literature I have encountered various typt's of lan!-!tt:\gc
closure which limit the possible base of the hnguagc survival. One kind is the assumptinn
Lirnt Native laP.guagcs are only for Native people. implying a cluS:ng of £he group based l'll
ethnicity. The notion that Native languages w;:1 only be learned by Native peoples
suggests an acceptance of a "lmv status" position 11)r Native languages. r, it correct to
assume that non-Natives will have no reason or interest in learning a Nati\'!: language'.1
This is certainly not the pattern with many other lar.guages. as people outside an ethnic
group learn Spanish, French. German, and so on.
Kelly's comment (above) that "I wanted to speak Cree just so :hat when I was
around non-Native people they wouldn't know what I was talking about" certainly points
to this type of supposition. However, there are non-Native people interested in ;earning a
Native language. For exan1ple. I asked Kelly if there was a long time period hetwn·n hn
desire to learn Cree anJ her actual enrolling in Cree classes at the llni, L'tsity of Alhena.
Y:1. but I wa!:
·-.tcrested in the language, hut ya definitely. I first
ta.J:.. ed to som,
.... ulC University about doing night cla:,-,e,1,, around 1988
but I didn't ,·.-•. ·· t "'.O because 1 was the only Native student that was
there, the re.; c: ·: 1e ')eople that wcre going to take the course were al I non
Native. Fibhting back again, I guess.
The circumstances have been reversed in that Kelly could no longer assume non-Native
people would not know Cree. However, if non-Native peu 1 ie learning Cree meant that
1

Kelly would not, .nis is still a case of language ciosure.
It is not 0nly non-Native adults who are enrolled in Native language
classes.
In a few communities a fascinating role--reversal is taking place wlu.:rehy
non-Indian students are attendiilg Native-run schools and learning the local
Native language. For ch = ldren attaining a 'sense of place,' isn't this more
rea.;onable than those non-Incian children learning French?
(Randy Fred, 19?.8: 11-12)
This aptly describes the situation in the Native-nm schools in which I worked. Althouri1
there were public school�: !11.!arby, some non-�ative rarcnts made the choice to send their
children to the schools on the reserve. These children were welcome lo attend the schoul-...
although Native students were given priority if space w�L"i limited. Non-Native studrnts
attended the Nati,e language and dance classes and took part in ail cul:urnl ,,ctiv1tie-...
Considering where these children lived. I would agree with Fred-lcarning the local

Native language (at least for some of the students) did seem more rcasnnahk than karnin!!
French.
Although Tonya has not had the opportunity, she would he proud to karn a Nati\'e
language.
Learning Native languages is something just to feel proud inside that you
can speak a different language and you know different things ahout different
Tonya
cultures.
Non-Native people learning a Native language has the potential to expand the
language base and lend support towards language preservation. There must he reciprocity.
though. If Native people do not regard their language as something to he shared and
perhaps learned by others. this will not be possible. Tonya addresses this controversial
subject.
Languages are not owned by anybody. Native languages shouldn't he
necessarily just for Native people. It's not only languages, hut with other
things, material things, nothing belongs to any specific person. everything
helongs to everybody.
Another type of language closure that surfaced concerns the relationship between
elders and youth. Schmidt ( 1990:20) notes that speaker attitudes can be conducive to a
break in the intergenerational language transmission link. She describes the "gemstone"
effect, when thr language is regarded by its last older speakers as a "gemstone" or
treasured link with a threatened cultural heritage. In such cases, it may he common for
older speakers not to transmit their language to younger generations for fear that younger
individuals (with radically different, often Western-oriented values) would not suitably
treasure the language heritage. Schmidt provides an example, in the words of a last
speaker of Wagga, an Australian Aboriginal language: "I won't talk language to these
young ones. I bin keepin' it a secret 'cause young people they won't look after it. That's
why the old people have taken language to the grave with them."
The scope of my research does not take into consideration the elders' perspectivc,
but Shelley touches on the other side of this process.
Nobody liste!ls to the elders, they've lost their respect for them. It's the
90's. Everybody just stopped listening and nobody cares what they
think... If they don't want to listen to them to pass the language on, pretty
soon they're not gonna be around no more so like it's not gonna get
nowhere if they don't learn it. Ya, if they just keep it to themselves they're
gonna die with it, that's just the way it is, because it's the ciders who know
the language.
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Shelley's statement "they're gonna die with it" sounds very much like "taking the language
to the grave with them." I asked Shelley if she thought that could change. "Oh probably, if
everybody just listened for once instead of just telling them to shut up and walk away."
One� again, there is a need for two-way give and take; or, in other words, the river has to
flow both ways.
People and Place
T11e interrelated themes of "whom to learn the language from" and "where to learn
the langu.1[!e" arose during the interviews. In terms of the research participant.; being able
to learn a Native lar.'guage, Shelley raises a valid point with "it's the elders who know the
language." Fredeen (1991:194) notes that indigenous languages are retained in part due to
the presence in the community of adults and elders who speak only or primarily the
indigenous language. As time goes on, there will be fewer such individuals; consequently
one more factor which has acted to reinforce indigenous language use will diminish in
strength. For the students, there was a realization that, in some cases, the elders are
needed for language transmission.
We're going to have to be like the children, the students who are going to
have to be taught our own language to keep it going. I think we should be
able to learn our language because if we don't learn it and our elders die
then they take the language with them and we don't know what it is and
Johnny
another language is lost after that.
Johnny is not describing the gemstone effect, in that he is not saying that the elders
are not willing to pass the language on. Nevertheless, this places a burden on the
relationship between elders and the younger generation, especially considering that many
youth have parents who do not speak the language themselves. Johnny identified his
grandma as someone from whom he c.:ould learn Cree: "If I stay at my grandn,a's I'll learn
more because she teaches me a lot."
Shelley also keyed a grandmother as someone from whom to karn the language.
"Well, they could ask to learn, they could ask somebody to teach them. Probably the
elders would b� the people to ask, like if you have a Native grandma that could teach
you." However, in terms of being able to learn the language from her grandmother,
Shi!llcy jid net feel as hopeful as Johnny.
Actually, my mom doesn't know a lot. a few words. My grandmother
knows a little more, out she doesn't talk it 0ecause my real grandfather died
when I was just newborn and now my grandmother's married to another
guy and he's like all white so he doesn't know about the language and
stuff, he wouldn't understand it. Sometimes she would talk to her son, but
he's moved out now.

Related t') \vhom they could learn the language from. wa,: the questil,n of wlll't\.'
they could learn the language. Schmidt (1991: 14) notes that. for urhan aborigines. thcrl'
are fewer opportunities to speak an Aboriginal language. in tenns of h01h availanility of
speakers and suitable context of use.
In her report i::m indigenous language use in Saskatoon. Fredeen ( 1991) suggests
that individuals' and families' �trong ties to indigenous communities outside the city play a
critical part in maintaining existing levels of language use55 . This corresponds with what
the research participants had to say. 3everal of the students had the impression that
learning a Native language was dependent on "going somewhere." Considering that they
iive in inner city Edmonton, this is hardly surprising.
Santeca, whose family language is Shuswap, mentioned that she would likely haw
to go back to the reserve in British Columbia to lco.m the Shuswap languare. Fahio
reported hearing Cree being spoken "lots" when their family goes out to visit his
stepbrother who lives on the Long Lake Reserve. His stephrothcr's whole family speaks
fluently, but Fabio told me that it is "mo�tly the older people" he hears speaking Cree.
Shelley also talked about going to a reserve to learn the language, at the same time
recognizing that that option cannot necessarily be taken for granted (forever}, either. We
had been talking abcut the fact that, unlike European languages, there is nowhere lo return
to in order to learn a "lost" Native language.
Well, if you went to a reserve maybe not cause somebody could teach you
there. But, it will be too late if you don't make it there soon, if you just
keep putting it off.
Johnny said that he will probably have to "go somewhere" to learn the language so
he ca� teach his kids. He is fortunate to be one of the students with "strong tics outside the
city." fohnny hears the language when he visits his grandma and other relatives on the
Kehewin Reserve. Describing his visits, he said "I feel more closer with 'llY grandma. She
talks about the culture and she tells me what things mean and stuff like that but I always
forget it cause I don't hear it all the time."
"Taught" Language
I noticed that none of the students' responses about what they thought wus
involved in learning the language related to school specifically. Perhaps responses would
have been different had I talked to students who were actually in a language programme.
55fredeen repor.s a relatively high level of indigenous language use associated with c.:crcmonie:<, and wake�.
both of which typically take place in Indian or Metis communities rather than in Sa�katoon.

When I a... kcd the student.., if they would he interested in learning Cree if it were offered at
Fcrnwood, their responses were predominantly in the affirmative.
I have already mentioned that these particular students are not going to be having a
language program at Fernwood School, at least not in the immediate future. Nevertheless,
the role of the school in Native language issues is a significant component of this thesis. In
chapter three, I outlined some suggestions for how languages should/should not be taught.
I did not discuss wlzetlzer languages should be taught. At this time, I offer a brief
discussion of "taught" language.
Illich (1992) makes the point that traditional cultures lived on vernacular language
that was absorbed by each group through its roots. Until recently language was not treated
like a commodity; taught everyday language is without precedent in pre-industrial cultures.
Language has only in our generation been recognized as a worldwide need for all people
which must be satisfied by planned, programmed intervention. The vernacular spreads by
practical use, which is not the case with taught language. Rather than placing excessive
focus on school as the place where one learns, Illich's perspective minimizes its role.
I agree with Illich that language is learned through meaningful exchange, not
through being taught in schools. However, I also agree with Harris ( 1990) when he says
that chances of traditional Aboriginal language survival are fairly slim and therefore the
adage "desperate measures for desperate situations" is applicable. In the past, Native
people did not have to "teach" their languages; they were passed on naturally. However,
for many indigenous languages natural language transmission is not presently an option.
NEWS CLIPPING

Speaking up for a dying language

Cecile Wawanolet hopes to save Abenaki from extinction.

Odanak, Que.

Cecile Wawanolet, standing at a blackboard, is running a race
against time. She'!; 85 years old-though she doesn't look or act like it.
Behind her large glasses, her eyes are bright. Her mind seems sharp as a
knife blade.
And that's a good thing. For Wawanolet is among a mere handful
of people who speak fluent Abenaki56-one of the most endangered
languages on Earth. Since the spring of I 990, she has been working to
pass on her knowledge, hoping against hope that her mother tongue will
survive without her.
Every Tuesday evening, Wawanolet spends three hours teaching
Abenaki to a small group of students at the Wanaskaodemek Cultural
Centre in Odanak, a village near Sorel that is the Abenakis' main reserve in
Canada. Most of her listeners are themselves over 50.

-------·--------56Foster ( 1982) categorizes Abcnaki as "verging on extinction" (fewer than 10 speakers).
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.....Why does that matter'? Why is it important that Cecik
Wawanolet st:mds, chalk in a veined hand, at the hlackhnard in Odanak's
cultural centre, patiently explaining the 26 verh forms of Ahenaki'?
The point is this, perhaps: c,ery language embodies nnt just a
distinct vocabulary and a set of grammatical rules. hut also a whnk vision
of experience. The disappearance of a language, any language, means an
impoverishment of !ife on Earth....
Montr..:al Gazette. Nnvcmher. l l)l)J
Certainly Cecile Wawanolet's actions could he considered "desperate measures for
desperate situations." I am in awe of her dedication and have no doubt that what she is
doing matters. This docs not change the fact that her teaching Ahenaki will not likely
result in saving Abenaki. "Real" language development docs not occur through teaching
language, it comes through using languages.
A powerful example of this occurred for mr last summer when I attended a
Blackfoot Methodology Course offered by one of my professors in Southern Alberta.
After a year of reading about Native languages, I was excited to have some first-hand
exposure to language teaching. The course took place in a school ck,ssroom belonging to a
teacher who had not participated in the course. Among teaching materials that had been left
in the class, I happened to come across the Blackfoot final exam for high school students
This was such a disillusioning experience that I wrote about it in my journal after the
course.
As I sit looking at the Blackfoot Language Final Test I recall the mix of thoughts and
feelings I had when I came across them at the end of the first day of the course. This one
belongs to a grade 11 student; his grade is 40%. There were both higher and lower marks.
The same test was used for grades 7-12 with certain sections being omitted for the
younger students. I wondered how a Native student learning his traditional language 'at
school' would feel when he saw 40% stamped on his final paper. Would he associate this
with 'failure'? I think of 40% as a failing grade. I remember being surprised at the content
of the test, as well: translating vocabulary words from English to Blackfoot and vice
versa, listing the Blackfoot alphabet, writing diphthongs, listing semi-vowels and glottal
stops, pluralizing animate and inanimate nouns, writing proper person tense for vcrh
phrases, etc. Honestly, I'd like to know how many of my classmates could even define a
diphthong or a glottal stop!
Journal excerpt, August, 1994
This is not to say that language teaching has no place in schools. Given the
situation of imminent language loss/shift, if there are no longer "natural" learning
environments around, these may have to be recreated, as with the language nests. Harris's
( 1990) position is that schools can profitably engage in some fairly artificial hut acccptahk
behaviours to achieve particular learning goals, and adopt some rules for language usage
which might be naive outside the c!assroom. Harris acknowledges that some linguists will
view his suggestions for making Aboriginal language maintenance possihilit.ie!-> more
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acccssihlc to teachers as unnatural and oversimplified57, adding that "one of the
frmtrations of reading ahout language maintenance is that there seems to be a precedent for
why almost every practical suggestion is wrong" (p.69). This may very well be true, but
docs this mean that there is no point 111 trying?
The controversy is related to the fact that linguistic research in language
maintenance focuses on what are the "natural" processes of language shift. However,
common knowledge tells us that the majority of Aboriginal languages have already died
out through "natural" processes and this trend will likely �ontinue, as Aborigines in remote
communities are in a new era of contact with English. The school, if cleverly handled.
may h,� one force that by "non-natural" means could help stem language shift58.
The primacy of oral language use cannot be underestimated; literacy may broaden
the domain of usage of a language, and increase its status, but the life of a language is in
its oral functions 59. Langu;ige learning theory demonstrates that language is best learned in
coml11ci,e social contexts. There needs to be a focus on language learning related to
cultural contexts, rather than striving for language maintenance in a contextual vacuum.
Schools can also serve the function of "legitimizing" language. As one of the
causes of minority language loss is the status of the larger and dominant language. one of
the contributions of bilingual schools to language maintenance is the prestige they add to
Aboriginal languages (Harris, 1990: 78).
POSSIBILITIES FOR INDIGENOUS LANGUAGE USE
What does all this have to do with the students at Femwood who are not learning
the language as part of their schooling process? If they were, it would certainly be a case
of "taught" language as these students do not have a Native language as a primary means
of communication. What are the possibilities then? In the last section I will focus on tt�e
identity function of language as that is what I consider to be the most relevant to the
students at Femwood. I will explore possibilities for creating safe language and culture
havens and close with general recommendations for mobilizing energy to reverse the
process of language loss.

57Thc rift between linguists and educators was discussed in chapter three.
58For more detail sec Harris (1990), chapter four, Oral Language Use.
59Unfortunately, this thesis does not allow for a thorough examination of the literacy functic,r, in Native
language maintcn:mcc and revival. For a fascinating analysis of language and literacy on a Navajo
reservation. sec McLaughlin ( 1989a).
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Language of Identity
Robinson (1985) notes that while Native-language loss need not imply a dcditll' in
ethnic-group identity, one of the distinctive cultural diff, rences fwm the domin�inl socit'ty
will have been lost. Concurring with Robinson, Kulick t 1992) states that it is possible for
a group to shift languages without substantially shifting its cthnidty 60 and Edwards
(1993) claims that continuation of the original group language is not esscntial for the
continuity of group identity. Where the language remains. though. it is indi!-putahly a
strong reinforcer and component of that identity. By focusing on N.itivc language rcvi,.tl I
I'm not suggesting that the research participants (or anyone else) would be more Native if
they spoke a Native language. However, these statements conespond to what the research
participants hav� shared with me. In talking about their Native heritage, they have
expressed a desire to come to know a missing piece of that identity through the language.
Schmidt (1990:34) notes that language performs two basic functions for its
speakers-it is a communication device for transmitting information, and a vehicle of
idemity. During language loss, the communicative function of the language diminishes as
speakers become more reliant on the replacing language. For many Aboriginal gwups. the
identity function of the language remains important long after the language has ceased to
be 1tsed as the primary code of communication. Edwards (1993) also notes a distinction
between the communicative and symbolic value of language. For most majority-group
populations these two facets co-exist; however, for many minority groups who have
undergone language shift, the symbolic value remains once the co111municative function
has disappeared. The identity function of language plays an important role in Aboriginal
language maintenance and it serves as a major incentive for active use of the language and
as a stop-gate for total language loss. As long as Aboriginal people wish to mamtain their
identity as distinct from :nainstream society (and other Aboriginal groups), it is likely that
they will retain at least so:ne salient features of their language as verbal markers of that
identity (Schmidt, 1990).
Harris (1994: 145-6) notes that nowadays to talk about cultural differences or
binary relationships may be seen as politically incorrect. One argument is that all is socially
constructed; there are no cultural absolutes. Such oversimplified views of cultural identity
or difference do tend to produce negative stereotypes which are problematic in ways I have
addressed elsewhere in this thesis. On the other hand, the principle of social construction
has weaknesses when pushed to the limits with language. Like culture, languages evolve
and change, but while it can be argued that cultures are not "lost," languages can he lost.
60n,e Irish have demonstrated this.
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The social science issue of whether or not cultural identity can be
maintained in a new language is not as important as the issue of what the
people feel and what type of schooling will support t!ieir goals. So, while
the principle of the social construction of reality, of culture, and identity is
important and true, so is the need people have for roots, symbols, and
ideals: hence, the felt need to strive to retain something of the old; hence,
the subjective and in my view legitimate perception that there are cultural
essences which have to be fought for.
(Harris, 1994: 146)
Jordan (1988) identifies the real problem of indigenous peopk to be one of
constructing anew an ethnic identity. They cannot return to the past, but they must
establish whether there are aspects of the lifestyle from the past which can still be credibly
integrated into their contemporary "theorizing" about identity in order to give coherence to
the group. One of my questions is whether traditional language is one of those aspects,
especially for those (such as the Fernwood students) who speak primarily a mainstream
language. Harri'i's ideas lead me to think that traditional languages can be part of a
contemporary lifestyle.
In chapter three, I outlined the differences between the "soft" and "hard" versions
of the domain theory which Harris applies to two-way schooling and explained why,
initially, I did not see the theory as particularly relevant for those not in geographically
isolated places. Narrowing this discussion for the moment to the Fernwood students, the
hard domain version is undoubtedly unrealistic as it requires the main language spoken at
home to be the indigenous language. While the hard domain version could sustain
language maintenance, and possibly language revival, the soft version could not, as it is
not complemented by mother tongue language use in the home. In Harris's ( 1994: 148)
view the soft version has a reasonable chance of enabling Native language competence at
least to the point where it is a language of identity and, in his opinion, this is likely to
grow in importance in the future. My research certainly supports this view.
Harris ( 1990:85) suggests that traditiona! Aboriginal languages will only survive in
use by young people through being modernised. Educators need to pay attention to what is
meaningful to Aboriginal youth when talking to each other. The school may make a
contribution, though not the major one. The peer group value sy�tem is a key factor in
language maintenance as much language learning occurs in peer contexts. The real
challenge in terms of language maintenance is the social function61 , and the identity
making function (p.82).
It strikes me that this aspect of Harris's analysis applies (at least to a considerable
degree) whether students are speaking an Aboriginal language or not. Struggling with
61 Sec also the discussion in chapter three on the social functior. (McConvell, 1991 a).

"identity" issues and trying to find some "meaning" in the schnoling pnKL'SS are nngl)ing
realities. Of course. this applies to all youth. For Nati\'e youth. whose cultural hcntagc is
often not reflected in the school system. negotiating tl!is can he p;u-ticularly chalknging.
Educators need to pay attention to what is meaningful to Ahnriginal youth. regardless of
the language used.
According to Stairs (1994b: I 67). the deepest issue in cultural negotiation is
identity: the cultural negotiation of education62 is in fact the negotiation of identity as it
evolves through interactions of indi\'idual and surrounding culturets). and hetwern
cultures. She notes that schools for modem adolescent Inuit (and other imligcnnus
students) must engage them in questions of who they are and where they arc going.
questions of present and future identity before they will actively attend either to stories of
the elders or modern secondary curricula.
Indigenous education focused at even the highest level of cultural meaning
can be tokenistic in its negotiation with mainstream education ... It is the
depth of active process across all levels of meaning which drives cultural
negotiation and which has so often remained an invisible dimension in
indigenous educational development...A<; an example, negotiation at the
initial language level can result in a superficial process of introducing mld
on "cultural inclusion" (Stairs, 1991) indigenous language classes once or
twice a week, unrelated to and with no effect on other school programs. On
the other hand, it can result in the deep process of elder and community
involvement, collective efforts at language renewal, and the strengthening
of local indigenous identity around the language, its use and the cultural
values it uniquely conveys.
(Stairs, I 994h: I 65)
Whether the Femwood students speak a Native language or not. this way of
looking at indigenous education allows for possibilities to be explored. I am tempted to
say that interviewing elders or talking to family members about language loss would
perhaps be more meaningful than pluralizing animate and inanimate nouns in a Cree
class 63 .

Creating Safe Language Havens
While acknowledging the validity of this, I �till want to look at language
opportunities for the research participants. Harris ( 1994: 146-7) argues that "there needs to
be some clear, symbolically powerful, consistent, and repeatable vision and structure to
harness the resources needed to maintain a vulnerable language or culture." Using the
Femwood students as an example, they do point to the fragility of the language/culture.
Moreover, they indicate a longing to hang on to and resurrect that vulnerable
62Toe cultural negotiation of indigenous education wa� also disc.:usscd in c.:haptcr three.
63These ideas will be discussed in more depth in the final chapter.
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language/culture. As an educator, the core of Harris's work is devoted to what to do in
schools; my frame of reference is similar.
When I broached the subject, the piincipal at Femwood was not opposed to the
idea of a Native language program at the school. On the contrary, he saw the possibility as
beneficial to the Native students. Factors considered to be problematic were: inadequate
funding, the shortage of certified Cree instructors, and limited space in the curriculum.
The assistant principal said she considered the Native language to be a huge component of
Native Awareness, but that Kelly does not speak Cree64.
"Two-way schooling" also hinges upon the Aboriginal language being spoken in
the home. On both counts, this does not depict the students at Femwood. Still, there are
aspects of the theory that arc relevant to this study. I offer a statement, made by a Chilean
linguist in communicatio:i with Harris, which influenced my thinking:
I used to oppose this notion of domains... but now I support it in special
situations because you just have to drive your stake in somewhere.
(E. Hamei, personal communication, 1992, in Harris, 1994: 147)
Indeed, one of the most salient features of situations in which indigenous
languages and cultures have survived is the existence of special domains, such as church
activities, in which only that l.mguage is spoken. The separate domains (the Native
language domain and the dominant language domain) appear to facilitate language and, by
extension, cultural maintenance (Henze & Vanett, 1993: 118)65. Harris (1994: 147-148)
maintains that the cultural domain theory does not arise from a desire to be extreme, but
from observation of the few groups who have maintained their language when the current
was overpowering. Those looking for direction can consult what others have done to keep
their languages strong. Groups that have utilised culture domain separation include: certain
Australian Aboriginal groups, some Pueblo Indians, the Amish, Hassidic Jews, Gypsies,
and some Mohawk immersion/survival schools.
Unfortunately, Hamel's views on "domains for special situations" were not
included. What struck me about the comment was the attitude and detennination behind
"you just have to drive your stake in somewhere66." This made me think of Cecile
Wawanokt-what a profound c:xample of just driving the stake in she furnishes! Given
the overwhelming odds, it would be reasonable for her to consider Abenaki a lost cause
and do nothing. Even if her efforts do t1ot result in saving Abenaki from extinction, they
64sec Taylor, Crago and McAlpinc ( 1991) and Stairs ( ! 988, 1991) for infonnation regarding the training
of Native language teachers.
65Sce also Fishman (1985) for more detail on "special domains."
66Tois thesis is my attempt to "drive the stake in somewhere."

will have a ripple effect. making a difference for others working to saw endangered
languages. Similarly. because circumstances for the research participants me among the
worst possible for the survival and development of Native languages does not mean the
situation is hopeless.
A school operating on the soft version of the domain thcoI)' would consider schnnl
as one of several safe language and culture havens. Harris (1994:148) ddinrs a safe haven
as "a site of unambiguous culture expression such as an immersion school. a rL·ligious
organisation or an adult learning class." Given that the students are not in a bicuhural
school or enrolled in a language program, what else could constitute what Harris refers tn
as safe culture and language havens for these inner city students?
After listening to the students, this appears to be largely dependent on family
circumstances. Some of the students have "strong ties outside the city" which might he
construed as language domains. For those who do not. the need to create safe havens
within the city may be more pressing.
While Johnny reported his grandma's place on the Kehewin Reserve to he the
primary place where he hears Cree, he also hears the language spoken at powwows; these
are on reserves out of Edmonton. When I inquired, Johnny told me that he docs not hL:ar
the language spoi:en when he is in Edmonton. Actually, his words were, "here it's just
normal."
In addition to hearing Cree spoken when he visits relatives at a reserve outside of
Edmonton, places Fabio hears Cree spoken are: in speeches at powwows ...:ometimes, at
Poundmaker's, in conversation with relatives in Saskatchewan.
Candy said that she never went anywhere where she heard the Native language
spoken, but she spoke about hearing Cree at the Native Awareness Day that Femwood
sponsors each year.
I mentioned in the introductions that Santeca said her family does not talk about
"Native things." When asked, she said she had not attended any Native functions outside
of school, but that in the summer she was going to sign up at the friendship centre: "You
pay $3 for a membership and then you can go on picnics and stuff like that." Santcca said
she hoped that she would hear the language spoken some there.
Shelley talked about going with a friend to a picnic which "was like a Native thing
to support a band and it was at Rundle Park and there was dancing and singing. Someone
gave a talk in the Native language."
Tonya, as well, mentioned the Native Awareness day at Fernwood and how "there
were a few Native people there that were speaking the traditional language." She also
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reported to have "gone to a lot of Native festivals actually with my parents cause they like
it too."
I include these examples because these are options that already exist for these
students. Naturally, there are other alternatives. For example, in Fredeen 's (1991: 1 I 5)
survey, language and cuiturc retention activities suggested for the urban community of
Saskatoon included: adult language classes, summer immersion camps, TV and radio in
indigenous languages, resident elders in schools, pre-school immersion, language and
culture clubs, recreational activities conducted in Indigenous languages and newspapers in
indigenous languages. Those surveyed expressed all but unanimous support for these
activities.
While it may be unrealistic to speak about "language revival" for the Fernwood
students, it is important they have places where they can make connections with other
Native people, hear the language spoken, increase their awareness and strengthen their
sense of identity.
Mohilizinl? Energy
In December, 1994 I attended a Kashtin concert at the Royal Jubilee Auditorium. It
was an incredible feeling to look at the mix of people represented in the audience-Native,
non-Native, young, not so young. The headline for the Edmonton Journal's (Dec.13th)
preview was "No politics, please: Innu folk-rockers Kashtin are resisting pressure to be
spokesmen for Canada's Natives." Florent Vollant and Claude McKenzie make up the
duo, Kashtin, which means tornado in their '\Jative Innu. On the connection between
politics and Native music, Vollant says:
It's not easy, sometimes, to be a hero. For us, we are just two guys
who sing in a strange language. It's not easy for us to mix politics and
music. We support the goals of Natives by doing what we do in our own
language, saying to the rest of the world that we are still alive and that we
are proud to share who we are.
I'm not a politician, just a musician, and I'm better to stay that way.
If I can help people to discover Native life through our music, that's great,
but we've seen political situations separate people. We think our music can
get people together.
While only about 12,000 people in Northern Quebec and Newfoundland speak the
Innu language, 350, 000 of their first two independently released albums have been sold. I
can undenaand Kashtin's desire to keep music and politics separate. They are just doing
what they love to do-sing in their Native language-and are lucky enough to be able to
make a living at it. For the time being, though, it may be difficult for Kashtin to escape
this type of political representation. It is ironic that, as Native singers, they are considered

to be spokesmen for Canada's First Nations; an English srcaking singt:r would tlllt
necessarily be assumed to be driven by political motives. unless the content nf his/her
music was political. However. Kashtin is part of the "changing times." Their place as wk
models cannot be overstated. Particularly with youth. the potential influence is pwfnund.
My experience is that nothing reaches the young as uoes music. This can be cYidcnced hy
the suicide a year ago of Kurt Cobain and the number of copycat suicides that have
OCCUITed since.
Unwilling spokesmen though they may be, Kashtin may play an important rok in
securing a place for those in the future, \Vhen singing (or speaking) in a Native language i�
just an expression of who people are and what they do. In the meantime, Aboriginal
language issues will likely remain politicized67.
Fleras (1993:31) stresses the potential political import of Aboriginal languages.
Not only are Aboriginal languages perceived as the embcidiment of cultural
distinctiveness and identity, their preservation is also upheld as a rallying
point to mobilize. By rephrasing the language crisis in terms of Aboriginal
self-determination rather than as a problem of communication preference,
the often abstract demands of Aboriginality are compressed and conveyed
in a manner acceptable to central policy structures.
For example, according to Fleras, the social impact and p0licy implications of the
Kohanga Reo (above) have resulted in: the politicization of Aboriginal issues; the
legitimation of Aboriginal claims as valid in a bicultural society; the presentation or
Aboriginal demands on terms that central policy structures can relate to; and the
mobilization of the Maori public around the principle of Maori self-determination.
Comparing Canadian and Maon language renewal strategies, Fleras notes that a proposal
to employ a system of Native language immersion preschools, similar to those of the
Kohanga Reo, has failed to garner political or community support. In her opinion, "failure
to politicize the Aboriginal l?.:iguage crisis or to engage in issue-linkage ha� been partly
responsible" (p. 31).
Friesen (1991) notes that Native language rights have been largely ignored by
government. This situation is changing, however, as many Native leaders believe that
language is the primary key to Native cultural survival. Friesen's view is that the
persistence of Native languages will rest on two main elements: the will of Native people
themselves and the entrenchment of language rights in appropriate legislation hy the
nation's governments. He argues that when the heart of the concerns of "the Na: vc
community in the interest of cultural persistence... and [those of] Canadians in the interest
67of course, there are many for whom speaking an Aboriginal language is just a natural part of their live-..
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of national pluralism... mesh, Native language maintenance will be assured"' (p. 160).
While these clements may indeed be important, in my opinion, language retention is not in
any sense simply a matter of will and language policy, but rather language use.
And, if languages are to be used more, people will need to make some changes.
On what Native people could do so to keep their languages safe, Shelley said, "Well, they
could start talking them more anci they couid talk to the non-Native people in their family.
They could try to get them to understand better." Flowing from this, I asked her what non
Native people need to understand about this. "They could understand, well, how would
you like it if we went and took your language and said you can't speak it anymore? They
could try to understand that." The type of "mixed" families that Shelley describes are
increasingly common, especially in urban areas. The need for communication among
Native/non-Native people. within and outside of families, is similar to the need for
communication among Native people, within and outside of families. Can Shelley talk68
ahout this at home? "Well, mayhe, I'm not too sure cause it's just me and mom living
there now. With my grandma it's not something you can really talk about cause like her
hushand, he's white and he doesn't really understand what's going on." The lack of and
need for understanding runs through every chapter of this thesis.
My feeling is that if Native languages are going to sur1ive, support will be needed
from all directions. In Shelley's words:
It's kind of like everybody's problem that the Native languages are dying
out, it's just not certain people's problem.
Shelley's comment is very discerning. Whether "everybody" will take ownersh_ip for this
problem is another matter.
Her words call to mind Tom Porter's appeal to non-Native people for assistance in
the maintenance and revival Native languages:
We're not just like you. We have a different story, a different history, a
different language. We are not like immigrants who can go back to learn a
language. And. as the story is different, so the logic and rationale has to be
different, too. We're looking for allies to save Native languages from
extinction.
Tom Porter, speech

61-llie importance of "talk" will he explored in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
BUILDING COMMUNITIES OF DIFFERENCE
DIALOGUE
Without dialogue there is no communication. and without communication
tFrcirc. 1970:81)
there can be no true education.
In this final chapter the river winds its way back to the Native Awareness class
itself and the comment which led to my choosing it as a fieldsitc: I figure when thcf re
asking, that's the time to talk about it. I went into this class at Fcrnwood in an attempt
to detennine where an expressed interest in Native languages was coming from. Through
data collection, I gathered infonnation which enabled me to answer that question to some
satisfaction. Naturally, while that was my intent, oth,·r issues surfaced.
A strong theme that emerged in the course of the interviews concerns the type of
"space" that had been created in the Native Awareness class. Although diverse factors
came together to create this space, from what I could ascertain, a key clement centered
around "talk." By this I mean both how the members were able to dialogue with one
another, and the freedom they were allowed in what they could discuss. For these
students, just being able to talk was one of the features that distinguished this class from
others.
As the students talked, I listened to what they had to say about their lives. They
talked about culture and Native identity, about real life and racism, about being different
and celebrating difference. This chapter is about how I made sense of what I heard. It
branches from the subject of languages to exploration of the r:)le dialogue plays in building
communities of difference. That is how I came to look at the Native Awareness class-as
community of difference.
Time to Talk
When I interviewed Kelly, I was curious to ask her about her comment, "I figure
when they're asking, that's the time to talk about it", that had been such a catalyst for me.
After all, this was the comment that led to this thesis. What had drawn me to the
comment, was its referent-Native language. I had been so preoccupied with "language,"
the significance of the comment itself eluded me. This became apparent through the
fieldwork, as we talked about language. I am referring simply to the act of listening and
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the willingness to talk. As it turned out, Kelly did not really remember the specifics of that
c.:onversation. But, when I showed her the card where I had written down her words, this
is how she responded:
Oh, ya. Well, I don't really have like a plan when I go into my Native
Awareness class, I always think that things will just happen naturally and I
think that that's part of the teaching, but I think that if we don't respond to
them, then kids are going to quit asking questions. In our circle when we
hum sweetgrass, there are things that kids talk about like a whole thing can
just come from one kid sit.ting down asking a question about this and it
may mean that I'll move around the room and draw something on the board
just so that they'll understand something a little bit better because very few
of them have experienced the Sundance, for example or been part of a
sweatlodge. And I share my understanding and interpretation, especially if
they ask the questions and I always like to respond to questions.
That Kelly is responsive to students' questions is indicated in the following comments:
And in Native Awareness you can ask questions. If you didn't know
something, like which way to walk in the circle, you could ask that and
you wouldn't have to be embarrassed because it's just a normal question,
hut if you did it in Language Arts or something everyone would laugh at
Shelley
you.
In the other classes you can talk when the teacher isn't there or not
listening. When the teacher's there you get asked lots of questions. In the
Native Awareness class you can ask stuff about yourself, more personal,
Fabio
without getting in trouble.
When asked what distinguished the Native Awareness class from other classes,
several students commented on the oral nature of the class. This emphasis on "the oral"
was not by chance; the Native oral tradition is reflected in Kelly's teaching style.
Well, this one's oral, you talk about it. In the other classes they make you
work and write and this one you can feel more relaxed than the other ones
Johnny
cause I don't know... I just feel more relaxed in this one.
It's different than the other classes because everything's oral and we get to
say whatever we want, anything important and we all just take our time, no
hurry or anything whereas in most classes everything's got a total due
date....so it helps a lot, even when I go there I'm a lot more calm and
everything. It relaxes me to know that everyone in that class cares and
Tonya
they're all listening to what you have to say.
Johnny and Tonya appreciate the way in which an oral class, without the pressure
of written assignments, enables them to feel more relaxed. It also provides an approp1iate
medium for discussing culture.
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In the other classes we have to write. but this is more oral. We talk about
our differences and we learn new things about our culture.
F.thin
Fabio likes talking becau:;e "it's fun." In the Native Awareness class. talking allows him
to explore his interest in cultural roots. He can ask:
What kind of culture do you have? How much Native arc you? or Oriental'!
Cause that's kind of fascinating about people. what their roots arc.
For some of the students, a distinctive feature of the class was that it mirrors "real
life,

II

We don't write much and it's more interesting than the other classes cause
it has to do with your real life and the way we�live, like. well. I never knew
about sweetgrass before, cause our family doesn't talk about Native
Santcca
things.
Shelley furthers this "real life" theme.
Well, in our other classes we write things down but Native Awareness is
more about life than our other classes. Our other classes arc just about
school and this is about life. We don't talk about real life stuff as much in
the other classes.
I asked Shelley to tell me what made it about "life."
Well, it teaches you how to survive, like when you get out in the real
world, it teaches you like, if you don't respect your ciders. you're not
going to get very far.
For the students, being able to talk about what was "real" for them was clearly a
vital aspect of the Native Awareness class. From my perspective, I saw also how dialogue
was instrumental in helping create the sense of community that existed in the class.
Learning about "community" had been one of my original objectives. In my research
proposal I wrote:
The purpose of my research is to situate these aspects of Native language in
an urban school setting where a h0mogenous language community cannot
be assumed ...Through my research I hope to determine what would
constitute an equivalent and functional concept of community in which a
Native language program could develop.
(excerpt from research proposal, January, 1994)
By the time I completed the research, an analysis of "community" remained apropos,
though in a slightly different manner than I had anticipated. Before I could conceptualize
community in the research setting, I harl to determine how I conceptualize community
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generally. Community is usually conceived as constituted by a number of individuals
having something in common-a common language, a common conceptual framework
and building something in common: a nation, a polis, an institution (Lingis, 1994: ix).
This definition seemed appropriate, yet I was intrigued by the title Lingis chose for his
book, The Community of Those who Have Nothing in Common.
I agree with Gibson ( 1985) that in education, "community" is often used as a
"hurrah-word." He argues that "community" should be a subject for investigation by
critical researchers, not a taken for granted consensual slogan. The uncritical privileging of
"community" can be problematic. Community is not the cohesive whole suggested; there
are always some within a community who are not served by it. Tierney's ( 1993a: 129-30)
position is that communities cannot be organized around single ideas of the "common
good" because there will always be groups and individuals who have been silenced
because of their differences. In this interpretation, difference simply pertains to those who
are different from the nonn. The problem with this is that it places those who are
"different" constantly in relation to what is conceived of as "nonnal" (and to be desired).
Rather than confonnity, a critical analysis argues that human solidarity must be based on
the concept of difference. Tierney acknowledges that this seems contradictory: How can
we create solidarity within community if we are all different? What is it that ties all of us
together? His view is that unity comes from the acceptance of difference and the
willingness to engage one another in dialogue about it.
The Native Awareness class, with a mix of Native and non-Native students from a
variety of backgrounds who came together primarily to "dialogue" provided an
opportunity to explore this way of thinking about community.

The Sacred Circle
"Community" in the Native Awareness class centers around the "sacred circle."
Kelly conducts the class according to the Sacred Circle Project which
was to become a sacred circle of people honouring the traditions and
teachings of the Native elders in its attempt to address the needs of urban
(Douglas, 1987: 187)
Native children and their families.
Kelly t0ld me that the school motto, "Celebrate our Differences," corresponds with
what she is trying to accomplish through the Sacred Circle. Hence, her students "really
understand and could relate to the circle and the gifts that we bring to it. We're all
different, but we all share." I asked Kelly how she had gone about building a sense of
community with her students in the class.

IO➔

I really don't know other than the l�acl1ing of the circle. The wav that I
teach it is with the four colours and the gifts that we hring and l1ow we
enter into the circle.
The sense of community in the Native Awareness class is hased on the helief that the circk
is a place to share their gifts. All students are considered to have something worth
sharing.
And so if any kid is there thinking that I'm going to stand out because this
is a Native awareness thing I tell him it's a Native perspective hecause you
have a Native teacher. It would be different if this was being taught hy a
non-Native person. You're getting a Native perspective from a Native
teacher.
For Kelly, part of giving a Native perspective means not wanting to lay blame: her
objective is not to make anyone, Native or non-Native, feel badly. She told me that she
makes a point of saying to non-Natives who feel badly about what has been done in the
past, that "what counts is now, that you kids can sit around and talk about it."
The school motto, "Celebrate our Differences," is clearly compat;blc with Kelly's
teaching philosophy. I wanted to discover the students' interpretation.

Celebrating Difference
In the interviews I asked the students what the school had done to actualize the
school motto, celebrate our differences. Some of their responses refer to Femwood school
in general; others focus on the Native Awareness class itself.
For example, Santeca and Ken's responses were: "they treat everybody the same"
and "we don't make fun of different people." Johnny said, "Well, I don't sec it happening
in Femwood yet", but in the Native Awareness class "there's more respect for the other
person. They treat you better, like there they mind their own business, instead of hugging
you." Other students responded at length.
... you can compare anything and everything and in some ways they're
similar but still there are differences. And differences, as in the motto of the
school, are something to be celebrated and these days when people arc put
down for their differences, here, at Femwood, we celebrate our differences
Tonya
and we take care of each other because of those differences.
There's white people, Indian and Chinese, people from all different parts.
It's just saying like, respect who you are, who they are, not make fun of
them cause they're from a different place. We don't call each other names if
we're from different places. In Native Awareness we kind of understand
where other people come from...In our regular cla-;ses we try to make them
feel w�lcome, but it Native Awareness we do more than that, we try to
understand, ask questions so we can understand their background, why
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they do certain things, why they don't do other things.

Candy

Tonya's response indicates a willingness to go beyond merely tolerating difference to
actually celebrating difference in times when "people are put down for their differences."
People arc taken care of, not in spite of, but because of those differences. If difference is
to be celebrated, Candy's directive "to do more, to ti)' to understand" will have to be
adhered to. Candy added that "talking gives a better chance to understand things." Not
only do! agree with her, I am tempted to say it gives the best chance.
When I mentioned "celebrating difference," Fabio told me that "we're not
prejudiced." When I asked how that came to be, his response was "cause we all accept
everybody's differences. It's mixed cultures here. We allow people from other cultures t o
come into our class and learn stuff about us." Fabio talks about the acceptance of
difference in much the same way Tierney does. Both Fabio and Shelley (below) utilise the
word "allow" which evokes a stronger connotation.
Well, we allow like Chinese people and normal white people, and Spanish
people into the group, we let them into the circle. We kind of learn what
Shelley
other people do for tradition and stuff.
Their choice of wording strikes me as somehow ironic. I interpret this as saying, "when it
comes to 'things Native' the times they are indeed a-changing!" Their analyses of "letting
others in" certainly suggest opportunities for cross-cultural learning; in Fabio's description
others are allowed in to learn about Native culture, while in Shelley's example the learning
situation is reversed. In either case, the students are learning from each other.
Shelley's offhand reference to "normal white people" is even more telling. This
concurs with Tierney's interpretation that difference simply pertains to those who are
different from the norm. If white people are "normal," what does that make everyone else?
Abnorn1al? So, although the times are a-changing, the effects of assimilation have been
internalised so that white is still "the standard." It is easier for Shelley to align herself with
Spanish or Chinese peopie in the group. They would also be categorized as non-white,
and therefore not "normal."
By striving to "celebrate difference" the students have come closer to
"understanding difference" and are moving towards building "communities of difference."

DIFFERENCE AND IDENTITY
Tierney ( l 993b:7) rejects the notion that differences across groups create an
inability to understand one another. Rather than boundaries that cannot be croso;;ed, he
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deveiops the idea of "border zones," defined as "cultural areas infused with differences."
The idea of identity is broken down with the recognition of the multiple and often
conflicting identities we simultaneously hold as we span borders.
The consequence is that we dissolve boundaries and incorporate the idea of
borderlands that we all inhabit. Our struggle is constantly to cross these
borders and exist in tolerable discomfort with one another as we confront
difference. The reason I mention discomfort is that by its very nature
"differencr" is discomforting: to engage in dialogue and action with
individuals who may have conflicting ideas and constructions about the
world is hard work, but as I argue throughout this text, such work creates
the con<litions for change and what I call cultural democracy. Cultural
democracy involves the enactment of dialogue and action thm arc based on
a framework of trying to understand and to honor cultural difference, rather
than of subjugating such difference to mere attributes of an individual's
(Tierney, 1993b: 11)
identity.
In response to Tierney, there are two interrelated points I want to address: the act
of reducing difference to mere attributes of an individual's identity and the recognition of
multiple and often conflicting identities.

The Imaginary Indian
By way of introducing this, I revisit Francis's, The Imaginary Indian ( 1992 ),
referred to in chapter two. Francis lets the reader know that he does not intend to offer the
image of a "real Indian" to replace the fraudulent images of the past: the main argument of
his book is that there is no such thing as a real Indian. According to Francis, the notion
that we today see Indians more clearly for what they really are is false. Current pu'"'lic
discourse is still seeped in stereotypes, myth and vrejudice. The students I interviewed arc
well acquainted with stereotyping and discrimination. Shelley's comment is made in
relation to Native language loss.
Well, that's not very fair because the Natives were the first ones here, so
like why should they have to go first? It's unfair because lots of people
think like the Natives are bad just because some people drink and they act
stupid and they're Native then like Natives get a rep and stuff, same with
the blacks too.
A lot of people they say things like Indians are all drunks, mean things, but
it's not true, they're not always like that, it's just a few of them might be,
but not all of them. It doesn't mean you should judge all of them by just
one of them that you meet.
Tonya
The injustice of such labeling is accentuated in these comments. They also provide me
with an opportunity to contextualize the notion of essentializing, whereby a group of
people (in this case, Native) are seen as having the same "essence." Here, the association
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is negative, but essentializing of )';ative people operates the other way as well. For
example, some people have the idea that all Natives are spiritually and artisically
inclincd69. I should note that essentialized identities can be used to advantage by groups
wishing to make a political statement.
Working within the inner city context made it more difficult for me to reduce
identity to cultural attributes. Unlike the on-reserve students I am familiar with, the
research participants did not constitute a homogenous tribal or language group. I will
elaborate on this aspect of identity in the next section.
Multiple Selves
I recently read a guest column in the Edmonton Journal, "Wh.:it's in a name? Am I
a wagon-burner, an Indian, a Native, an aboriginal, or a First Nationer?" (Noskiye, April
18, 1995 ). The article is rather facetious, yet asks pertinent questions, more than one of
which I have pondered in the writirg of this thesis. I have asked the question that Noskiye
answers, "What do we call you the�e days?" Four of the five names mentioned above have
been applied in this thesis70_ But, it is Noskiye's discussion of "identity" that I see as
having relevance to the research participants.
If you think being a Canadian is sometimes having to live with an identity
crisis, you should try being a member of one of the First Nations. The
identity of our people is always in a constant review. Well, that's not
entirely true. I believe the identity, as we understand it, is consistent. We
know we come from a proud race, the founding nations of what we call
Turtle Island. What I mean by "identity" are the titles, labels, and names
that seem to come with each new generation of the indigenous peoples.
After discussing what is problematic with the terms Amerindian, Aboriginal,
Indian, C-31 ers, halfbreeds. Metis (and others I have not included), Noskiye summarizes
his position: "of course we know who we are and that's the important thing. Oi course we
know we come from a culture so rich and so beautiful that labels would never affect us."
Noskiye m�kes his point. and does so with considerable sarcasm and some humour. Yet,
I think of the students who are represented t,ere and wonder if they are so sure of who
they arc, if their identity is in fact only a problem of non-Native people not knowing what
to call them. How do these youth situate themselves? How do they make sense of their
multiple selves? I wonder how they would be affected by Noskiye's definition of Bill C31 as "a hill that was passed, essentially giving anyone, and I mean anyone, 'Indian
---------

·-·

------

69 A powerful example of how essentializing works can be found in Chrystos's poem, "I am not your
princess", in Not Vanishing (1988).
70 I discuss tcm1inology used in the thesis in the introduction.
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Status."' Reading this. I hear voices. now familiar, in my head. tPcrhaps you will
recognize them. too.)
I don't look Native but I du ha\'e Native in me.
All of us are halfbreeds in our family, except for my Grandma. she's like the mnst
Native.
Our family doesn't talk about Native things.
...my grandma...she's more Natiw than any of us.
How much Native are you?
My real grandfather died when I Wu� just newborn and now my grandmother's
married to another guy and he's like all white so he doesn't know about the
language and stuff, he wouldn't understand it.
In an off the cuff (yet profound) remark, Candy mentioned that for the last two
years, before Kelly was teaching the Native Awareness class
if you were Native once every two weeks they would he let out of class to
come and talk about Native stuff.
This type of segregation is so typical, but what messages arc being conveyed? You arc
allowed to be Native once every two weeks. You can get all that Native stuff talked about
in an hour or two. No wonder there is a discourse that speaks to multiple and conflicting
identities!
Jordan (1985:35) notes that, particularly for Aboriginal people who have "passed"
into a white world, there are multiple realities in the "world" in which one locates one's
reality.
How does one establish the parameters of the community which "accepts"
a person as Aboriginal? Does tl.c definition assume that a person who
identifies as Aboriginal lives only within one community and this
identification is legitimated by that Aboriginal community? Must
Aboriginality be affirmed by Aboriginal people only? Or may people live in
a white community and have their Aboriginal identity affirmed hy l'ither a
white community or both?
Jordan poses these questions in relation to Australian Aborigines. However, they are
germane to the situation faced by many Aboriginal people elsewhere. The research
participants whose voices I have recorded struggle with being defined, labeled and
categorized. They seek to have their identity confirmed and affirmed. While the academic
discourse that speaks to "difference and identity" is far removed from these students, it
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offers hope and possibility: the hope that multiple selves will be acknowledged and the
possihility that fragmented identities can be integrated.

Breaking Boundaries
I have come to think of the Sacred Circle in the Native Awareness class a� a
"borderland" in which boundaries have been dissolved and cultural differences are
honored. I do not propose that cultural differences are "understood" in any absolute sense,
but that hard work is being done to, as Candy said, "try to understand."
What Kelly and the students have created in the cl?.ss has applicability in a broader
context. In the discussion about stereotyping of Native people, Shelley recommended the
Sacred Circle as a way to promote understanding.
Well, they could try to understand the Natives 'cause not all of them are
bad, some of them arc but not all of them are. Non-Native people need to
try to understand, some people don't even try to understand, some of them
do. Well, they could try going to Sacred Circle, they �ould try to listening
to what we're talking about. That would be a start.
Shelley
I agree with Tierney that differences across groups do not have to create an
inability to understand one another. This is not to say that I disagree with those who argue
that it is impossible for any affinity group to ever "know" the experiences of another. My
experience is that those who have the most rigid opinions of "others" are frequently those
with very limited first-hand exposure to these "others." Such rigidity can be destructive. In
my opinion, the only hope for changing this is through face-to-face interaction. Dialogue
does not assume peace and unanimity but it can facilitate the type of understanding that is
needed for people to get along (or perhaps even to survive) in this increasingly complex
and diverse world.
There may be no pat political 'ans,·1er' to the world's problems. However,
the important point is net the answer-just as in a dialogue, the important
point is not the particular opinions-but rather the softening up, the
opening up, of the mind, and looking at all the opinions. If there is some
sort of spread of that attitude. I think it can slow down the destruction.
(Bohm, 1990:39)
I have presented the Native Awareness class as a place where students are free to
talk and to share: this does not mean it was always an "easy" place to be. On the contrary,
there was a wealth of conflict. Conflict is assumed when people are authentic. Certainly, it
is "easier" to keep the boundaries intact. But unless boundaries are broken, traditional
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positions of power and authority will be maintained. The fundamental relationships that
lead to exclusion have to be changed. Kelly offers her perspective:
We an.· different in a way. in some of our beliefs. vou know we're
different, but we're not really different. I don't know ho\�' to explain that.
it's just that we have a different way of doing things. hut as people we're
not different.
I understand what Kelly means-the being different at the same time as being not
different, but I do not know how to articulate it either. In Fabio's words:
Everyody's not the same even if some of us arc Indian, nobody's the
same.
Through dialogue, we can come to accept difference, at the same time recognizing
commonalties. And, for the students in the Native Awareness class. those commonalties
need not necessarily exist in being "Native."
The "right" pe,�ons are not found in any particular cultural group or
society. They are found individually within all culture, but their beings
have transcended cultural boundaries. Their actions express the
undc:rstanding that it is individuals who co-cre.:1te their different societies
and, at the same time, co-create the global community. They will naturally
support any child to live his own culture, and to respect all others.
(Weber-Pillwax, 1992:91-92)
Weber-Pillwax's vision of those who co-create community is analogous to the image
in Mohanty's (1991) "imagined community:" "imagined" not because it is not "real" hut
because it suggests potential alliances and collaborations across divisive boundaries. and
"community" because it suggests a commitment to the idea of "horizontal
comradeship71."
The idea of imagined community is useful because it leads us away from
essentialist notions of third world feminist struggks, suggesting political
rather than biological or cultural bases for alliance. Thus, it is the way we
think about race, class, and gender-the political links we choose to make
among and between struggles.
(p.4)
Though Mohanty's reference is to third world oppositional struggles/[emini"m, it has
applicability to my fieldwork. While a cultural base for alliance can be identified in the
Native Awareness class, other potential alliances exist.
Personally, I have experienced and witnessed connections that assure me that "we
do not have to become each other's unique experiences and insights in order to share what
71 See Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflection.1· on the Origin and Spread of Natimw/i.1111,
especially pp. J I- I 6.
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we have learned through our particular battles for survival" (Larde, 1985:8). I wonder if
Anderson's "horizontal comradeship" could be equated with Freire's "horizontal
relationship"-wherein, founded upon love, humility, and faith, dialogue becomes a
horizontal relationship of which mutual t:ust between the dialoguers is the logical
consequence ( 1970:79-80).
BUILDING BRIDGES

Making a Difference
I realize that this way of thinking about dialogue may be regarded by some as
unreasonably idealistic. Ellsworth's (1989:316) view is that dialogue in its conventional
sense is impossible in the culture at lar,2e because power relations between raced, classed,
and gendered students are unjust and that these injustices cannot he overcome in a
classroom, no matter how committed the �eacher and students are to just that. Ellsworth's
critique calls to mind Ryan, who affected me similarly last year. I refer to his study, an
attempt to understand the phenomenon of Native school dropouts in an Innu community:
"unfortunatdy, changing classrooms, or, for that matter, school environments to meet
local needs, will not solve these problems if the context within which these schooling
practices take place continues to persist" (Ryan, 1990:448).
This deterministic analysis is problematic for me, as it dismisses the possibility of
change by both students and teachers. While acknowledging societal influences, I have to
believe that change is possible, and that even the smallest change is of value. Otherwise,
teaching, life itself, can seem hopeless. To quote Freire:
Nor yet can dialogue exist without hope... Hopelessness is a form of
silence, of denying the world and fleeing from it...Hope, however, does
not consist in crossing one's arms and waiting. As long as I fight, I am
moved by hope; and if I fight with hope, then I can wait. As the encounter
of [wo/]men seeking to be more fully human, dialogue cannot be carried on
in a climate of hopelessness. If the dialoguers expect nothing to come of
their efforts, their encounter will be empty and sterile, bureaucratic and
tedious.
(Freire, 1970:80)
I offer a small exemplar from the fieldsite to illustrate what can happen when one acts on
hope and expects something to come of one's efforts.
The a<;sistant principal at Femwood told me that racism had been a problem in the
school; two of the measures taken to deal with the racism had been to adopt the motto
"Celebrate Difference" and to create the Native Awareness class. Femwood School also
hosts an annual Native festival with storytelling, dances, bannock making, teepees and
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such. Several of the students mentioned this festival in their interviews. T!w assistant
principal described the festival as
an opportunity for the Native kid to be special. It's unbelievable to watch
the Native kids telling the others about Native culture or discovering it for
themselves and the parents are very pleased. We just "stumbled" onto thl'
idea, but it's turned out to b� good ... The neat thing is the acceptance.
they're proud now. It gives ii1em a chance to say ''I'm ok." We never
realized the positive consequences; it's had long reaching effects and wc·ve
never looked back. Racism has dropped.
That "acts of racism" at Femwood have dropped was confinned by one of the
students interviewed. When I asked her why. her response was:
Well, it was like we were all running around with blindfolds on and now
it's like they've taken them off for us and we can all sec what we're doing.
Tonya
everything is clear to us now.
I thought this seemed rather simplistic and idealistic, so I asked Tonya how they removed
the blindfolds.
Well, it took at least two school years altogether for us to even everything
out. The vp used to go around to the classrooms a lot and she'd supervise a
lot at recess, if she'd see anything like that she wouldn't punish the
students really but more or less they'd jusl sit and talk and then every once
in a while they'd come into the classrooms and explain what was going on
and slowly we just went into it.
I am sure that everything has not "all evened out"-it never is and never will be. But, on
the other hand, neither can Tonya's comment be dismissed as either simplistic or idealistic.
This approximates another example of what I referred to in the previous chapter, "just
driving the stake in." In many schools, the incidence of racism is increasing. Wondering if
anything can be done, let alone knowing what to do can be both depressing and
overwhelming. At Femwood, they chose to try something, they drove the stake in and, in
doing so, made a difference72. That "just sitting and talking" had something to do with it,
in my opinion, is no coincidence.
Periodically, I remind myself of the privileged position from which I am working
and recall how differently I was positioned as a classroom teacher. I can imagine a regular
classroom teacher thinking, "But, we can't afford the time to just sit and talk." I have no
intention of comparing the Native Awareness cla<;s according to the same criteria an
academic class where the teacher feeis the pressure of having his/her students perform to
72 I realize that racism is a complex problem that cannot be "solved" thrc.ugh a cultural festival.
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"standard"73. I have been there and the "perfonning to standard" component \vas an
ongoing struggle for me. Kelly may not be held accountable for standardized achievement
results in the same way that a regular classroom teacher is; converseiy, it would be unfair
to assume that she docs not have high expectations for her students. Kelly understands the
implications of teacher expectations: "Maybe I expect too much of my students, but if you
don't have expectations, you don't get anything."
How do the students fit into this discussion? During an early visit, one student
filled me in: "You want to know why I took this course? My friend told me it was really
easy, you just sit and talk, don't have to do any work. But he lied." When I interviewed
the students, Ken was the only one to comment on this aspect of the Native Awareness
class, saying that there was "well, less work." My point is that having a "space" to talk
appears to be a far more influential factor for most of these students than having a class
where "you don't have to do any work." Along with this is the fact that the kind of "talk" I
have been talking about in this chapter is work, and important work, too. But it is seldom
treated as such.

Finding Common Ground
I have used the research participants to concretize the concepts of "crossing
horders" and "breaking boundaries." Once again, an analysis of the community inside the
Native Awareness class and Fernwood School can be transferred to the outside
community. There is a huge need for "border crossing" and "boundary breaking" between
the school community and the home community.
The assistant principal told me that Fernwood is working towards improving
home- school communication:
We're trying to get Kelly into the homes more, but it's a process which
takes time. It's difficult to get the parents to come into the school...The
parents don't feel comfortable in schools. It's too hard for them to come.
Hopefully the next generation will feel more comfortable in schools.
This certainly corresponds with what Kelly had to say when I asked her about the home
school relationships:
Well, the homes that I've visited have been wonderful, they're really
supportive of the school, but you know a lot of these people are products
of residential schooling and you know when my Dad was going to
residential school, his parents didn't have any say in what he did or what
he learned and how long he stayed and I think that there's still some of that
in people my age and their kids are going to Fernwood. They think it's the
?'3 The flip side of having no pressure is there is also less status accorded the "options" classes.
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school's responsibility, they don't think that they have any say for their
kids' education. I still think that there's that mindset because of what
residential schooling taught...because when those kids were taken off the
reserve they were just picked up, the parents had no say. But. you know, I
don't know if they know how to articulate that.
My recollections of home-school relationships involving Native students arc reflected in
Kelly's explanation. By and large, the communication between home and school was far
superior when students were attending community schools on the reserve than when they
were attending schools away from the local community.
As with other parents, Native parents are more likely to feel comfortable in schools
situated within their own community. Moreover, given the history of residential
schooling, it is no wonder that many Native parents feel uneasy in schools. Based on
experience, my belief is that schools should take some of the initiative to lesson this
discomfort.
Even small measures can make a difference and should not be underestimated. For
example, Kelly had commented on how so many more students arc now learning Cree. I
asked her how much of that was coming from home and how much was coming from
school.
I think it's a mix, I think there's a lot of our Native people who know
about this, and they're really happy that it's being continued in school.
They may understand and feel what it means or how it feels to burn
sweetgrass and what it does for them, but when it's explained and taught tn
them the way I've been taught then there's a mixing of the two and the kids
understand and can also be a part of their parents' teaching them.
Kelly's comment shows that the burning of sweetgrass in the Sacred Circle has the
potential to bring the school and home closer together. These areas of common ground
need to be identified and increased. I stress this becau:�e in my experience one of the
critical factors as to whet!"\er or not students were successful in school was the degree of
cooperation between the home and the school. Naturally, this is true for all students. With
Native students, though, there is typically less common ground.
While Kelly was speaking about the Sacred Circle and the burning of swectgrass,
there are other possibilities. For example, Fredeen (1991: 116) suggests that the inaccurate
impression that indigenous languages are no longer part of the picture for students of
indigenous ancestry living in the cities may also be associated with the belief that
indigenous languages are unimportant to indigenous parents living in the cities. I did not
have the opportunity to hear the views of teachers, but my guess would be that this would
be a common belief; at the same time, if parents were a'iked, I imagine it would be found
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that indigenous languages are valued (even if they arc not spoken). This is indicative of the
type of misunderstanding that exists when there is poor communication.
The first step towards rcctifying this would be dialogue. The Fernwood students'
interest in language surfaced because "time to talk" was made available. If they talk about
language at school, perhaps they will talk about language at home as well. As with the
teaching of swcctgrass in school there can be a mixing of the two, bringing the school and
home closer together. Kelly mentions that the students can be a part of their parents'
teaching them; this could also work the other way, with the parents being part of the
children teaching them. Students taking Cree in school could teach their parents what they
arc learning. The Fernwood students (and others who do not at present have the
opportunity to learn a Native language in school) could talk about language-related issues:
cultural identity, loss, revival, linguistic rights. Native languages, in some form, can be
part of the common ground.
Communities of Practice
I have recently bten introduced to a new way to think about "finding common
ground" between the school community and the home community. In chapter three I
discussed the motivation to "survive in two worlds." Native students must learn to work
and live within the bounds of at least two cultures. At the same time, I acknowledged that
formal education structures that are incongruous with traditional forms of education have
resulted in failure for many Native students. One of the reasons for this is that too often
Native students have been expected to give up their Native identity to survive in school.
School is not just about learning, but about identity construction. Children must have a
clear sense of their own identity, and identities need to find their home in a community
outside the school, as we!! as within the classroom and school.
Stairs (1994) notes that the construction of identity has been directly equated with
learning by some scholars working within the emerging "constructivist" lines of thought
and research (e.g., Lave & Wenger, 1991). "In this view, learning is an active cultural
phenomenon and involves increasingly competent participation in a community of
practice-whether a cultural community, a trade, or an academic discipline. Through such
increasing participation one becomes a member of the community and thus establishes
identity" (Stairs, 1994: 167-8). At this point, I will be unable to explore this topic in any
depth; rather, I will briefly address aspects pertinent to my discussion74.
In the forward to Situated Leaming, Hanks (1991: 13-14) notes that Lave and
Wenger locate learning squarely in the processes of coparticipation, not in the heads of
74For more detail. sec Lave & Wenger's Situated Leaming: Legitimate peripheral participation ( 1991 ).
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individuals. They situate learning in certain forms of social coparticipation. asking what
kinds of social engagements provide the proper context for learning to take place.
According to Lave and Wenger (1991:52) participation in social practice suggests a very
explicit focus on the person, but as person-in-the-world, as member of a sociocultural
community.
As an aspect of social practice, learning involves the \\'hole person;
it impli1'" not only a relation to specific activities, but a relation to social
communllies-it implies becoming a full participant. a member, a kind of
person...To ignore this aspect of learning is to overlook the fact that
learning involves the construction of identities.
(Lave and Wenger. 1991:53)
The concept of the student as a member of a community corresponds to my
understanding of traditional Native education. Yet, it seems to me that this aspect of
learning is exactly what is often overlooked when it comes to schooling for Native
students. Mainstream schooling separates students from their social communities; this way
of learning can not possibly involve the whole Native child. Stairs (1988:315)
summarizes and contrasts formal and indigenous teaching.
Formal teaching is characterized by a high level of verbal mediation in a
setting removed from daily life, and is carried out by a specialized
individual who has no social role relationship to the child. The predominant
goals are individual academic achievement and the skill base for a future
occupation. Indigenous teaching involves observation and imitation
embedded in daily family and community activities, and is carried out by
many individuals with particular kinship roles in relation to the child.
Awareness and appropriate skills for integration into the immediate social
structure are predominant goals.
From the perspective Lave and Wenger (1991:1 I 5) develop, learning and a sense
of identity75 are inseparable: They are aspects of the same phenomenon. If Native students
have to give up their identity to succeed in school, how does this affect their learning? The
research in this area makes clear that the most important factor for learning is the student
feeling that s/he "legitimately" belongs in a group. Yet, how can a student feel belonging
in an environment that does not reflect his/her culture?
I have presented the case that students need to be prepared for life in more than one
cultural world. There is a need, then, to recognize more than one community of practice
and the school needs to involve the student in both communities of practice. If the school
is seen as one community and the home the other, how do students integrate the two
75Toe authors define identity as the way a person understands and views himself, and is viewed hy other�.
a perception of self which is fairly constant (Lave and Wenger, 1991:81 ).
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communities of practice? For learning to be meaningful, the school needs to create spaces
where the child can experience legitimate membership in both communities. For students
attending community controlled schools, there are more natural opportunities for this to
happen. For others, as with the Fernwood students, there must be more concerted effort to
involve the students in both communities of practice. And, "communities of practice" must
also be "communities of difference."
My intention is not to present the school and the home as two separate
communities which need to move closer together. Neither community of practice is
homogenous or static. Rather, the way in which Lave and Wenger describe community
relates well to the way I have attempted to present "communities of difference" in this
chapter.
In using the term community, we do not imply some primordial culture
sharing entity. We assume that members have different interests, make
diverse contributions to activity, and hold varied viewpoints. In our view,
participation at multiple levels is entailed in membership in a community of
practice. Nor does the term community imply necessarily co-presence, a
well-defined, identifiable group, or socially visible boundaries. It does
imply participation in an activity system about which participants share
understanding concerning what they are doing and what that means in their
lives and for their communities.
(Lave and Wenger, 1991:98)
What goes on in school must mean something in the lives of the students. If this is to
happen there should be some connection to what goes on in their lives outside school, in
their communities. The following serves as an exemplar of how the school c0uld involve
students in both communities of practice.
In an article about curriculum development for Native American and other minority
language learners, McLaughlin ( l 989b:42) argues that there is ;i need to bui)d a bridge
from where the students are as they come to school to where teai-:hers want them to go.
This bridge must connect the linguistic and cultural resources children bring with them to
the classroom to skills and concepts that facilitate access to mainstream power and
influence. Some see the necessity of building such a span, having the students cross it,
and then burning the bridge. Rather, the bridge that McLaughlin envisions is one on which
minority students travel back and forth between standard and vernacular forms of
knowledge.
By way of illustration, McLaughlin describes a curriculum development program
for Navajo students which has applicability for other minority language learners76.
76TI1e programme's curriculum can be summarized as: C=P+A. or, curriculum equals product plus
audience. The C=P+A fonnulation has allowed for students to use standard and vernacular fonns of
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The programme "has allowed parents and other community n1t�mhcrs to participate acti\'cly
in the school, and it has allowed teachers and school administrators to hccome suhjccts
themselves who engage along with the students in critical dialogue ahout issues of
consequence in the community" ( 1989b:58).
This could be seen as a way of building a bridge to connect the two communities
of practice: the home and the Native community. Consistent wiL Lave and Wenger's
views, it entails the typ1.: of learning that implies social coparticipation. rather than filling
the heads of individual learners. In my opinion, it is the also the type of learning that
implies dialogue and certainly corresponds to what I witnessed in the Native Awarrncss
class. McLaughlin ( l 989a:287) maintains that in classrooms with Native and other
minority students, "the task becomes one of establishing dialogue. In place of "hanking"
approaches that emphasize the accurate transmission of presequenced. disemhedded
knowledge, educators need to employ dialogical approachcs77."

Looking Ahead
In a thesis about Native language, this chapter has focused largely on dialogue and
difference. It should be kept in mind that the classroom in which I did my research was
not a language class, although an interest in Native languages had been expressed. We did
talk about languages issues-my agenda. We also talked about what surfaced in the
classes and interviews-the students' agenda. This chapter addresses what emerged as the
overlapping of the two agendas-identity.
That the research participants regard Native languages as important in their lives
was made apparent in the fourth and fifth chapters. For these inner city students, though,
(and I suspect for most) language is only one aspect of a complex identity. I sincerely
hope that the Femwood students will have the opportunity to learn more Cree (or other
Native language) sometime in their lives. That may or may not happen; inevitably, though.
they will constantly have to deal with the type of identity issues that have been addressed
here.
The Native Awareness class proved to be an opportune setting to contextualize the
type of identity issues urban Native youth face. Due to the nature of the class, Native
students were able to have their identity affirmed; at the same time, non-Native students
were able to learn about Native culture in a shared experience. Since there was a genuine
intent to celebrate difference, the currents of learning flowed in diverse directions. For
language in oral and written fonn in order to interrogate social conditions around them. For a detailed
description of this curriculum development program, sec McLaughlin ( 1989h).
77For a critique of "banking" pedagogy, sec Freire ( 1970).
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example, when I asked Shelley if she would be interested in learning Cree if she had the
opportunity, her response was:
I would like to know more about Cree because like I have so many
nationalities in me. But, it's good to know other languages, too. If I had to
choose it would be kind of hard because I want to learn Spanish, too. I
have a friend who speaks Spanish and he could probably teach me some78.
What Shelley seems to be alluding to is the increasing importance of
multilingualism. "In a world at five to twelve(= on the verge of self-destruction),"
Skutnabb-Kangas(1988:38) argues for biculturalism/bilingualism, and in particular for the
protection of minority languages. In addition to needing language for analysis and
solidarity,
we need bilinguals as mediators. Those who are bi-something (bilingual,
bidialectal, bicultural) have been forced to look at two different languages,
dialects, cultures from the inside. It is easier for us bilinguals to
understand both parties.
Tierney(1993:132) urges academics to "learn the discourse of the voiceless, create
communities of dialogue based on difference, and work constantly toward the active
creation of change." As evidenced in this thesis, the students are certainly not "voiceless."
In the Native Awareness class they gave voice to a community of dialogue and difference.
For students living in the inner city, it seems to me likely that communities will have to be
based on difference. The hope lies in the acceptance and understanding which comes
through dialogue.
We need to accept diversity, and linguistic diversity is just one element of that.
Language is part of the larger picture and cannot be discussed productively in isolation. I
agree with Boseker (1994:155) that "the future in terms of preserving Native American
languages lies beyond merely linguistics... the future of [these] languages is intertwined
with the future of Native American cultures as a whole." Similarly, the past of their
languages is intertwined with the past of their cultures as a whole.
For Tonya, what they talked about in the Native Awareness class that was
especially meaningful was: "the whole ancestry of Natives, it really means something to
me, the way they were treated, and the way it's starting to even out but still in ways it still
isn't very even." And, language is one of the instruments for change. Dialogue is essential
as we "work constantly toward the active creation of change."

78·fhe friend Shelley is referring to is from El Salvador; he was one of the students in the Native
Awareness dass.
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What can people do now so that Native languages will not he lost?
Start learning them more, find out their roots. like their family tree. talk
Fahio
more to their elders-it's important to go hack.
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EPILOGUE
We're going to have to be like the children, the students who are going to
have to he taught our own language to keep the language going.
Johnny
The river has not been left to itself, to go on, flowing deep79. Due to river-slaying.
that was not allowed to happen. As with the river, indigenous languages have endured
much language-slaying. But, the river, although polluted. still flows-both ways. And
many indigenous languages, however weakened, have survived. They continue to flow.
Will the waters continue to flow? Will Johnny and others of his generation be taught their
languages so that they can keep the languages going? Has this thesis helped to e.isure that
the languages will continue to flow both ways?
Ar least Roy/and knew he had been a true diviner. There were the
wells, proof positive. Water. Real wet water. There to be felt and
tasted. Morag's magic tricks were of c1 different order. She would 11ever
know whether they actually worked or 1101, or to what extent. That
wasn't given to her to k11ow. In a se11se, it did not matter. Tlze
(Laure11ce:1974:452)
necessary doing of the thing-that mattered.
Naturally, a part of me wants proof positive that this thesis will mean something
besides me getting my degree. I would like to know if Johnny will learn Cree from his
grandmother and pass the language on to his children. But, as with Morag. that is not
mine to know. Similarly, Cecile Wawanolet, who has dedicated her final years to saving
Abenaki, will not know the outcome of her work. She will die not knowing what will
happen to her indigenous tongue. But, for Morag, for me, for Cecile Wawanolet and
many others, it is the necessary doing of the thing that matters-the "driving your stake in
somewhere."
The river does flow both ways, but for most Native languages, the current is much
stronger in one direction. The tide against Native language preservation has been strong,
but the current is shifting and the waters are flowing back. There are no guarantees, only
the belief that our efforts will make a difference.
Look ahead i11to the past, and back into the future, until the silence.
How far could anyo11e �·ee into the river? Not far. Near shore, in the
shallows, the water was clear, and there were the clean and broken
clamshells (l creatures 110w dead, and the wavering of the underwater weed
fon·sts, a11d rh�· flicker of small live fishes, and the undulating lines of gold as
the sand ripples received the sun. Only slightly further out, the water
(Laurence, 1974:453)
deepe11ed a11d kept its life from sight.
79sec quotation at the hcginning of chapter four.
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APPENDIX A
Description of Bilingual Programmes
A mother tongue maintenance or language shelter is a programme where the minority
language is valued in itself, so it occupies an important role in the curriculum, not merely
as an initial medium of instruction. Societal attitudes to the minority language, related to
the oppressed socio-economic position of the minority group, are considered problematic,
rather than the minority language itself.
A submersion, or sink-swim programme, is a programme where linguistic minority
children with a low-status mother tongue are forced to accept instruction through the
medium of a forei gn majority language with high status, in classes where some children
are native speakers of the language of instruction, where the teacher does not understand
the mother tongue of the minority children, and where the majority language constitutes a
threat to their mother tongue-a subtractive language learning situation.
A transitional programme is a programme where linguistic minority children with a low
status mother tongue are instructed through the medium of their mother tongue for a few
years and where the mother tongue has instrumental value. It is used in order for the
children to learn the majority language better, and in order to give them some subject
matter knowledge while they are learning the majority language. As soon as they can
function in the majority language orally, they are transferred to a majority language
medium programme. A transitional programme is a more sophisticated version of
submersion programmes, a more "humane" way of assimilating.
An immersion programme is a programme where linguistic majority children with a high
status mother tongue voluntarily choose (among existing alternatives) to be instructed
through the medium of a foreign (minority) language, in classes with majority children
with the same mother tongue only, where the teacher is bilingual so that the children in the
beginning can use their own language, and where their mother tongue is in no danger of
not developing or of being replaced by the language of instruction-an addiuve learning
situation.
A segregation programme is a programme where students from either majority or minority
populations are segregated. Segregation progrnmmes produce poor results, meaning
scholastic failure for the majority of those who start school, and low Ievels in ooth
languages of cognitive/academic achievement.
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Permission Letter
Department of Educational Policy Studies
7 - 104 Education Nonh
University of Alberta
T6G 205
January 16, 1995.
Parent or Guardian of _______________
I am a graduate student in Educational Policy Studies at the University of Alberta
doing my master's degree in International/lntercultural Education. I am currently engaged in
research for my thesis which is entitled The River Flows Both

Ways: Native Language Loss

and Revival. I am concerned about issues related to Native language loss and maintenance
and am interested in hearing the views of urban students on this subject.
The classroom where I will be doing my study is the one in which your child is
enrolled. I would appreciate permission to interview your child at the school. This would
involve discussing the student's views about Native language and exploring concern'...
All study participanL<; will be assured of confidentiality when the thesis is written.
My hope is that the students' contributions will provide an original pcrspect3ve to the
work being done to maintain or revive Native languages. Results of the study may assist in
future curriculum development involving the inclusion of Native languages in the school
system.
Yours sincerely,
Lynne Wiltse
Home Phone: 433-4384

I give my permission for _________to take part in school interviews for the
purpose of being included in the thesis entitled:

Parent/Guardian Signature

Native Languo.ge Loss and Revival.

